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sage of Onvcrnnr
HI WWII
which
hM been on the speaker's labio for
three iliiys. The message in vein mes-- ;
X". o. iind returns without the
approval of the executive house bill
No. K. Speaker Ha, a s bill to ex. end
the city limits of Santa Fe. The message points out th.it the bill is a plata
and unqualified
violation
of the
Springer act. and that therefore it
cannm stand. Action on the veto
Manga was allowed to go over.

HOLT AND BEACH FORCED
TD BACK DP ON ATTEMPT AT

SEVENTY-FIV-

PASSE'

STREANIS MUST LEGISLATURE

E

PERISH IN

SERVEWHERE

BLAZING

RAILROADS

MINE

FAIL

LL

SUELES

REDUCING

IN

llol

II I, TO tl.MIW
SK PAHSKS
o ICTS TO 11(11, It IHTH i:
Ibmse bill No, M was passed bv the
house this afternoon on s viva voce
vote. This Is the extraordinary bill
which so amends section 1672 of the
I

CHARACTER WRECKING

mnilcil laws that an
who
has behaved himself for ten years following his release, shall he restored
to all the rights of citizenship. IncludContemptible Attack on the Territorial Auditor Shown Up ing the right to hold office. The bill
was amended from five to ten years.
this bill, should II become law.
in Open Session of the House
and by a Democrat and aUnder
second degree murderer might become COttitty school superintendent,
Members of the Tandem Are Forced to Retract and or a horse thier. sheriff. Another in
teresting feature of this bill is that It
contain- -' a paragraph making It retroModify Statements.
active and thus violates a certain
n
document
o' a
known
as th constitution of tin
United States which forbids
facto laws. This bill was reported
A
from the committee on Judicial!, of
which Mr Holt is chairman,
The
house passed council
bill providing
thai the fee of jurors and witnesses
I upon
cases tried on change of venue
.shall be paid by the county In which
the indictment Is found. Also council
bill ins, amending the law relating
to
territorial depositories and . allow House Adjourns Until Monday Morning at Nine o'Clock After
illir ti'llsl ci nn na n ies In beeooie
sneh
depositories; also council bin No, le,
Passing Number of Bills Bill to Allow
to Hold giving the treasurer the necessary authority to sell those biLUds recentl
validated by congress. (Also council
Office Is Passed After Amendments Requiring Ten Years' bill
Xo. t$i 'he eStray
animal law
r
ramended by the cattle ssnlton
Good Behavior
No Action on Veto Message.
board, AAlso council Jolni resolution
pro-so-

n

time-wor-

st

THE SMALLEST

TRICK OF

OF PETTY INSULT

CAMPAIGN

Cameron's resolution,

Xo. 7, Mr.

The Horning Journal Bureau.
Sania Fe, X. M.. March Hi.
The house late tills afternoon adjourned until Monday morning at
o'c lock, after a session
marked by
what will probably be considered the
most contemptible of the series id'
petty Insults which the lenders of the
Shattered Bit nun machine have
again! th nu n win, have had
the courage to stand out against Ihelr
legislative campaign
maHut the
chine real!
its utter defeal.
Tills
has been quit plain for several Week!
through the acts of petty personal retaliation which have been attempted.
but the action
taken today is the
plainest evidence .vet given of the curious state of mind !u which
t he
Burmus-Ho- li
combination
has been
'

reduced.

The extreme pettiness of the move
made by the machine managers this
afternoon standi out more sharply because id' the plain Injustll
f It,' and
of the fact that this injustice
was shown cleart) and forcibly on the
floor of the house and by a Democrat. The fact Is that Unit and Beach,
Ho men who leveled the Insult, were
for d. not nly to modify their
mentí
to
retract
w h iel
p certain know
dge of the
people who heard
ii í,i
mi
no' :!ue
ts

tl, iiiirf i:
It Is

PíiffT.

i

-'

e
known that M
W.
Sargent the territorial a Udltor and
member or He- council fn m Itio

v

riba county, has from the
open-ten- d
Ing day of the session s
flail j
against lb,, campaign
of retaliatory
and selfish legislation proposed by the
bandwagon combination
and' backed
by be remnant of the liursum machine, Mr. Bargept M mI been expected
to stand with the machine
He was
looked to as one more ally in the
to secure 1, gislntlnn which would
protect
Un' machine
and in the
scheme to retaliate against the governor of .New Mexico fur daring to
remove the machine leaders from active participation In the affairs of the
territory. I'm Mr. Margen) declined
to in- caught by the bait which lias
(audit several other men. to Ihelr.
sorrow.
From the beginning he has
quarety
Stood
for what he has
deemed to be right.
He has refused
to be
ibed r bullied and has
stood pal
the Hut-i- s
sum rem nam
sore so exceedingly
sore thai it can I conceal it. In flict.
I:
ll IS made i
ffoil to conceal it.
aud no Opportunity has been allowed
to pass to retaliate agalnsl Mr, Sar-- :
Kent: bills favored by him have been
tabled in the house, regardieat of their
no ill or demerit.
In the nlltragenus
ripriatlon bill, drawn bv Unit and
ngalnsi which the entire territory of
New Mexl
has revolted, the salary
of the audltni tvaa eul under the as
Sum ol 'on that Mr. Sargent would
leaiHioint d, an assumption which
certainly reasonable, in view .of the
fearicss I laud he bus taken for the
bes Ihterest of the terrltpry.
loilay the smallest of all the Insults
lo'i-ieinning iiie enure session ny
Ibe
duet, acting for the
machine in Ihe house, came when
both Holt and Beach, mi ihe floor of
tinbouse charged that the territorial auditor
hail misappropriated
funds
of the territory, statements
made In a way Clearly Intended to
leave the Impression thai the auditor
had convened the money alleged to
n misappropriated to his own
have
use. Beach, in particular, was very
billet, and his statements left Ihe Impression
the mind of every man
wh" heard it Dial he was charging
thai w. 1;. Sargent had deliberately
taken money from the territorial
treasury, for which he had failed to
account, The smallncss of the Insult
and ils utter lin k of justice or foun- il, nioii was shown
up sharnly and
clearly a few minute after the statements bad been niade when Mr. H Hit
speth, democrat, demanded to know If
tietwo men meant to charge that
.Mi. Sargent
had lukeu niuney from
Ibe treasury for which he had failed
to Recount.
Then it was that both
Holt ami Regcb. made a literal retraction of their statements, explaining.
under continued questioning from Mr,
Hudspeth, thai they did not mean to
charge the auditor wllh dishonesty,
that they didn't mean to say he had
failed to account lor any irione.W that
lo fact the) didn't mean
lo charge
anything except that Ihe auditor had
paid out certain sums of the territory
Under a law enacted by Ihe territorial
i. rtslatúre of
$01,
Finally sifted down. Ihe charge
seems lo be that the auditor, under
an act of the territorial legislature,
has paid mil money of certain funds
for certain purposes. Which II Is al- leged under an act of congress are not
Available for those purposes. The two
St to mays general of the territory lin-- '
mediate!) preceding Attorney General
Hold, the late General. Bartieti and
ll. W. Prltchard. have approved the
they
because
in tlon of Mr aiirgenl
drew their subirlas, or a pall thereof,
from the very fund upon which the
Combination charged tin
auditor bad no rtghl to draw
J.Ik" each and ever) one of the
it

i

I

Holt-Beg-

an

11

Holt-Ben-

proconi- -

viding for a celebration of the
The
sensations sprung during j pletlon of the Hondo reservoir.
passed
house bills w ere
this session, the attempt to Injure the following
House bill 17. an act establishing the
Character of the auditor was a rather law
and procedure in certain cases.
laughable fiasco, it is made worthy
of note above the others because of This bill was pasesd by a vote of ITs
to
Messrs. Hudspeth. Moran,
ith" extreme littleness of it.
voting no.
Walters and KUppe
The matter came tin In considera
'House bill Xo. 11, declaring in force
lion of council bill Xo.
This
of the laws of S!l 7. relat
an act w hich seeks to restore to th lohapter
laJiu
rauih niou
several territorial Institutions money ing hi coin in un
bill
house
III, amending section
which has been paid out to the United
of
of
chapter
of liinl. so
laws
the
'1
Slate:- land hoard to cover the expense
as to allow those incorpora ted cities
of selecting lands for the several
under the act of congress which desire to do so to make n levy
fifteen mills for
to exceed
of I tit, and amounting for the edu- - of not purposes.
bill was pasesd
Icattonal Institutions to an average of school suspension The
of
the rules upon
under
aboii, IU600 each. II Is well known
which Mr. Holt raised objection. Be
thai tiie Institutions need this money, said
If an) gentleman in the house
Té! through their effort to use this
iliill as a vehicle for an insult to the knew what he had voted for he would
to
have him tell him. Tft which
like
auditor, Holt and Beach have deiib- - Mr. Hudspeth
replied " ). we are used
j, lately Imperiled the chances of the to
that way. House bin lt(,
institutions getting tills money tor at a n voting
act providing for the distribution
least two years to come, since it Is
taxes.
House
well known that the council will not of id tain delinquent
ttt, relating to additional polling
jbll
concur In the Insulting amendment at- 237,
No.
bin
tes.
relative
Hmise
(ached to the ftlll, and w hich has no
u su of clerks of school ills- connection whatever with the purpose to tin
Of the bill itself. The bill was taken trie ta,
id' the Inquisition
report
Th,
had
up after a aucus lusting three hours.
adjourned
Mr.
Holt
moved the amendment, not come in when theit house
Is now said that
end
this
afternoon.
which was lo Ihe effeel that nothing
III! the bill shall relieve officials or It will conic on Monda;
boards from prosecution for wrong-- I
fully diverting funds from the several
funds. Ml. Trujillo moved
' territorial
tí
..nnmcrr m,a fl Wits"
,ii
mi,
discussion ol the motion to ta
ble that Ihe purpose of the amendment made the astonishing statement
that tht auditor had Illegally disbursed nearly 120,000 of the territorial funds and said thai suit should
be brought to recover the money. The
whole tenor of beach's statement left
the impression that he was charging
the auditor with having converted the
money to his own use. Holt followed
with the same Hue of Statements, although his assertion:- - wi re net so violent as those made by Ucach.
Then Mr. Hudspeth, "f Lincoln, began to ask questions, and as soon as
he began. Unit and Hcncli began to
back up. Holt said that there was
ti
no oueslli.
the auditor ha ing
converted the m ney to his own use:
that he had not done so. He made
this statement after Mr. Hudspeth bad
saked the direct iUestl hi If Holt and
peach meant to charge that the aud-d- s
to his own
llor bad convertid fun
use.
The Morning Journal Burea,
ll was. Mr. Holt
lid. simply a ease
Santa Fe. X. M .. .March II.
f misinterpretation of the act o con
Tinfinance committee, Mr,
grcss as to the use of these funds. Sargenlcouncil
presiding, this morning began
ll" said if the auditor was responsible consideration of the orverz-rldae-n
ap011 his bond It was a matter for the
atpropriation
was
ting
bill.
The
me
law counsel of the territory lo detertended by all members of the council
mine. Holt finally went so far as to who ale In town and b) several perslate that If there was any blame on sons who are directly Interested in
the auditor it was because
he had the measure, Including members
of
acted mi the law of 9113. without se- the house of representatives,
Little
curing the opinion of Ihe Interior de- progress was made on the bill during
partment nn that law. Unit did no'
morning .session ol Hie committee,
refer to the fact that al least two at- - the
for there was an argument Upon alI torneyt
general preceding the present most
every feature of the hill, and
lone had approved of the law of l'jn.'l the clauses of
legitimate portion
by draw in their salailes under II. and of the bill were the
not passed when ad- hit, I, Mraa ,,,a xotil HlMinav !un Ijournment
was
taken.
,.rMi
Held got into office that such
Some pruning was done on one or
M at this fund was stopped.
two appropriations although the ap
Beach also followed with a retracpropriations for the university and
tion of his statements, saying that other educational Institutions were alwhile the auditor didn't know his busilowed to stand. The proposed bond
ness, he (Beach) had not meant to issue for territorial institutions had
charge a theft of funds. Mr. Hud- not been reached at adjournment, nor
speth closed the argument wilh the had any of the numerous riders. The
Is
Statement that Ihe auditor had acted general sentiment In the council
plain and simple law. and that the bill should be relieved
enunder
by
Mr. tirely of all surplus matter, and Unit
that Ihe legislation proposed
was the smallest nothing should he left which Is not
Holt's amendment
piece of legislation he had ever seen strictly pertinent to a legitimate apattempted,
propriation bill. This being the case,
Resolution 10 Investigate the Auditor. there Is every reason to expect that
Apparently angered by the failure the bill will he considerably shaven
nf Ihelr attempt ntn Insult the auditor, and .shorn when It returns to the
Beaeh later 'in the session Introduced buns".
Consideration of the Ml) win be
house joint resolution No. 17. which,
like the amended bill, passed nn a continued tonight ami tomorrow it Is
hoped that the committee Will have
The resolution
viva voce vote.
for ihe appointment of a com- completed consideration of the. bill
Ihe hy Monday, although Ihe numerous
mittee of three to Investigate
manlier in which Ihe auditor has dis- appropriations carried In theslowseveral
and
riders make consideration
expense acbursed his contingent
count. in this oommltee tin speaker tedious.
appointed Beach, Btudiaj and Hud- IXUl'IHTlTOSl MOI Iis.
ET INOTHKH si smos
speth. Mr. Btudley a little later asked
The loqubJltlon which Is inquiring
to be excused i'roln acting on the
into Governor Hagerman's connection
committee, Seating that he had neuWith the Pennsylvania
land deal held
ralgia
it is Intimated thai Iff. Studley's another session this morning at which
Is
understood to have
trouble takes Ihe form of chilly feel. the committee
was accepted taken tit, the a. Dial forming of the
The excuse, however,
thai parties
and Mr. Green, of Socorro, was ap- report. It M underst
not members of Uta committee have
pointed to fill ihe vacancy.
In Santa Fe been culled in to aid In drawing up
The comment heard
louighl upon this lust effort to injure the report. It Is now expected to be
the territorial auditor because of the ready on .Monday.
v A
stand which he had (akin as a inem-- I
her of the council against the ma-- PORI0 RICANS DEMANDS
legislative
cam
chine's notorious
paign, is not overly pleasant, it is
SELF GOVERNMENT
Just another evidence of the pilncli
upon w hich Hie liursum crowd
working Hull since they have failed to
ppcal n lore .in
Will
carry OUI Ihelr campaign, they will
I'm Hympatliy.
now block all decent legislation If they
San Juan, Porto Rico, March 111.
can. and do what they can lo punish The house of delégales today
Intro-dufailure,
adopted
a resolution
the men responsible for their
il by lails
Minios Rivera, leader
ill is nut a piensan! position ,,n which
llo return to the people, and Ihe i,asi of the unionist party, demanding
for Porto Rico. The raso- little trick turned luda) Is the CUlml- nation of a campaign of attenuated ot Inn which Is iii be forwarded to
littleness.
President Roosevelt, Is to be printed
(ioicrnor's Veto Message Opened
In several language- - and mailed lo
for distribution
Just al the close of the session this for, .in
unirles
afterhoon the house look up the mes- - '.here.
i
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Bernalillo County Is

Bill Upon

rs

in

Discovery That

Class "A" Alone and House by
Measure to Make It Operative

Vote Amends

Unanimous

This County at Once.

in

MR.

i

VICTIMS MANGLED
BEYOND

Amended

'resent Facilities Pronounced
in Falling Cage in Prussian
Inadequate
to
Country's
Government Coal Mine at Needs With Small Prospect
Saarlonis,
of Improvement,

shaft of the oal mine at
Klelnrosseln, near here, at
o'clock
last 'night, resulted in the lb ath of
seventy-fiv- e
d
and
the
miners
nth of
twelve others. Six of the mile rs who
w ere
ill he shaft at the lime of Hie
explosion are still missing. One
escaped hito
dred and seventeen
I

hun-othe-

adjoining galleries,
.UlllllSt the Whole population of the
countryside gathere d at the mouth of
n
the shaft, among them being tin
Hies of the men below
Was full
ing heavlry and th most distressing
scenes of grief wer witnessed as the
bodies were bn ught up by t W'lS and
blai
threes and laid out undei
electric lights.
Many of the bodls weye so
ured that tiny were
reca- niaable. The ivorl ot bring-.- ig out the
Injured men and the bod', s of the
be.
dead was very slow, the galloil
ing choked with wreckage
The mine belongs to tkc leW elidí,-- ,
one of the richest mining families of
fum-Itai-

dlstlg-scarcel-

.

I

e,

Alsace-Lorrain-

I'l l (.i:
M l N i t'AGli
DF.ATH IN
Mlll, March
Saarlonis. Rhenish
fi.
went yltwo nuiiei
I'll ' killed
g
Qi
the
chiird coal
this morning
They Were desc irfnl' :g
haft
niine.
In a cage Khen the eaj
ike ecu,
t he ion and i ñe mthei
ed Í ' o
llev all lile
several hundred feet,
with Instant death The mine belong
to the Prussian govemm in. which ha
already begun an officii A inquiry int
T

KXTY-TW-

T)

O

r

I

1
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I

the accident.

NATIONAL "CONFERENCE
TO CONSIDER RAILROADS
Time

Ma-

- Come lo

Minnesota

nd Togt'tlie

Minneapolis. Match
the proposed eXt, Usioll

16.

-

T11 view of
federa a of railroads,
y
suggest ml
be called bv
at ( Ihlcago,

f

the regulatlot
Johnson todt
that a national coUferenc
the president, preferablj
thorlty

Ka.1

(,m crnor.

I11

Governor

to reach a conimon und islanding of
the powers I be exercised by the In- dividual stales.
Governor Johnson regards federal
regulation as the intimate ideal and
believes that a getting together at Ibis
time would do much to achieve that
result harmoniously.
The governor expects to place his
Idea In oeflnite form and submit il p
President Itoosevelt.
Hussion

Police

l..,..,.l.,..r

so
i

,,..,1...

CnptllJn
M

Sin,

I

1,1. l'.ili,.,,
u... .,,....,,.11..
1.

wounded by workmen last night as
the officer was leaving tin Okhita
ater. He had Incurred the haired of
the revolutionists ami tin condemned
him to death.

te

$4.500 for Each Office

Mlsaaslppj valley President Roosevelt
has decided to aopoiat an internal
waterways commission whose duty it
will be to prepare and report a COOl- prehenslve plan tor the Improvement
and control of the river system of tbe
United siatcs. Kight public men have
been asked to serve on the CommlS- Rion and Heprescntion Theodore Itur- ton of Ohio, chairman of the rivers
and Inn bias committee, in the last
congress, is to be ha 1111:1 ti ol' the
commiaalon, in a latter winch he bus
th,
j addressed to each of these persons,
president sets out that be is influenced
by
in
appointing the .commission
broad considerations of national pol- ley, that ihe railroads are no longer
able to move crops and manufacturer
rapidly enough to secure tin- prompt
transaction of the business of the na-- j
tlon, and thai there appears to be but
one complete remedy the development of a complementary system of
transportation by water. The president's letter in full follows;
The While House, Washington. Mau l,

EXPECTED

amended, which

passed the
house
yesterday and which repassed
that
DQd) today after an amendment had
adopted
making
been
the bill lake cf- feci in Bernalillo county at once
The passage of this bill means that
the exhorbltanl salaries for years paid
to Collectors, treasurers and assessors
hi Bernalillo county win be reduced a'
I
once to
maximum salary of )4,500
,a year for each office, resulting In
enormous saving to the taxpayers
of the County,
ll this bill a J per
cent commission is allowed, but the
may
not exceed $4, .Mm
amount
ny one year,
he reconsideration of the bin in
house this morning followed Hie
verj thai under the new clgSSlft"
ruth. made by the bin Bernalillo
ITt! Stands alone In class "A."
Th"
nil, elbill provides that any county
ing an annual total of $100,001) or
14, 1!"I7.
over ill taxes shall be In class A. Ber"Mj Dear sir: Numerous commer- - nalillo county stands alone with nn
lilll Organisations of tile .Mississippi! annual reven Ui of $800,600, and is
varies have presented petitions asking- therefore Ihe only COUBty in Ihe terappoint a commission to pre- ritory In
thai
A.
thin fact
When
pare and report a cotnpi ehs'hslve plan wna pointedclass
out to the house leaders
the Impi ov ne i.l ml control o , and when the i;,-- r.nlUlo enui,ty rep
lilt- lleV systems ot ihe
tilled State,-,.resentí' Uves bad made it known thai
II have decided in comply with these the demand fur lower ountv salaries
appointing an inland warequests
terways commission ami i have asked
'the following gentlemen to act upon
th, greater nail of the
ii. i sbaii be much gratified if you ho 11110 re,
sediment ami sell Is composed of the
will consent In serve
most fertile material of lb" fields ami
Theodore E, Burton, chairman; sen- pastures drained by 111" smaller and
Newlands,
Senator larger tributaries, Am plan lor utilator Francis il.
William Warner, John H. Bankhead izing our Inland waterways should
lenerai Alexander Mack nsle in. w.- consider floods and their cintro! iby
QUI id I'ln.1. Med' 1. V. 11. Bewell,
forest- - end oilier means; the Protecchot, H rbert K, Smith,
tion of bottom 'amis from Injur) by
am overflows, and uplands limn loss I'V
"In cr eating this commlaslpn
the physics of sediment
Influence d by broad considerations oí soil wash;
our
lunged water and the physical and
national policy. Tin- control of
ways of purifying them; the
nayigabb waterways lies with the ted other
eral gov irnme It and carries with It- construction of dams and locks mil
only I" facilitate navigation, but to
a correal ondln ; responsibility and oh"
Ilgal Ions
Th. energy "i u
onl rol he elm cter of the waters;
to
ha- - bull rto l. en largely din ctcd
ami should look to the full use and
condevelopmeni
control of our tinning waters umi
ward Industrial
nected with Held and foresl and with the complete artificlaliaation of our
coal and iron, and some of these waterways foi tile bclletlt ot OUI pen- sources of material and power axe al- ple as a whole.
ie. nlv largely depleted: while our In"It Is not possible proi rlv to fi il ne
on- land waterways as a whole have thus
so large a plan as this for th
be-- c
is
ll
scan)
attention,
received
tar
trol of our river without taking aclining clear thai out streams should count of Ihe orderly development of
d and conserved as gres
Therefore,
be consld
our natural resources.
national resources. Works designed to ask that the Inland waterways comwaterways
far
Ihus
have
control ouimission shall consider the returns of
usually been undertaken for a single Ihe streams of all the great permanent
such as the Improvement or natural resources and their conservapUt pOst
navigation, ihe development ..t paw
tion for the inaklngand maintenance,, I'
mil tin- irrigation ..I arid lands; 111.' prosperous homes.
Any plan for utilolHoods
Of
lowlands from
protection
izing our Inland waterways, to be feasman.
ami
domestic
for
water
supply
io
ible, .should recognize the means for
ufacturlng purposes, While the rights executing II already in existence. In, 111
of tile people to these a ltd similar USCS In Ihe federal department nf war, Inof water must be respected, th" deterior, agriculture ami commerce ami
mand has come lor merging local
labor, and In the states and tMelr subIn
waters
Inland
uses
ni
ami
lects
lie
divisions: and it niusi not involve una comprehensive plan designed for th
expenditure from
duly burdensome
benefit of the entire country, such a the national treasury, The cost will
all
plan Should consider and include
be large in proportion In
the uses to which streams mas be put the magnitude of the benefit lo be
and should bring the grand
conferí ed. bul II would be small In
points of view of all users ..f wa- comparison with the seventeen billion
ter. The task Involved In the full and dollars of capital now invested In
orderly developmeni and control of steam railways In Ibe United Stales-- -i
the river systems of the United States un amount thai would have seemed
Is a great one. yet II Is certainly not enormous and Incredible
half a centoo great for us lo ajipr aach. The
tury ugo.
con- suits which It seems I.
Vet ihe Investment h is in
even greater,
profit to tilie people.
Hie stunt source of
Is common knowli illle ll.ll
our
Industrial
without which
Slates r no ami
railroads of the "ni
progress would him- been Imposel- longer able to move Crops and manuble.
facture rapidly enough to secure the
"The question which will conic beprompt transaction of the business ot
inland waterway commission
the nailon, and there Is small prospect fore th,-necessarily
relit, In every pari
Representative must
relief.
of Immediate
and affect every
United
railroad men point out that 'he prod- - of the wllhln Stales
It
borders. Its plans
interest
ucís of the northern Interior siat.in Ihe light of
have doubled In ten years, whl'e the Should b considered
knowledge of the country
railroads' facilities have Increased but the widest
most diand
there Is reason to and Ilsnopeople and from the
Accordingly
r the verse
ints of views.
doubt whether any developmeni
advanced
railroads, possible In ihe near future, when Its work Is sufficiently
shall lidd lo the coinmls.ddn certain
will SUfflCe
I" keep transportation
shall ask that
with whom
abreast of production. There appears members
the its recommendations iban be fully
to be bill one completé i"tnody
they
are
submitted lo
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presen I congestion affects chiefly the should include boih a statement of
people of the Mississippi valley and the problem and I" ommendatlon
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so, Lety,
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Imprisoned Kansas Senator
Will Make a Few Remarks
Upon
Hires
His Release
Theater to Make Them in,

I

Abllene, Kas., starch i.- E
ator Joseph K. Iliitiiiu, wh Is ex- peeled to return
lo bis home he re
Mo..
next week from Iron county,

where he Is now In Jail serving I six
Ihe
months' sentence
has engaged
When he
local theater for lurch
Sena-tim- e
will deliver a public if less.
thrcat- tor lluiton ha for sunn
ened to expose those whom he charged
convicbeing
responsible for his
with
tion, and it Is said lhal bis remarks
on ncxi Saturday win prove sense-tlo- n
at.

FIVE MEN "BADLY" HURT
IN

COLLAPSE OF SEWER

Chicago, March 16. Five men Were
Injured, one of them seriously, today
hy the collapse of a sewer In which
hey were working at the intersection
of Bvanaton and Lawrence avennee,
About twenty men were In the sewer
when about three hundred feet of it
feii upon them.
The majority of the men were
pinneik In by the debris, and when It
was cleared away, they were found
uninjured. The live men who were
burl were cut aboul the bead and sc.
verely bruised about the body.
was believed that al'
For a time
of the men who were In the sewer at
fell had been killed.
wall
the time the
and police ambulances were hurried
to the scene In frantic haste.
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.e universal, and when the strong
petitions of the Albuquerque and Bernalillo County taxpayers had been introduced an agreement was made at
once to allow an amendment to the
bill, making ll lake effect In counties
at once. Since there were
of ehiss
110 conflicting
Interests the amendment had no objection anywhere.
.Mr. Holt made the motion for the
of the bin.
umi the
reconsideration
house granted ii bj unanimous vote.
iThe bill was then amended, making it
take effect In counties of class A .11
once, ami ibe mm passed the house
by mil call on .1 vole of 4 to a.
I

Mil.

11
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sys-te-
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11

as reported to the counafter Ihe opening of the
afternoon session, and Mr. Mulasr si
nee In g,ui an active campaign for
ills Immediate paasaiH As soon as it
bul loin explained to ihe member
thai th" bill as amended
affected
onl) Bernalillo count) until the year
objection
was withdrawn, and
t0(,
.Hist before Ibe close of the session Mi.
Suiter called up Ihe bill after u favorable report from Mr. Dalles, of the
Mr. nuiter
committee on judiciary.
'linn moved the passage ( the bill.
stealing I to ". Th,- 'iu
:be
affects only the offices of collector-treasurand assessor.
The bill
cil shortly
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Effective

I'lie Morning Journal
Santa Ke. X. M. March 16. "
lloih houses of the legislature today, by unanimous vote, paaatd the
RUPpe-Walters
fee and salary bill, as

r-

BURTON

Maximum

for

January 1. 1909.

it, itamlaf Jsaraal Paeilsl f sssid Wirt.
111.
Washington.
foiuply-- j
.March
ing wilh petitions presented by DUmer
mis commercial organisations of the
I

ground

Allows Two Per Cent Commission

sessor and Treasurer and Fixes

j

Journal Special fsHued Wlrs.
Fot bach. Germany, March IB. All
explosion of lire dam;, in an under-

Measure Passed in Upper House Also by Unani-

mous Vote
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By Morning

RUSHES BILL

THROUGH THE COUNCIL

Meet Death

Men

Twenty-Tw- o

SULZER

PROJECT CALLS FOR
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

RECOGNITION

1
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Ruppe-Walte-

j
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House Reconsiders

Whole Countryside Mourns for; President Appoints Commission
Unfortunates Caught In Fire to Consider Vast System of
Damp Explosion in Alsace- - 'Inland Waterways to Handle
Lorraine Colliery,
Nation's Commerce,

RIDDEN
BILL

BERNALILLO COUNTY AT ONC E

OF ROADS
ICOAL MINERS APPEAL TO
COMMERCIAL

COMMISSION

Threatened Raise of Rates
From Indiana Subject of
Conference in Washington,
Laid Before President,
MerS la Journal Sprnlal l.raard Vt'lrrl
Washington, March 11, .in Important conference which is likely to leave
results, was held late
this uftcrimiin between members nf
the Interstate commerce comm barton
and representatives of ibe eoal operators and coal miners' organizations
in southern Indiana and southern Illinois.
In addition to a complaint which, he
a result
ot tin- conference, is to 1,0
tiled formally
with the commissiuu.
ll Is probable that the attorney general
will be urged 11, Institute proceedings
against ofnCtaU nf the coal currying
railroad in Indiana and Illinois for
alleged violation of ihe ShermM anil-- I
rust act.
PreeeM at ihe conferguoe were
Judge Wood of the Indiana railroad
commission: John Mitchell, pieslilelil
,,r ibe l ulled Mine Workers ,,f America; V I). Ryan, secretary of the Illinois Miners' organisation and several inim operator of both Indigne
ami Illinois.
has ben announced by the eoal
carrying railroads, operating between
southern Indian ami southern Illinois
POlttt and I'hicagn and the northwest
that an advance of aboul 111 cents per
Ion will be made In the freight rales
on coal, This advance, It l aeaerted,
win effect seriously both ihe operators
and Ihe miners.
The mine operators and miners' ,,f-ials desire to collier with the
respecting the character of
the complaint to be bmuahi before
iiie commission, ami before u. railroad commission of Indiana.
Prouty, Harlan ami
Commissioners
Lane, however, discussed the situation
Ii was decided
with the delegates,
that as the mailer Involved Interstate
commerce, th, commteelon had amide
authority In entertain a formal complaint. This complaint will be tiled
soon.
The delegation win confei win. Attorney General Bonaparte regnruing
starting an action against certain Indiana and Illinois railroads for a viotl
lation of ihe
law.
Mr. vr. hell and his associate also
at
called
Ihe Whl'e Hons
and Mt"
plained the situation in detail to th
pic- - blenl.
111.
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trading posts throughout the terrl- - mills
Redemption fund with !'. S. Treasurer (S 183,639.75
institug'owing popularity pf Ihl
received a tochnlcal education in Gerold established companies,
The
!
with
bread
or
without
lory and soon lie, ime the acknowj- - many before coming to this country
per
cent
of
.
.
circulation)
.
.
.,
tion la directly traceable to their wise
Life Insurance Company was dged
10,000.00
In th
Indi.'iii
tidding and was with one of the h ailirffc firms
caraway seed?
Incori irated With a capital of si.iiiin.-iio- o Dullness.leader
Total
a, d is (oda) one or the substantial managementIn 1!iii2. owing to mis- - of architects of Chicago lor two years,
.$3,312,025.13
the compaaj became ln- - making detail! for them. Tie- company
Instill lions of the southwest.
LIABILITIES.
Tin volved and the different trading pouts is
S. U. ROSENWALD. DRY
Our graham bread is
now building a new brick addition
comp ny occupies a handsome
Capital
paid
stock
In
four wre Mild ami their entire slocks nf to
i 200,000.00
the mill. 50x60, which, with the
story brick building In Albuquerque, Navaja
Surplus fund
pure and wholesome; add
GOODS.
50,000.00
blankets, curios, etc. turned galleries, make a three story building.
Undivided profit, less expenses and taxes
wheri every modern facility for the over to the
newly established Benham land when tlie new quarters are ready
a loaf to your next order,
paid
liandl ng of the company's business Indian Trading
17,217.25
Company and
large they expeol to
be able to serve
National hunk notes outstanding
The liusiip .s ot S. I', líos, nwald. Is :i liable. Tin- company issues as atore was immediately opened in this the public thanbetter
200.00.00
they liav- been in
liber; policies as an) compgny In ex- Pun tn oilier National hanks
Let us figure with you
303,308.85
The present innmager of Ihe
which coiibists or axtegglva doullnmi in Isteni
Hue to State Bunks and Bankers
and ils business is growing In company, Mr. John
174.716.85
Clark, beIs. shoes. a ii
di goods, notions, dress g
on your PAY DAY ORDER
gratifying manner. This year came connected with Let eorhpany
Individual deposits subject to check
1.1 18,638 . 4
the
al
A
Load
Time
iirnlslilngs, etc., at Ml Wesfl Hailroail It ex icets to do o' er ., f .nip i, nun that time
deposit
certificates
of
1.106,008.86
and two years ago acquired
today,
Certified checks
,,..,
Alcnsfwith dys)i'tisi:i romes nerVOUg-nemiiuc, was ekiabllslied lu this cit worth of business,
511. 74
cbntrbl of the company.
At
Cashier's checks outstanding
the Occidental Life Insurance Corn-l- a entire
geiioral
.
and
Why?
34.S49. 12
many years ago by tip father an A puny
lime
that
of
most
the
sales wrre to
,,ne
United
Hie
deposits
States
We
of
guarantee
Southwestern
pi ice and
48,354.74
passing through Ihe city, but causea disordered stomach does not perum b- of the present proprietor, tlfl iStitUli
Deposils ot IT, S. disbursing officers','!!!!!
hut Is as Strong and sound tourists
- one
40,419.23
he Immediately launched a vigorous mit tho food to bo tiroperlv digested, and
of Ihe pioneers of .New Mea las
quality,
r tha kind
Reserved
financial inatltutl
taxes
...
for
products
its
all
assimilated
by
..,.1 ,...1
o...
.11.
tne
svsleni.
18,000.00
advertising campaign with the remit The blood Is charged
,n ""' """1'''1nu
n
with
bl
who
Which
poiioni
Hips,
and
that today orders are being tilled from come from this
hide. ..long representative
'
disordered
oonars. in- - ol coast to coast.
digestion,
and
If
.....?.''a.1
goods
In house eiilovs a ttailo that Is far .'
13
$3.312.025
not
are
repas
The stock carried Is in turn tho nerves am not fed
fleer of ills magnificent western life large
on good,
twruvn oi isaw Mexico, county or Bernalillo, ss:
leaching throughout this section Of Hum
and
comprehensive.
Having,
blood,
red
wo
see
i
snd
I.
symptoms
resented
McKec,
raiic
oi
of
your
Frank
l
the
iccldeunervitaniatlon.
Cashier of the
money
d
the southwest. Sliltiev 1' Kosenwald
bank
with never! of the large
sleeplessness and general breakdo solemnly swear that the above statement is true to
mpany of New contracts
men tal i.lfe Insurance
one of ih" progressive
traders on the reservations the com- ousness,
tha
back i
down. It is not head work, norjtver phymy
best
of
knowledge
and Arizona are
and
belief.
of ibis section of the country, who Sirxic
pany la
to
gel trie rtirest sical exertion that does it, but poor stomPresident Joshua s. Raynolds, who selection enof ibled
FRANK
M'fc&m
has dotlt much to help In the move-p- i
Cashier. ..
tn lie obtained
- originally
ach work. With poor, thin blood ilio
CORRECT
from Canton, nhio. Pottery and blankets
v for comeAttest:
no ni o' piogiess and
hammered
sliver
and body Is not protected against the lUgci
M. W. FLOCRNOT.
AlbiPiiai ipie; he Is liglit there with President of the First National Hank other anieles made b the various In- of germs or grip, bronchitis
and consumpA. B. M Ml 1,1, FN.
tip goods when called noon to alii of Albuqueque, Prealdent of the Clmi dian tribes of Mils scetprfi are
The
Grocery Co.
handled tion. Fortify the body at once with Mr
11. F. RAYNOLDS.
In making his adopted city a great National Hank ol r:i Paso ami PresiIn immense quantities.
QoldM
In
addition
Medical
in
rierce'
Discovery
a
Personally. Mr. dan l of the Firsi National Hanks of the curio business the company have ram combination of native medicinal
commercial cantor.
Directors.
"Good
Things
to
Eat"
Ho enwsld Ii a man of action who Helen and TuCUmcarl; a financie) and recently added an
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day ot
roots without a nartii-lArts
ami
of
or
alcohol
ctafii
capitalist
of sterling worth and Inmakes rtletlda ami who keeps them
January, 1907.
H. S. l'ICKARD,
employing matter designers dangerous
drugs,
Mali Orders Filled Sama 7)a
Ills good tegrity
all' i Hi" malting he, uu
A little book of extracts, from promiand
Notary Public.
artisans, who produce the
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Received.
Vire, presidents;
qualities as I man
Hon.
Solomon mosi 'Jever
beautiful effects in leather work. nent modlcal authorities extolling every
i. una. Presiden! lo the Bank ol Com- Arrangements
Ingredient
contained In Dr. Pierre.'
jusl been closed
merce, Albuquerque, !fc Mexico, and
whereby they have Uolden Medica Discovery will be mailed
M. MANDELL. MEN'S
one of ihe weaitneat sheep own en of with ihea company
to
any
free
on request by postal
address
new
"bled
Industry In Hie manuthe southwest: also ., leading politl- - facturing
or letter. Address Mr. R. V. Pierce
of souvenli and Campaign card
FURNISHINGS.
HufTalo. N V.
clan ami financial pOwef of the south- - buttons and badges,
celluloid
w est
Main- ears of active
hose
d - as good as his mirrors for advertising purposes back
convinced
ami Mr. Pierce of the valuepractice
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of many native
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iy roots as
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win
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wrapper
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bottle
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qoa, and during that time he lias built Ihe world: a natural born organize!
F. J. GRAF & CO
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Insurance,
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a
use of an unknown or secret remedy
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Wide' Awake Local Firms
i

BIG BUSINESS
Furniture Man Re- enters Business on a Large
Scale-Th- ree
Carloads of
Goods Ordered,

Old Time

B

sEvJafl

,i6r
K3iflBM

1

wmj

V Futrelle Furniture comtruel,
South .Second
temporary retirement from the

The W.
pany.

Titili-A-

after

t

lueal field, hail aRttln

BZ'M

and

It,

litrans liiil Tor the' very
text pies of Allni(iieiiue trade. Mr.
W. v. Kutreile, the active member of
the firm, void the company, to J.
two year nRo on account of
failing health. After two years' rest
and reetitiiintlon Mr. Kutreile
has
bought his old business back, lit
to the old retail business, moreover he will now enter the wholesale
trade. Mr. Ftttrclle bus ordered three
carloads of slock "from the nianufnc-tiirer- s
and coniemplates a very exteniV

making

B

ca,n&HjMl 9H

giBlil1 Hal

weather,

The firm makes

specialty

of fur-

nishing houses completely from garget to cellar in almost any style desired, and those who have Riven the
film contracts of this kind are
in their expressions of satWindows arc made to orisfaction.
there are a thousand and
Then
der.
one other pood thlnirs ton numerous

PUtton
The Haywood,
to mention.
however, are
ml Wakefield
to.
cpeciai attention
wortli calling
There are till snrls of standard stoves
iind ranges to suit all tastes, ruga and
carpets Ttftin-- ' thu cheapest to Ibe
finest; ciaitite a'n'il cither ware, conking utensils, tinware, window shades,
and. in fact, everything imaginable
that ope finds in a well furnished,
comfortable home. With Mr. Futrí lie's large number of personal
friends, his long and thorough experience in the business, with large enp-it. splendid .stock and an excellent
force of assistants, the Kutreile company Is assured Tif n Mg business from
the very start.
41
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cltlsens
Among the solid
of Albuquerque who have recently
111
this section, none are better
or mure highly esteemed than
rhwnAdams.
He comes from Indiana,
juitl has been established in business
Mr.
one vour.
In this citv about
Adams Is an experienced undertaker,
hav
embalmer,
faieral director and
ing been In the undertaking business
He has been conHlnX'e childhood.
nected with such firms as Adams
Indianapolis, Ind.. Pasta-lilii- p
Kt'eglow,
A Co., Chicago, two of the largest flrnt In the east, and since establishing himself in this cilv has mad.
rmt.ny friends through his courteous
business manner. Adams undertaking
parlors are provided with every facility for the careful attention of the
lililíes of the profession. Mr. Adams
Js it graduate of the Western College
of Kmhalmlng. of Chicago, the United
Btatcs School ot K.mbalnilng, of Pllts-imrand the Myers College of Embalming, of Cincinnati. He is promli
pent as secretary Of the New Mexico
Kuneraph colors and Emhnimers
and buhls a license from the
ludiiina state hoard of enibnlmei s. uno
Mexico
from the Illinois and New
hoards of health, and Is profit lent In
every detail of his culling.
s,ll-mai-

Keb-rua-

I

is materially less. As a funeral director. Mr. Borders is in a position to after every facility that is at the disof the great llrnis of the cast.
tabllshed a reputation for the chur-aCt- Aposal
of Sparta. 111., he was. prevof their work unit enjoy the iousnative
to
making Albuquerque his hum.--,
m ,if patrons and Ule public for for many
yeurs
of ihe leading
the OOUrteottS and Obliging manner funeral directors one
of St. I.uiiis. and
li which they serve the trade.
was
Identified with the firm of
later
Breesee Bros. In l.os Angeles from
F. H. STRONG, FURNITURE 'nt it ,uioi oe t.tii,,. o, . oiuiqci q in.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

er

The imperial Laundry company operates five handsome delivery wagons,
which are as common a Bight on the
streets of Albuqqerque as are th' electric cars. They are glass enclosed and
lend a metropolitano appearance m
the streets of the city which arouses

miieh favorable corrímenl from residents ami strangers alike. The drlvdtt,
are courteous and competent, and the
wagons make regular calls to all parts
M the illy With
ision ot r,
railroad schedule.
forty-liv- e
operatives are imp
d
the plant.
and none bul skill,-arsatdry workers
Riven employn
While doins
all manner of Ian
work in the
very lii'st style, th
leclalty of the
laundry.ii fine family ami g riflemen's
work.
Respecting the class of worn
done, we may say thai it Is al all timo
excellent and approaches perfection tu
nearly as can b( dono by the most
competent experts operating the lar-eimproved machinery. An exten
sive patronage Is hail from all tne
towns along
the Santa Ke,
from
liatón. N. .VI.. t,, X, leg, i';,!.. while
ihe Ell pa o branch also furnishes a
considerable
md growing custom.
united stales covers a greater territory, and the management proposes
to invade nails of Tex, is and even
i
ul.oado in the near TUtUre.
The
Santa Ke Railroad coniiianv and the
Pullman company liuth patronise the
firm and 'many of ihe best hotels of
the terrlloty ate covered.
The
laundfy Is owned and operated
by (3. 1!. and V. U Rdgar. Both
are from .Missouri originally,
but have conducted the Imperial laundry In this city for five years. That
hey Understand the business is beat
evidenced hy the success which htlS
attended their efforts. They have es- st

'al

gn-ileiii- en

i
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AND UNDERTAKING

RAABE & MAUGER,

Kor many years the name or Strong
has been Identified with the commercial interests of the tty r Albiniuer-qand the prttenl establishment of
I", H, Strong, at
North
st reel is one of ihe most rapre.
sentatlye bouses in Mew Mi xlco. Mr.
Strong comes by his calling naturally
through inheritance, having succeeded
to the business of
W. Strong's Sun,.
which wis establbihed by his father
almost n quarter of a century ago. In
fact, the house of Strong is the pioneer furniture and undertaking establishment of Albuquerque.
The firm ol
K. H. Strong has acquired a prestige
among the people of Albuquerque and
the ootrntry trtbntaray which is the
envy of many less noted houses, ano
in tins big store one rinds handsome
ardi les of furniture, glassware, crockery, ruga, etc., which is most pleasing
in effect, and articles suitable for the
viyiou.s rooms or a residence.
The
store is Simply Stocked with a com- plete line of products of the furniture
makers' art in Upholstered and plain
woods, finished in every conceivable
style. The store Is about 100 feet hv
"
feel in depth and amply fitted up
With elaborate show windows and display departments for the various lines
Of Roods.
The store certainly reflet ts
much credit on the artistic taste of
the management and is extremely well
patronised. The undertaking department is an Important feature of the
business. Ample chapel and reception
rooms are maintained. The hearses
ambulance ami carriages employed
are owned by the firm, and an extensive stock of caskets are carried.
u

Sec-on-

5

,
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Hardware and Implements.

Excursions

This house was established something over a year ago and immediately
asserted Itself into a position of prom
Inence In the mercantile flold of theJ
southwest neeausc ol its aula manage- ment and splendid stock of goods. The
extensive business premis.-ef the
company are fully commensurate with
ihe requirements of the irade, Tim
house tarries a fun line or general
Hardware, nniplv equal iu meei iho
neníanos ni me traite: Dunaers' nm
teriais, architects' supplies and mech
anicat toots such as imin i in s first
class estnnmnment;
nntgel,
teel
anil ranch
chlnaware,
nlckelware
supplies of all kinds, such as agricultural implements, t,,uls, etc, The
business of Kaabe g. .Maimer extends
throughout the entire southwest and
Is steadily growing.
Washing machines, wringers, saddlery and harness
and blankets are also among the lines
i al l ied.
The house is also agents fur
the Winona wagons and McCormlch
mowers, binders, hay racks and haj
presses, together with a full line of
mower extras, John Deere plows, disc
harrows and the wllknown Winona
wagons, are specialties which are al- -j
ways on hand. And they operate a
sheet metal working depart men! in
Which they make galvanized
Water
tanks. Corn I OS work, etc.
The individual members of Ihe firm
are II p. Baabe and W. B. Manger.
oiiii. ui Hiioni are thoroughly familiar
with the details id' the large business
transacted by the firm.

j

i --

i

i

j

t

i

J

house between I'tlehlo anil Loa Angeles. J. C. Klournoy is also inttir- ested In the firm and Is an active and
progressive business man. The individual members of the firm are Widely
md favorably known throughout th

M
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Pains Believed,
Crocker, Ksq., now 84 years
of age, and for twenty years Justice
B.

F.

RIDING AND WALKING PLOWS.

of ihe Peace at Martinsburg.
Iowa
says: "I am te Iblv afflicted
with
sciatic rh?timattsm in mr left arm ami
right hip.
),Hve pM '4iree bottles
or Chamberlain's Po,n Pvim and It did
me lots of good."
hbr ile hv all
,1m,.,.,.'.
i

Kinds of Farm

All

Machinery

Catalogue-Wholes-
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THE EeONOMIST

BUY IT IN

THE ECONOMIST
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Brightest and Best Store
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THE MOST DELIGHTFUL, THE MOST INTERESTING AND
THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF ANY OPENING EVER HELD
A ALBUQUERQU- E-

IT'S TRUE

f?

conomust IB aster
Opening

.

m

Styles, Music, and great throngs of delighted women, Thai's the story In a nutshell of
yesterday at this Beautiful Style Show, The fact that the women of Albuquerque and surrounding
communities who appreciate the truly artistic in women's attire now look to this store as their authority is very gratifying to us as they fully realize that the display made by the
Economist each season
contains not an article to which the slightest question as to its correctness could be attached.

.NEW

MILLINERY,

ser-tie-

Beautiful

IMPORTED MODELS.
NEW MILLINERY, OUR OWN
NEW MILLINERY, NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS MODELS.

CREATIONS.
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fact our entire store breathes newness
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woman's attire,

g.

which
Insure with that company
ware It a trust company you would by
A life
your
executor.
us
designate
will
insurance company managed by men
you know should naturally have the
preference. The Occidental Life InnpAny is a Home company
surance
jn.iiuged by home people,
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percentage o4 death among strangers

Home of the Imperial Laundry.
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ALBERT FABER, FURNITURE;
Probably In no partícula t does Al
butiUerquc present a more metropolitan air than in the strictly modern
and UP lo tlate furniture emporium
conducted by Alhelí Kabcr. The handsome three story pressed brick structure occupied was specially designed
huí erected for the purpose. The history of the business is most Interesting, ami dates from lS'.is, al which
time Mr. Fa her commenced business
in this city in a small way. The BUC
cess which attended bis efforts, how.
.ver, made ii Imperative to secure
the
larger quarters, and accordingly were
plans for the present building
made In accordance with his Ideas.
The result has given to Albuquerque
which might well
in establishment
do credit to a city of four times Ihe
boasts. With1
Albuquerque
population
fifty
a frontage on Railroad avenue ofbuildfeet and a depth of 125 feet the
fjbot
ing; with its three floors, gives
.space anode to the requirements or
the
of
arrangement
The
the business.
husincsV departments Is most pleasing
and a considerable wholesale trade is
done with all towns in the territory,
as well as many points along the
Santa Ke in Arizona. Albeit Faber
deservedly popular in business clrcl
ami commanding, as he does, an amcapital and an almost unlimited
ple
:
Koelntr in elll'loild lots OP
li. '
.oust iidvantaceous let ins and direc
adfrom manufacturers, he possesses
vantages In prices which, in a considhb
bV
.shared
erable measure, are
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Huylnfr direct
from
sive business.
lite manufacturers for spot cash enables Mr. Kutreile to secure the very
lowest prices, of which the customer
will get the benefit, either on it cafth
Mr.
basis or short time payment,
s
H, H. Rogers, a
cabinetmaker, who has been connected with
the firm for the past six years, will
remullí at the old wand, will have
charge, of the furniture and see that
s
everything leaves the store In
vv. c. Warltck is In
condition,
charge of the sales department, Mr.
WarJick hits been with the firm for
the list three years, and Is well known
to the public as thoroughly reliable
is the
and capable. Albert (arela
man who "delivers the Roods." and
deto
very
Important
he attends
this
partment of the business with effl-c- i
in y a nd dispatch.
The Kutreile company Is the sole
agent for the famous O lobe Wernicke
hook cases and office supplies. Other
specialties are the Hoosler kitchen
cabinet, the I.nggct & Piatt bed
Spring, the best thing of its kind
made, ami the Baldwin dry air refrigerator, something that will s,,,,n be
of live interest to the housekeeper,
with the rapid approach of summer
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pn riots
These undertaking
were
opened in Albuquerque by Mr. Bor
ders six years ago. and are located in
the Commercial club building on Wc.--t
Hold avenue.
They are - pat
and
.....I an.
Oí..!...
..... nn,,ln,.,.l
n. ,, .(,
i, in,lll.ll,
.where funeral services may he held.
private rooms and office with piano
and organ ami every proper lequlre-nien- t
for holding services when de.
sired by the friends and relatives ot
the defeased. The territorial law.
l most states,
like those
require n
funeral director and emlialmet and
his assistants to he Mcen-e- tl
under- takers. Mr. Borders is a graduate o
la celebrated embalming school and
'employs only expert iissistanats in his
establishment, owing to the ureal
I distance from the big wholesale
ten.
Iters of the east. Mr. Borders finds
It necessary to carry an exceptionally
large stock of easkets and funeral
supplies, and has In connection with
n In a hlch
he un, a chapel ,i r
are displayed some Of the most expensive caskets manufactured (of the
(trade. The deaths In Albuquerque a.'e
largely among those of Visitors who
have eome her. for their health as a
last resort and necessitates the cm- hnlming and shipping ol the bodies
east.
Mi.
norders
establishment,
without doubt, has done more of this
retasa of work within the oast the
years since
its establishment, than
many of the large firms in the great
titles ot the east ami west, where the

PREPARING FOR

HARDWARE COYOTE MINERAL SPRINGS.
BOTTLERS.

WAGNER

The virtues of the waters of f .,
One of the most recent business
'I.
chancas of note in slbns si que oe- - Mineral Springs iire many. Tin
curreo ine latter nan or Fehruu v. at natures' best tonic. appetiser and
which time Mr. J. Q. Wanner pur- blood purifier, phasanu, harmless
re
Thret springs
chased the entire business for manyl and wonderful.
THE WHITNEY COMPANY
years conducted under the title of the! destined to become a nation il resort
Albuquerque Hardware company. The fur the health seekf. and
is mile
stock carried by this house has long a question of u short tone until He.
In the preparation of the Boosters' gesj recognised as
une of the most wonderful t urativ. p..,rs will I,,
'
it
number
has heen the aim of the Complete In the west and it Is safe to1 cotne recognized by some ,.'' the land
say
Mr.
Wagner
that
management to present facts regard
with his exten- - ing capitalists of ibe world ami a resive experience, will more than main- sort famous lie made that will add
ing Alhuquei line's supremacy
as a tain the reputatfan
for liberal treat-- , the prestige of t,e ll.ttsch h
and con ment and fair dealing acquired hv the IVnrks. The plant of his , .utipitn Is
l' n"'1' m so
vincing a manner as to show the city house under the former ownership. lacutcd at 2i.t Santo Kirst street and
In the most favoahl
light. X,, bet Mr. Wagner Is no Stranger to Xexv Is COted acted under Hie personal
tor way of exploit In her resources .Mexico ami Albuquerque, gj he hn management of k. it
areh, and v
could be adooletl ll n pointing to a been a resident of the teriltoiv fot Harsi'h. men who hate spent many
more
than twenty years and far font years in the bottling business
lew of the Indtvlarfl
The
slleeessful OSterprtses whfeb hn 'S done much rears preceding his purchasing thi ll.ii seh Bottling Works was establish
thrtugh their far re chlag and pro- - easiness was on" or the trnste,i
In
e
ed
Albuquerque about twenty-livyears ago by A. llarseh. ,,i
Ricssive pulley lo m ke Albuquerque iployea of the old company.
t the
known throughout t if southwest as
pioneers of t he southwest, who, on
the whob s. to and trade center for the
discovering ibe valuable properties of
JOHN BORRADAILE,
entire territory. Among the number,
Coyote Springs
began
rutmedlau
few have occupied
the bottlipg gnd sale of these wonderFURNITURE.
inore prominent
position within the past decade than
ful mineral waters.
Toda) Ihe :i u
the Whitney eompatiy, wholesale and
extends wrjoughoui ths country and
retail dealers in hardware and agriAmong the favorably known busi- is increasing each year as tin, cut
cultural Implements.
The basta est
powers a ml hi efldal eri céis of
is that
muy be said to be one of the pioneer ness houses of Albuquerque
the npters bee., .. recognised ami apmercantile enti t ises of the city and styled John Borradul'.e & Co nonet preciated. E. li. Harsch, the aetie
dates back to Iv.iu at which lime It furnishers, at nr West Qold avenue. manager has done much to aid in the
was established. The present firm which has been established
here for development of Albuquerque.
was formed, however, some few years
years. This ROUS
later to continue the business thus almost twenty-fiv- e
8200 RKWARO.
started. Under the efficient manage- makes a specialty of handling new
Is offered
tito cauture cf Anment Of the present owners the busi- and second hand furniture and theft dino Pettlne, lor
the murderer of Beneness of the firm has prospered ami trade extends for many
miles around detto Bersrdinelli. Crime was coma most enviable
reputation has been
mitted In Albuquerque, .Monday,
The business wjis
built ui
ami zealously maintained, Albuquerque.
4.
hy John Borradaile, one of
not only in Albuquerque, hut throughC. A. and C. GRAND E.
active merchants of the citv. and
out the entire territory as well. The ihe
stock carried is the largest exclusive he deals extensively in new ami sec-- j
I! I I '
EHBK! PRKK!
hand gootls. (Uch as furniture.
hardware stock between Kansas City ond
Baud Concert by tmerlef it l.uiuli r
crockery
and
evhousehold
goods
of
and l.os Angeles anil comprises every- ery
description.
Mr. Borradaile Is a Company Band, Tmctlon Park, scn-tlti- v
thing in demand in this section,
sfternooa.
citizen, one who Stands
stoves ami ranges, shelf and substantial
heavy hardware, miners' supplies, high in public esteem, ami he has
The Occidental Life insurance comto advanee the city's wet-- I
firearms and ammunition,
Hercules done much
his active participation in mat-te- n pany Is composed ,,r the strongest
powder, caps. fuse, etc., a specialty be- - fare hy
men of the aonthwes
business
designed
Their
tor the public weal.
Ing ni. ule of miners' supplies, blasting
contracts are the best &v. Issued,
explosives, drill steel, blacksmith sun.
dries, etc. The firm carries the larg- Chaiiiberiain's Cough Remedy Is Both
A certain number
ot
WANTED
Agreeable and KffevUve.
est stoek of steel in the district unrt
pay your fixed SXpensos; e
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has boarders
it Is seldom that their have less than
ery one above that number pays yen
for coughs, colds" and a pront;
.i carload on band. The show room on no superior
you can always keep the
ihe Second floor, devoted to a dlantu croup, anil the fuel that it la ulaasniit number right by using Morning
JourOf plumbing gootls and bath room ap- - to take and contains nothing in any
W.'lJttS.
nal
pin i enitiices, is one Of the finest in way injurious has made it a favorite
the United States, and the equipment with mothers. Mr. W. S. Pelhatn, a
oi tne plumbing shop is second
Iowa, says:
to merchant of Kirksvllle,
none In the southwest. . Llnnlng and "Por more than twenty yeara ChamSheet metal shop, wherein are manu- berlain's Cough Remedy has been my
factured all classes of goods In that leading remedy for all throat troubles.
tine, from a drinking cup to a mams It is especially successful In cases of
moth water tank. Is maintained and croup. Children like it and my cusin charge of experienced and com- tomers who have used li will not take
petent workmen. The simp is equipped any other." Kor sale by all druggists,
with the latest approved machinery
.
nlaaa
ami tools ami oiilv l
b
Salt Ijikc City and
KOR RUNT There
i..
are people
permitted to leave the nremtaoa i'.o,. reading our Kor Rent column today March :n to April
I unit
raeis are taken upon all classes of who would make desirable tenants d.l s
building and the firm employs from for that vacant house of yours. There
forty-- f tve to fifty expert plumbers and trill be tomorrow,
too; and there is
Mexico Ctt) and return $4i
April
Innata at nil seasons.
time enough for you to get your ad In
to May is.
Limit July
The gentlemen who now own and iu.it uuiuuiii tomorrow,
snouiu
it
control this Splendid business are too haVe been there today.
well known lo ihe residents of Albtl- t. e. pnnpy, tgciit.
que rque ami New Moxlc i to require
Introduction al the hands ii the Morn.
iiiR Journal.
Mr. w. R, Whitney l
an experienced hardwan man
who
has practically spent his life in the
business. Mr. C. D. Qoff also attends
personally to many of the details
Of the firm's affairs, while Mr. M W.
nonrnoy Is vice president of the Klrst
National bank, the strongest banking

BORDERS, FUNERAL
DIRECTOR.

FÜTRELLE COMPANY

t

THE

That indefinable something individuality
so essential In every smart article of attire is emphasized here In
way most pleasing to those in quest of original Ideas. Every article of apparel shown at our opening has a distinctive
style character about it, an out of the ordinary air so different from anything you will sec In any other establishment,
Every creation shown is the inspiration of an artist and not of the copyist.
.
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Wktti.. The . nun held that the
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ROSWELL MAN APPLIES
TO JUSTICE FOR BRIDE;

i

,

HOVEL THEORY
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TO ACCOUNT

JAPANESE WORK NiGHT

ALL CTtiAMIFIED AHVKRTT8KMKNT8

xicau in m. Leases Derives n- Hi m oí Itel- un I airni
the Ve
M.

eetares ir t'ourt will Hindi Hensre
Hecond ran
Hi'ii the parii of ii
.i ltsMlrli n. thf M.trnins J,.urnul.
St. Louis, March
13.
e.rge S.
I'lashek. of K.yiueil. X. M.. today
at a St I.huls Jusii the nffi,
tice of the peace for a wife. "1 want
a wife." sail Mr. Itlushek. determinedly, "and perhaps you may, he able
to seoury me one. I can give Ihe very
bM .f 'refer, me- - from HO swell and
Is, where ns in niv character and circumstances, and shall greailv a,pre-clal- e
some atsdetance in the matter."
At li.st a, counts Ihe justice was unable H, secure tile desired party oí
the send pari for the ltosw.dl man.
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IN CHICAGO TREASURY
After tlloeussing the armies
'
mil niivii - and theaters uf (he war.
by saying that the Ult-- I
he conclude
protected Pacific rgfcsl of Ihe rnlted Secret Service Officers Now
offer excellent chances ..f the
Secretary Garfield Issues In
Think He Took the Missini
WrcMi of the Japanese,
noticing faer-iishlJapan
structions to Expedite Issu j n itcliw
to complete her militar) and
SI 73,000 and Forgot What
iiiiv.il equipments, nidlng that daring
anee of Patents to Tliiitu Mhi
r.n
nun
n
few
m.
haw
l.isi
months
He Did With It,
hern at work dn and iiIkIiI in tin
l
Thousand Entiymen in Unt-ll To arsenals, turning mil Kims am! .'mall
lafnts ami stating that the cartridge (lly
'tiuroiil IgaSSjl l.riofd Wire.
manufacturers at Tokio uní Nan
r.
Chicago,
It
having
March
Sfciog
men
APPROPRIATION
In
sakl, "here
ALL
all i.hout
tare ens ployed,, have turned out daily proved Impossible op to the present
serta I., obtain any trace ,,f Ihe SI "3,00i
HAMPERS LAND OFFICE Sin'i ifi, v Captain liodi,
Tokio "iii.ii mystarioualy disappeared from
thai ihe projectile wnrli
field Mic
mud.II"" shell- per day
Chicag.i suli-- t reasur two weeks
Evet
ne Possible Will Be maii.i. the Secret service officers lire HOW
(
"inking in, nn a thaory which they
D(
to Permit Bona Fidel EXPLOSION VICTIMS
believe may bring results. This Ihe-ur- y
is that
an employe of the
Settlers to at Once Prove Up! PROMOTED AFTER DEATH
is sabject to periods of menial aberration.
He has been examon Their Claims.
ined and has admitted thai he is subOnli Hall 111 ItiHlie- - of rnfortuiiNle ject ,. attapks when his mind is a
i h n, i,
SaRora 1,1. Milled.
blank, and he cannot remember what
li Maniac Jeiirnal Special . an. Wire I
occurred during this lime.
Itingtnn. Ma i i .', rteereiary
It is tin, tight that the man who. In
Oe, rlnttenl of the in- Marón i
Toulon, Prance
hi. ,if :i
is careful and
his normal condition,
todaj Issued an order t.. i ,m- - fifty-eigbodies have been Identified thoroughly honest,
may have taken
ah,,
f
hull
general
.f
in the
the
the 107 round in ,ii
ei Ralllnger,
the money and his now forgotten
o to espedlte.
r the battleship Jena, the after part
to
:i.
"here it was placed. He "ill In
n
i tinIssuance .f patents
which Wag destroyed by n
Closely watched In the hope that sonic
whore applications slon ,.r her rrtafagine March 12, All
lew I., tin location of th, money may
imulated in the general land the dead
have been posthumously
s,,
ami
Presi-1
based mi
hromoted,
nrder
that the widows
ma king .it her relatives will rem, ill, bem
WALL STREET FLURRY
inn up" un-jhigher positions,
i,. Dotnmli'
i
,1
PUZZLES ROCKEFELLER
f til" la:
office icé'.i'.'.ns anil!
ATTFNinfs
RIOT
PIRPI 1?;
.ti h!i lorjiitlons,
Isb
la W
i
u
uimvvv
han
which
final
certificate
..,.ii
Daft
lied, and if the pi .,..f is found
PERFORMANCE IN CUBA Uh Speculator- - should Go Mysiniii-- t
Abounding Prosperltj
i and hi rt I no pending
tery to Oil Man.
or objection, the same "ill he
pnti .it In tin- regular order."
ill lililí
inetiinn Troops Mix
Iívi 'i afflers" eontlnoes the
PowcrloMN.
l'C
here Police
Net York, .March lá. In regpon
in accordance
'"til proceed
an Inquin from the Associat,
In uiar ..f December 7. inn:.,
ss Mr. Wiiüam Rockefeller said
if,
manner nf giving notice
Havana,
a dispatch to
The pies, ni astonishing decline in
i
f ami the action tgken
Clara
Posi fro n. Santa
he Havan
value uf securities la as much
ill Furnish the maps
Y'.u
a fighi
ICCU red there today be- n be to any- tn yst rv to me as r
it üiii tneir
in ral arcas
wen sum, men of i" rural guard
ne.
I know that pub
couiidcm e
w cist ids as soon as Ihey o. ,1 Amertc in
s. Five sustained
it tliinl- disturbed, but ,li
al , bv tin- geological survey.
iiills llljllli
Th. altercation be 11 ah en
meas- lid have been ii such
itfonsj selections ami en. ?nn In a irc
tnd grew into a tint
is to justify so t eat a fall in
areas fhr poll, e "
big to eopo with Hie
in, is in
overwhelming
With genuine
price
ntdered h ihe local officers
pro! hy throughout the country
i,
iin ai,,.vc circular, "i'll a
no adequate
certanily
seems
here
a. inn h them ami the
reason for It. As for I yself and my
certificate I i the regu- - RIJEF NOW PLEADS FOR
associates, our faith in the f ut ure of
CHANGE OF JAILORS the country has not been shaken at
buyers and not
all ami we have
past ten days.
sell, rs throughout
shall
existing lllle;
M,
mil
have
The Thn Ughoul these
ti I
r ap- 'tlflCt
e can to re
don,
irgu
confidence,
st,
ibll
in
fle
it the people
ttayelr securl
I', llll
ihe
from
ii
is cr.i.illv th, Ii duty in facilitate cving
sorely regrei
g? I
Ihe Issuance ..r final certificates to Siisor
next
nths."
boca fide settlers, as to guard the ihargi f Ihe iherlff. This
b An 'stan;
lei aii irney
t. rests of ihe nubile anil government ippOSI
IMIII
t ...k
htunplonslilp,
Heney,
matte
the
The'i ouri
n preventing Illegal pntries nnd that,
Mai
id' in tinCalvin
ndi
dvtaetti nt, ie. ing
In the performance of their duties the
Hie
KM
Piggy.
.,.
or
repri
of
the
count
in
OUnd discretion ai
expected
II
ha
I'd is
INFLUX OF JAPANESE
fleets
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I'M I.n LUTHERAN CHURCH.
Corner Sixth st. and Bllver Ave.
E. Mosher, Pastor.
Sunday schoo! ai '.i:3o a. in.: fler- man service and sermon at 11 a. in.:
English service nnd sermon at 7 :t 0
p. m.: subject, True Religion."

lc.

:

á

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
CHURCH.
Passion Sun, lav and Feast of St.
High mass
Patrick earlv mass, at
and sermon nl 2:20. Ev ning service
Dining
7:;i".
the
and conference,
service
Ev nlng
week, mass at
Wednesday anil Frldaj evenings, at
'Tuesday, feast f SI. Joseph.
7:30.7

-

.Mass at 7.
.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
Corner of Brogdway and Coal Ave
Itev. H. Ai Hodgea, pastor of
,t
Congregational
cliurch

t

Morning
mís

rk ral

Demaroi
defe itlr

Youni

--

--

Aw

I

e

i

and

tit

Thi
Buck'

i

"Rock Of Ages."
seryl e nl 7:3
Che Ii dits of in
Subject
.
I
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WICHITA

LOSES FIGHT

ON ROCK

ISLAND

Rathburn

Main-Babylo-

'

'Beautiful el
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FOR SAIiB.

Billiard

Brackett

I:

1:41

Mi

th

R

n-

League meets at

The
Bv nltiK .servid- at 7: tii).
speak on "The
pastor
At the morning
Dtation'
hour til
holr will sipg, "Shepherd of

sl JOHN S EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Corner of Silver Avenue and Fourth.
Sunday school, 10 a. m.; morning
service al ii o'clock: evening service,
Friday during
ai 7.,1 o'clock every

'lent.

.

six-ho- le

Walter

FiR

tf

St.

Modern
brick
house, electric light, bath and lawn;
terms reasonable. Inquire 307 South
SALE

Walter street.

I

f

FUR SALE Best
residence
in city; new, modern, electric lights,
bath, gas, lawn, cement sidewalks,
stable, etc.
Terms reasonable. See
Edgar Hayes on premises, 317 S. Wal-te- r

tf

st.
FOR

ExSALE The "Woman's
change; good reasons for selling. For
AY.
particulars apply to 401
Railroad
ave.
j tf
FOR SALE OR RENT -- Furnished
Apply
house, modern, fine location.
to R. D. Reeves, 501 S. First St., planing mill. 4 to 6 p. m.
tf
FOR SALE Pony, buggy and hur-necheap.
Hunter's Wagon Yard.".
200 N. Broadway.
tf
FOR SALE Black Minorca, White
and Barred Rocks, 75c a setting;
Rhode Island Reds, $1, Edward
ss

e.

tf

FOR SALE New and second-hanat Alhinwarnua Cu Trina

hefF-i-

I

-

B

.

j

W.
FOR SALE Fresh COW,
Hunlng ave.
ml
Ful! SALE - Lot in Oram tract,
one block from street car. Address
H., Journal office.
FuR SALE-a- t -- One iron safe, Apply
First
the Alamo saloon, corner
and Silver.
POR SALIC Team, wagon and harness cheap; consider any offer. J. D.
Brown, corner Fifteenth and Slate.
FOR SALE Entire household furnishings;
Jewel
also one
range. 700 So. Arnn st.
mix
POR SALE -- Driving horse. C
Myers, !10 N. Sixtli st.
ti
Whits Wyandotte
FOR SALE
eggs. 75c per setting. II. Hraun, 111
N. Third st.
tf
POR SALE Oood Columbus buggy, nearly new.
Inquire 307 South

d

fg

Q- -

WE SOLD THAT, TOO
That CVroom House in

the Highlands for $950,

:

Smith and
"Fairest l.

i

:

Kki

ladies wanted Make sample
patches for us at home on our new
We pay It
25 cent darning machine.
cents hundred, besides we give 12
cents profit each machine you sell:
every
sells on sight; Indispensable
home: weaves new heel nr toe in
Send 2á
stocking In five minutes.
cents for complete darner, instructions and samples of work we want
made up. Kodos Co., Dept. O. W..
B i ix 1145, New YorV.
ml 8
for
WANTED fhamberniaid
hotel. Apply at Hennett'j store.
tf
109 N. First st.
WANTED Oirl for general housetf
work. 717 East st. Mrs. Duller.
Healthy young lady
WANTED
wants room tnd board. L. It..
9
na!.
as working
WANTED Position
housekeeper.
Address K., Journal ofm 1
fice,
experienced
WANTED Salesman,
In any line, to sell general trade In
New Mexico an unexcelled specialty
with $35
commission
proposition,
Weekly for expenses.
The Congjocntga
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. O.

I

The
on
"ere several Thine rae Lead Cs." Wvuiann. At
the evening hour the choir wil1 sing
mi n and "Jubilate I). o in A." bv Koroln. Mrs.
re in- ing "Abide With Me," by
wl
Lydi
Th public Is invited" to all

no- AN I ED - brigni
witn nn-yA.
o. work at iinII.
Leader.

for

ONE!
STILL BETTER

modern House
two blocks from Railroad
Avenue for only.. $1,500

Five-roo-

REMEMBER-l- t's

fully

modern.

five-roo-

-- Five-room

PORTERFI ELD CO.
216 West

Gold Ave.

D

TO BEatrfSXT
Pattroad Center of

JVetv Mejcico

THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OFLEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
F

The Helen

TO CHEER H0NDURANS

11

fight.

Wen dead

.",

CARGO OF WAR MUNITIONS

ibi,
Ni u
March
gram received hare toda; announced
Puerto corns
ihe ife arrlvsl a'
Hondttrms, of the steamer Hnrrv T.
Inge, whl h sailed fmm New Orleans
Mat i 7
lili munitions or war for
Horns uneasiness had been
Honduras
of the
in representativas
feti i
was
II ndm .a sovernment, as
man
uf
that a Nhararuiin
the
war would attempt to nrerhattl
Steamer and sSlsa the arms which lli- Hflea,
elui tl

idli
tl'oi His had
lei strong- -

'ANTED Ladles, ro ,1 lintv milli
dressmaking. Miss Cram
f and
" North ?d street,
ph ine 944. Ais,
a
ii pi entices wanted.
bi- -

or

IHST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
i lornei
of Lead Ave. and S. Third,
Rollins. D. !., Plislor,
Rov. I.

all- -

a

inlty."

i'l

i'he

ifflclal
tin isla ml

I

ops
Th

I

An

Uhe Future

mi Racket MtM!M
yo, starch 1:..

( it
Tin
house lo. lav pass,.! the bill making
f a bucket shoo con- tin- operation
o
stltute a felony The penalty for
to five venra In
latlon is from
the nenltentlary or six to twelve
month- - In jail. The bill now goes lo
fluvernoi Folk for ins signatura,

JeHsr-so- ji

ACHINESE STRONGHOLD

I

'clock,

Strane

DUTCH TROOPS CAPTURE

-

i

,

,ti

ague Mi
dispatch received he
nf Oelcbos, Dutch
I, ounce,
thgt the
captured an moor)
hold, after a stul
(b eing enemy left
field. among

Dudley

I

Soil

j

--

Mill. id

cm ecu
HESHYTERI
F
,t
nu-f1. ii.. synodical
i. Class.
New Mexico and Arisona
'each morning and evening.
Select ion- o Jesus
i
Iba th.

FIRST

Mrs.

T

'Thi

I

Ev, ning

W.

Cfi

preach.

írean ill

rnagle.
Sil
will rende
Hllarlet

U

yes- -

will

subject,

M

i

-

Tin vii

ill)

"hie

club

Y.

it

el'VIC.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
POR RENT Nice front room In
new house; new furniture; no Inval
DR.
R. L. BUST
ids. Call mornings at 3"H So. Walter
Rooms
X. T. Armljo building.
street.
tf Tuberculosis
treated with High FrePOR RENT- - Furnished rooms for quency Electrical Current and Germi
light housekeeping. .'.12 X Second si. cide, treatments given from 8 a.m. to
RENT
POR
Three
furnished I l n
Trained nurse in attendance.
rooms. Dr. E. X. Wilson, 417 South
"
rno.
tflRR J. H. WROTH
Physician and Siirneon.
POR RENT One large swell fur
namtt Riillrtliig. Albuquerque. N.M.
nlshed front room on ground floor
gentlemen only DR. J. E. 3RONSOX
modern conveniem
No invalids. 611 W. Silver.
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR RENT - - Furnished rooms,
with hath. 309 N. Sixth st. Mrs. C Room 17. Whiting Blk, Albuquerque
J. P. Dinner.
m DR. W. C. SHADRACH
" OR
Nil eljr
RENT
furnished
Practice Limited
0
rooms, cheap for tin summer.
Eye. Ear, Nose Throat.
m20 Oculist and Aurist for Santa
Baal Coal avenue.
Fe coast
FOR RENT Rooms for liousekeep-- ! lines. Office 313
West Railroad av.
9
reasonable,
ing. 524 W. R. R. av. Rent
to 12 a m.: 1:10 to 5 p.m.
Honrs:
FOR
RENT ' Nicely furnished DR. W, M. SHERIDAN
4
rooms,
2 2 N. Sixth St.
Homeopathic
Physician and surgeon.
FOR RENT Collage, fi rooms iifid
Life Building, Albuquerbath;
Paul Occidental
convenient to shops.
Teutsch, Xo. 3 ilrant bldg.
tf que New Mexico. Telephone xs6.
FOR RENT Corner store of the
DENTISTS.
Qarcla bldg
Fifth St. and Railroad
ave. Apply 502 W. Railroad ave., DR. J. E. KRAFT
if
Dental Surgeon.
Carci'i hldg.
In f ',Ileums
Burnett Hull, ling. Phone
FOE RENT - Hall, 7:xMi feel
made by mail.
new building, 130; two blocks from .44. Appointments
Apply 502 W. Railroad E. J. ALCER. D. D. S.
Railroad av,-If
ave., Qarela hldg.
Offices: Armljo block, opposite
FOR RENT Oil SALE Two
Golden Rule. Hours: 8:.'i) a. m. to
houses In Highlands, furnished 12:3(1 p.m.; 1:20 to 5 p.m. AppointA. Reynold.;, llo- - ments made by maji.
or unfurnished
tf
'el Navajo.
ARCHITECTS,
E.N"
Two
urnished
POR
lit housekeeping, $7.uo in F. W SPENCER
looms for
Navajo
A. Reynolds,
Highlands,
Architect,
.0tej
tf
loms 41 ami 47. Harnett Hulldlng.
- At exit smeiy low
F OR
RE
ASSAY EES.
rate, bush ess location, central part of
city.
Thi ty acres alfalfa abundance W. JENKS
cottage. In-Anaycr, Mining & Metallurgical
of water nd seven-rooon 're 3 2
tf
(engineer.
Lend ave.
0 'ti West
Furll avenue. Postoffice Box
FOR RENT Desirable furnished
7.:. or at office ,,f p II. Kent, 112
Copper
723
room, gentleman only.
tf South Third street.
avenue.
Nice, y
furnished
RENT
FOR
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
rooms, m ilcrn; nisn rooms fur light
housekeeping.
Apply at S20 South
i Ti IP i.SSCounty Surveyor,
tf
Third st.
before V. S. Land DepartRENT Modern rooms and Attorney
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil en'Board, $25 per month. Mrs, Eva L. gineering.
Craig. 502 So Second st., upstairs, tl Cold Ave..
Opposite Morning Journal
Ionise, in
FOR RENT
"
good repair, corner Railru.nl ave. ana WILLIAM H. HERRIC-K1'. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor,
Hill St.: low rent to a permanent ten.
litigation Engineering.
apt Inouire of J. F Lnthv.
ti
Socorro,
New Mexico.
-- Slot age room, clean
"
FOR RENT
R.
J.
FAEWELL
N,
st.
dry. 109
tf
First
and
"
Civil Engineer,
"house,
A
FOR RENT
office: Room 23. N. T. Arml.ln Bide.
wit electric light, bath, water, also
barn: near university. Apply T, Jour-- ! UNDERTAKERS & EMB A IMERR
tf
nal office.
A. BORDERS
modern
FOR RENT-hnus- e.
Undertaker and Emhalmer.
close In. Afply O. N, Marrón.
City Undertaker.
FOR RENT Furnished room, 2D, White or black hearse. $5.00. Com
tf mercial club building.
N. Seventh street.
Albuquerque.
I

NT.

Weatherford, Oklahoma,

j

tii

Rusticano"
Miss Clayton and Prof. Qarrlsqn,

Mii-i,-

ends and III
So great
El Puso. Tex., Mat h l
ef.ire i e officers ti I) should has been the Influx nl Jan
to tills
in"l;. use of such know 'edge. either In pott tha hundreds iav itfipned in
revsiillng El Paso
idii: securing cmpioymi n
rvanta displacing Mexican
a nee help.
The residí is that the Moxli au
I.
h
it oUCC
"ii
arc taking cognlsann or
o as authorities
Is ne, l.H ii
lei e s..'!i scilon
proi, os. taklns action
and
the
mattei
flebl tflee f nee. looking to ils abatement, unless
In orgi' nlxr I ou
(button
or
by
edit;
vaj
elth
ii, " amendment to the I'nited Stales
rW' ntraticii. a " ill mak it posgtbls Immigration law I, rings reliefs.
effectir.' carri out the
ia in.
An immigration Inspector stated
d. r of he ..i esldent.
vessel from the Orlthat
gul. ni. ..is or ins iii i..n In en) and tin- evei:
"Ml
Hawaiian Islands arriving
toil."
re
'o
coi 'ilrl herewith are
ai Manzanillo. Mexico, In night from
In .'is, ussing the ordei
Secretan .'.nn to 1,701 Japanese and he said
'e'd
sim e Mexico had facilitated the . ton of misiial ini- ijuy into this country II was nol s mat-to- r
"iiiis order
ill
public
tioporta nee tn the citizens
of much regrsl to him, at least.
Ites, involving as It docs ah. nit that
lam!
suffer in eonge- she should
0,n
and a large number of ifuence.
nl;
and seleeilons which have
lOMtie
a
acclPi ii.' n in the general land office
Allege Plot'
in.i rom Watson.
examlnsllon before the IssuI.",. -- Several
AugUStgi Ou., March
ance .,f patents. Included in these are shots
were
fired Into the. bedroom ..t
i
homesteads, 1,000 tim- ab,. ni .'.i,
J. T. Wats, n on of Tilomas E. Wal- i
and stons and othsi cash entries lon, ih farmer presidential candidate
uiid"! specific law-- . 2,000 desert on the populist ticket, at their home
ic.c
100 m lateral en trías,
land
It
Thomasvllle, Qo. early today.
"To brim the work up to date the at
claimed thai tin- Investiga
rlnrleal force of the general land of tion latei
against
nomas
i
plot
Indicated
flee ire working overtime and will be Watson or his family, bul no idefinite
,i r iiri ten " eegs,
nop,
wa o in. ni,..
nub r does not affe,
.ia..
but these "ill B
SUbsCqUI n! n
mod tely b
dire ons,
Te, suae of the failure o
to provide an additional apt
for the lliff isap field inspections, tin
work cannot proceed ,t rapldl) ms de
sired, but the force and means now
available will be used in Ihe uttnos!
,,
IhS patenting
limit to expedite
lands trhers the sntrymcn have com
plied nith th" law in gi.od faith."
I I. HI

lit.

WORRIES MEXICANS

Ad-ires-

I

I

i

s.

I

h.--

v

health-seeker-

I

for

i

'i:'

t

H :

i

I

Ap-nl-

A

al

I

WANTED Mil llaery apprentices at
Mrs. Coverdale's. 226 W. Oold ave.
WAXTED--T- o
buy a few setting
X. Second si.
hens, ll
m!7
WAXTED A portaVTle hake oven
and shoo fixtures at once. Address A.
Miimrd. BStaneia, X. M.
WANTED Position by competent
penman: good references. Address P.
ii. Box ill.
ml7
WANTED
Extra salesmen and
salesladies at the Lion Store: those
(having had experience preferred. Leon

and

bu?kie

this
from genlleiiiifli's fob. ftetúr
tf
' ",
office for reward
"
Collmfbla bi- LoST OR STOLEN
cycle. Return to 213 Hazeldlne ave.
and receive reward.
iMt ml
LOST On Coul ave., between High
and Second sts.. lady s hogwood neck
lace, rose pattern, cross p. ndant. Return to this office and receive reward.
DELI
M l ii l i iii.ov.

,

--

Issu-f'n-

Mlscclla neons.

Day-nig-

m

'

WANTED

I

."

i

as

On

:i.

1

l'l

--

IN ADTANCK

UJbere lolüorsbipCodav

t

.

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

PATABLE

'lÓST-ío- 3

Pianos. Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
salarias and warehouse receipts, 39
low as Jin. nn and as high as 2200.00.
Loans ire ifuickly made and strictly
private. Time: One month to one
year given, flood to remain In your H. Stern.
possession. Our rates are reasonable,
WANTED Position
by
married
fall and see us before borrowing, man:
ten years' experience office
steamship tickris to and from all work, bookkeeping,
best
stenography;
parts of the world.
y
of references; "ill go nut of town.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
;. W. x.. Journal office.
mi
Rooms :i and 4, ilrant Hldg.
WANTED Two or three rooms for
PRIVA k nmcsaV
HOlTlf.
Mil. HI AM) M I CHI
light housekeeping, in go.,,1 location:
EVSNINQS.
OPEN
i.
Arm
.S.oith
is
not
;'. (i
West 15 a I r o a I A venue no children:
O. II. Hollldny. PgssMP.
Joiirn,,!.
H.
tf
Preaching at ii a. m. and I n. m
WAXTED Horses to clip at Hun- BpWOrth League at 7 11. 111.
HELP WAXTKD Male,
ter's Wagon Yard. L'OO X. Kroadway.
WANTED
buv small tracts of
rttmsri N CHURCH.
WANTED Men to learn plumbing. limber. Win. B Hill.
Kosedale. X. M.
Corner of g),,',i Ave. and Broadway.
r.iiü
Plumbing
School.
Trade
Western
J
Minister,
KrnPMi V Crawford,
WAXTED Customers Tor the freshDenvar, Colo.
Tremont,
morning
Sjchool,
at
In
m.:
a.
Sunday
est of ranch eges delivered. Now 30
classes táll. W. T. I'rcan.
est mon at ii o'clock. "The Unrecog354. J. T. Harcents per dozen.
WANTED
Established "fire. TTfe per. Twelfth and Phone
Intermediate
nised Presence.'
Mountain road.
tf
'and surety Insurance agency desires
4
i. m.
experienced, live, energetir hustler a.s
STOCK COMPANIES.
partner. No capital required. AdSCIEXCE.
CHRISTIAN
STOCK COMPANIES Incorporated.
a. in. at loom dress BOX X L'. Santa Fe. X. M. ml 7
Services Sunday at
If you have stocks or bonds for sale,
126, Grant building, corner of liallroad
a bill utter and yard let me try to sell them for you. George
WANTED
Subject. man. Apply Superior Planing Mill.
avenue and Third street.
M.
Kellegg,
broker, 540 EUlcott
"Matter." Banda school at 10 a. m.
square, Huffalo.
S p. m.
meeting
evening
at
Wednesday
immediWAXTED
Coatmaker
Rtad ing room open daily from - to
ately; abundance of work. Prices $10
STORAGE
p. in.
up.
F. E. Peltzel. WihiiOW, Ariz, tf
WANTED Pianos, household goods,
reasona
I'M 1ST I llViisT CHl'RCH.
W ANTE
Porter at Metropolitan etc., stored safely at
The Sun, lax s.ii ml at 1:4)1 a. m.,
tf ble rates. Phone ,r,40. The Security
Improvement Co. Offices
'Warehouse
and the Young Pi opto's meeting at
,10 p. H),
liJiunt block, Third and Kailioad ave- "in I" held ns usual
ruil KENT.
nue.
morro". March IT. There will be
fur-meet
will
j
FOIl KENT Modern nicely
other services, the church
fDT
So.
church
222
rooms.
Congregational
nlshed
st.
with the
Fifth
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
morning and evening services,
RENT Modem houses from
" to s rooms; also storerooms mid of- ATTORNEYS.
Highland Mcthodixl Church Epworth fi. es. W, H. McMillton,
ti West R. W. D. BRYAN
Ix'llgllC.
Attorney at Law.
Meets at s ii'.inck. Bnbiect, , "ImPOR
RENT New
modern tent Office In First National
mortality," L.a.lei. A, E. lobinsón,
Rank Building
house,
light
furnished;
electric
and
Albunueroue. New Mexico.
Piano and Organ Due It "Cavaliers
gas,
So. High.

f

.

17. 1907.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

1

Olijr
rate, both partita
k u
.v.iuld have ben liable
in criminal
utMfc
under the
afntf

th.

BENEFIT

MARCH

V5ot&)n

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, right in the business
Are the owrers of the Beien iownsite, consisting oi 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center oí the new cily and directly upon IheJSanta Fe Ra;lwav Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading !ts extensive depot grounds
yaid limits 800 feet wide and n mile long (capacity ol 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight trafile, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 50 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It is the
largest shipping point for tlocir. wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its futiue growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy. 0ns third of purclub, thiee hotels, restaurants, etc, h needs light now a good
mortgage
note
on
for
remain
year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, Tille perfect and warranty deeds given.
may
one
and
cash;
money
chase
if
lots.
and prices of lots call in person or wMte to
choice
For
further
the
to
wish
secure
you
early
Come
70-fo- ot

1

1

up-tod- ate

ROA:)

two-thir-

s

Topes, Kas.. March IS.. In tin
IfnltSal KUlst court
Wichita today.
Jii'ii'C Pollork Inslrtli ted the Jury to
brig In a 'eroli in fa' s of tin Rock
Is'aril rallwsv in tin ease nf lint
Wictnta merchants against the
The merchants s I legs that the
g nds from
eompiiny'" rale on
J, Ivxloll 10 WiebOn at- - dlsri inn un,,
tili t u ". rii sonable, 4S It win.' more
K msu- - City,
Hi. ,' mhle in- rat
IS
ii
it!;. from Oglvraton than
win.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

111

com-pgn-

t

JOHJ

3CE'K.

Tre

tdint

WM. M. HE7tGER,

"J

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL SUNDAY,

PEOPLE PERISH

by the Chicago and Alton
railroad
from Whiting. Ind
and Chappelt.
He also declared
of the name of
Chappell from the tariff sheet did not
Invalidate that tariff as applied to the
Standard Oil caw.
It was asserted by the attorneys for
the defendant company that the government had not shown sufficient
of the tariff sheet. Judge
Lindis declared that the publication
had been shown as far as necessary to
warrant a prosecution of the present
case.
A decision In favor of the Standard
meant that the government would be
prevented from producing further evidence.
The decision that the existence of
the freight route had been established, opened the wuv for the introduction by the government of evidence to the fact that freight had
been handled for the oil companv in
the Illegal manner charged In the Indictments, anil this phase of the tria'
was at once entered upon.

THAWBELIEVESBUCK hunter is
nrpp rn r
ncouucu n

.

Til., to St L.ulv
that the omission

SWOLLEN

RIVERS
WHOLE COMMUNITIES
RENDERED DESTITUTE

MARCH

RAABE

I

ACQUITTA L

QUICK

CERTAIN

1907.

17.

and

115

117

North First

MAUGER

&

Street

Between

R. R. and Copper Aves.
Agents for PUSUrpaMM

SAND

Winona Wagons
Local Agents for

Narrow Escape of Member of
Party Down on the Silvery:

John Deere Plow Co.'s
Wood and Steel
Beam Plows.
SULKEY PLOWS
DISC HARROWS
CORN DRILLS

Grande The Odoriferous
Tale of an Unwelcome Visito
Rio

PRISONER CHEERFUL
UNDER SEVERE ORDEAL

Messrs. Percy

Hfovley, K. D.

Wll-hav-

c

Defense Expected to Requise banks. Scherher and McMah sn
PROSPEROUS YEAR FOR
returned from a sewn days' trip to
Another Week to Complete the
miles
Sabinal lakes,
UNITED STATES STEEL
of this city, In the Rio Grande
south
Next
Jury
Reach
CaseMay
vealing Scenes of Desolation,
valley, where they hunted ducks. The
Sabinal lakes are five miles south of
Monday,
flood,
GMM
Corporation
Fire Adds to Horror of
Sabinal station, on the Santa Pe. They
llcHrts iriitcl

Streams

Ohio and Pennsylvania Reported Receding Rein

forty-seve-

..iMlill!.- - ill

HcGormick Implements

n

HARDWARE

By Morning Journal Special Lasted Wire.
New
York, March 16. Attorney
The United
conferred with Ills
according to Delphin M.inDelmus
the defense of Harry K.
associates

By MornlOf Jnurnrl Special Lrused Wire.

Atheils. Ohio, March l.r. The high
waters of the Hocking river have
claimed seven lives in this citv and
four elsewhere In the country. Those
drowned in Athens are:
i:i). SWEET.
ALBERT SWEET.
TURNER AND WIFE.
YOUNG.
CHARLES BEHARS.
OTTO 1IAUTH
Late Wednesday night the roadway
of the Baltimore and Ohio north Of
the river broke allowing the waters to
rush Into Athens. Fifty houses were
swept entirely away. A thousand persons are homeless and are being cared
for in churches and halls.

HFAÍiííílAPTFPÍ
.i
i
v

Its History.

are about fifty acres In extent, two in
number, and are famous as the haunts
of the pintail and the mallard. Mr.
New York, March I T.
Hawley maintains two vessels, a cati-- I
States Steel corporation,
vas and a wooden boat, on the lakes.
For prompt and courteous trcutinent
Its annual report Issued
today, has Thaw today, mapping out plans for which are considered the best hunvalground for ducks along
ting
Ihe er choicest of meats you
passed through the most prosper- the
work at the trial. ley. The party met with sometherather and
will
make u mistake by calling on
be
will
which,
Monday,
resumed
when
ous year in its history. The gross reexciting adventures during the expediF.MIl. KLEDTWORT, 112 North street
'entering
Applications
week.
its
ninth
wading
Mr. Wilbanks. while
or telephoning your order in.
ceipts were $ CC.o iifi. ó 2fi an increase were made today to the district attor-- j tion.
across the Rio Qrande laden with I
of tltl.4M.H9.
After paying out ney's office for several additional
ammubell
full
of
shotgun
heavy
and
nearly $ÍS0,OOO,O0l In wages to I0Í,
stock of ennned goods includes
for the defense.
nition,
inadvertently Into nilOur
4.17 employes and deducting the cost
the fine-- i und best known brands.
I'mbably the greater part of next quicksand,stepped
and in a second was In the
CO.
of manufacture, there wus a total week will be consumed by the
F. H. VIIATT
treacherous muck up to his waist. He
profit of $1 S8.S32.S3ri for the year.
and the case may not go to the yelled
and
the
other
for assistance
After interest charges and other de- jury until after March It,
erv bout of Kansas Citv Beef
the party rescued him andTlieMmn.o
ductions, the net earnings are reported
When court convenes Monday Mr. members of
at I. MIL KUUNWOtTPS,
to be $lfi6.(!24,L'73, the largest amount Jerome will present the last bit of with some difficulty The Rio Qrande 112 North Third
ever reported By the corporation. In evidence he has for the prosecution. along certain parts of its course, conall about $80,000,000
as appropri- He will renew his request of Friday tains notorious quicksands, and cross-luNotice tor Publication
It in places is quite dangerous.
ated for Improvements,
extensions, afternoon that Justice Fitzgerald ad- Another interesting incident occur- Department of the Interior, Land Ofetc., an increase of more than $30,- - Imit the photographies
ami carbon red while the party were peacefully
fice at yanta Pe, N. M., March 1.
.Ode. as compared with
905. One .copies of the affidavit F.velyn Nesliil
1907.
lump sum of $00,000.000 Is Charged is said to have made in Hiiinmel's of- sleeping In their ten'. Ihe dog thai
Notice Is hereby given that Macarlo
off for appropriations for construction fice. This affidavit. Mr. Jerome con- accompanied the hunters is a sadder
Chaves,
Muriurty. N, M., bus filed
and discharging of capital obligations. tends, is competent evidence to con- and n wiser dog as a result of the ex- notice ofofhis Intention to make
fiual
These deductions brought the final tradict the statement that Mrs. Thaw perience In question.
year
proof in .Jujipurt of his claim,
An animal, which appeared to be an five
surplus down to ULTtl.MO, which la was drugged and bctraved by Stanford
.
'
v
viz:
No.
mude
HonitMtead
lift,
eat. made his appearance
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surplus of undivided profits of $97.- - Harry Thaw beat her when she told
radically from thai tendered by the and that said proof will be made be'"Ml",
him there was no truth In the State ordinary house cat. and retreated in fore H. W. 8. Otero. United rtta-tement that White had betrayed her.
at Albuquerque,
terror to the tent, clambering wildly courtM.,commissioner,
on Aprli f., 1 907.
Justice Fitzgerald, having permitted all over the occupants,
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who, upon N.
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clerk
Hummel and his
He names the following witnesses
assailed
had their nostrils
making of the affidavit, evidently .awaking,
by an odor which drove them In wild to prove his continuous residttiioe upon
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intends to allow Mr. Jerome to put disorder out of the tent. There was and cultivation of the laud, viz: Jose
Ithe papers in evidence and read What mi more sleeping thai titgnt. and it Martinez. Francisco Vigil y MonloVa,
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Call Up 789
On the New Phone

Whenever you want your Prescriptions filled promptly and
accurately or if you want DRUGS and MEDICINES sent up
to your house in a hurry,

trt.

WILLIAMS DRUG CO
Blue Front - 117 W. Railroad

g

WHEELING POLICE RESCUE
HOUSEHOLDERS IN BOATS
Wheeling, W. 'a.. March 1". Fire
tonight added to the Hood losses in
the wheeling district. At Bridgeport,
Ohio, opposite Wheeling, lime
and
water set lire to the extensive plant
of tlie Scott Lumber company. Which
vas completely destroyed. The tire
spread to a number of nearby houses,
which were destroyed, and the total
loss Is $150.000.
An explosion of gas at the Warwick
Pottery in South Wheeling, destroyed
the greater pari Of the plant and
threatened many houses In the vicinity occupied mostly by Syrians. The
police rescued a hundred or more persons from their homes in skiff, but
three Svrian children were drowned.
ThHiss will be over $200.000.
Til.' crest of the Mood passed this'
CltJI at ! P, m. The water leached a
stage of almost fifty feet and then began to recede at the rate of an inch
an hour.
Every fool of Wheeling island It
submerged and 7,000 residents have
been iii iven to upper floors,
.i 1:80 o'clock it Is reported that
Fire Chief W. O. Claylor was drowned.
When the police began fro rescue the
foreigners from the burning homes
in the inundated district, many panic
stricken persons Jumped from windows Into overloaded skiffs, which
cs selied.
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STEAM, HOT WATK.lt OR HOT AIH
HEATING
requires skilled and
experienced
workmen to either Install a new plant
or tepalr those r.lready In use. Therefore, when this Kind of work Is to bs
done don't monley with inexperience
In any shape, hut get the be- -, which
Is always the cheapest. You will run
no risk by employing us. whose reputation for new work or repulrlng u

l

unassailable.

Standard Plumbing and

Heating Company.
thai the defense probably would offer party were in n sufficiently deoderized
MANUEL it OTKRO, Register.
to this.
He referred to condition to care for each other's
Auto. Phone 71
Colo. Phone, R 284.
Pittsburg, March 18. In a fire that the "questionable shape In which this company again.
Notice for Publication.
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9 M
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icals from extinguishers and buckets. diminishing with the closing hours of
in four days, considerably ahead t'ourt Commissioner,
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compare i! with quality and price
His if this year's record."
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Loss In output of steel, $3,000.-00New York, March IB. There was a
andj
Night Special onicer F. H. Hunker 'Dec. in. ltts, for the wtf nel,
füB)yi(itrhto.rt4.,
,N ALL COUNTRIES.
further volatile recovery on prices to- for the Ban ta Fe at San Bernardino lots and
section II, township I N
UNITED MEOICAt. CO., BOX T4. LMC6TCSi. F
Loss In output Of other Industries.
day from the Inordinate depression of has resigned to go to work as fire- range t B, and that said proof will bsu
money
oji. n tir pn, nt.
$2,000,000.
Thursday's market. An
man. He will be succeeded as watch- mude before II. W, S. otero. U, BJ
Piiiontlarid Infrlntjement Practice Exclusively.
Loss in wages of employes, $1,837,-00Wrlui)C(ortM'Ui UHft
bear account was In evidence in the man by his brother, o. R, Bunker, of court commission, at Albuquerque, X.' Sold in Albuquerque by the J. H. O'Reilty Co.
Ninth Strct. opp. ITnttd BUtn Patot Offlco.l
823
Third Annual Event Well At- ebulliency of the late upshoot, Tlie Bftkersfletd.
M
on April 5. I ftu7.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
however,
showed a
day's business.
Estimated damage to industrial
RESULTS!
RESULTS!
following witnesses
names
He
the
plants, $efl)o.ooo.
tended and Proves Most En- very large and confident absorption Tetter. Salt Hheuiii and Besana, ito prove his aontlnuoua residence
Total. t0, 337. 000.
MORING JOURNAL
of stocks going on and confidence in
These are diseases rm- which Cham 'upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Various other estimates are being
tertaining of the Three A- the situation seemed to beorcompletely berlaltt'S Balve is especially valuable. ve: Jose Sandoval. Heves Mora. Ita- ranging from ten to twenty
made:
WANT AOS
the bank It quickly allays the itching and fael Marquen and Feliciano Sandoval.1
restored. The complexion
millions of dollars. Reports, from nustatement had something to do with smarting and soon effects a cure. um of Chili 1. N. M.
lbright Wins Second,
points
RESULTS!
merous western Pennsylvania
The reduction of the deposit Price 1Í3 (.cuts. For nalt' by all drug- RESULTS!
this.
tonight are to the effeel thai the flood
item by scaling down of loans proved
subsided.
requirereserve
has
The third tnnual declamation i e sufficient to reduce the
Thirty large blast furnaces in this
proportionately to
ment more than
students of the uni the cash reduction, and so to conserve
city are out of commission on account tesi held by
of the flood, it is said here that the versity last night at the Congrega- an addition to the surplus, The loan
suspension will cause a scarcity in tional church was a most entertaining Item Is supposed to Include the large
sliow it.1
'If it's In style In New York City
Iron.
Friday settleand enjoyable event, and the church preparations for the
of
week
The power from tlie plants of the
part
the
ments of
the
earlier
Allegheny Light company was turned was well rilled when the program be- for greater effect upon the averages
inlo the trolley wires lonlght in an gs n,
than the loan contraction by stock
effort to maintain street car service.
The musical numbers were splendid liquidation later, so that the effect of
As a result Pittsburg Is In darkness.
and the speakers all acquitted them- the loan reduction Is expected to be
selves in a manner that speaks vol- carried over into nex' week's stateRAGING OHIO RIVERS
umes or the value or the training in ment. The dimensions of yesterday's
REPORTED FALLING public speaking given by the Univer- money settlements are indicated by today's huge clearing house exchanges,
Cleveland. Ohio. March 1.".. Flood sity or New Mexico.
section of
Kenneth ('. Heald won rirst place w hich roce to B7S.7 s.31 6, The only
conditions In the
falling
today
by
Improved
"The
Set
were
with the declamation.
First
Ohio
time this figure has ever been exeeed- rivers ami their tributaries. The Mus- tler's Story," by Carletoh. and the de - led in the history of the New York
3,
kingum liver, which submerged part cisión of the Judges was heartily ap- - clearing house was on January
of Kanesville and other towns in that proved by the audience.
Klwoou St, lifted, when the annual settlements re- Is
fa1.!,
or
but there
Í tiS,S4 i.S'.M
Aibright carried ofr the next best Isulted in exchanges
section continues to
considerable destitution among thoso honors, his selection also being, oddly Sterling exchange ruled ai yesterday's:
he power
driven from their homes by the Hood. enough, by Carlemn, "The Farmer and low level
Dayton and other the Wheel."
AI Snrinafleld.
of New York to withdraw gold from
The rest of the program was as London, unless that sten Should be
and other points in the Miami valley,
deemed impolitic.
Funds were more
the danger stage has been passed. follows:
Ohio
of
river
tlie
todav.
Plano So Valse in K Minor... Chopin rreely offered in time loans
While headwaters
jwith the restoration of confidence and
Miss Asselln.
are receding, streams at Point Pleas- York SgChangC at
Williams a reported New
ant, Portsmouth, Marietta, Parkers Mazing of Valllant
The
Chicago at par has occurred,
Hugh M. Bryan,
burg anil other points are now above
to
r
t
A y nun tenor
Dundee.
of the tinted stales sieel
the Hood stage and will continueCin- lllliial M;
In
tonight
tomorrow.
O,
gacketl
especially
ICisli
report,
and
the reference
ready-to-we- ar
rise
tailored
Tlie best Clothing money can buy
to the sustained level Of orders recinnati the 'oca! rise has about disap- Vocal Solo Sw etheart. My Song
,81m! ceived since the first of the year, was
Is ( lime
peared.
by master workmen is made by Stein, Bloch Co., Rochester,
I'arkersburg.
Mrs. K. 1,. Washburn
an Influencing factor in the strength
Late today Marietta,
So also was ihe tone
Bisbee of Ihe market.
Point Pleasant and Marietta appeared Arlstarchus Studies Klocution
N, Y,
We have sold this celebrated brand for several years
B. May Owens.
ageticv reviews.
of the mercantile
to lie tlie worst sufferers. At the fors
mer place the electric light plant was Piano Duet Galop Je Concrt..W. Ganz Showing an expanding volume Of
and our customers all speak of it in the highest terms,
Hasty
put oet of commission and the city
through tlie country.
Misses Reed and Asselln.
made the closing of the
Phillips profit-takinwas In c'ar"ness.
Toussaint
'Overture
Coats
Gray is the predominant color for this season
Roy O. Baldwin.
At Marietta conditions were worse
market irregular, but there was exrlverS
IXS4.
The
flood
progress.
of
in
buying
Wright cited
still
Vocal Solo Violets
than 'n 'be
are long and close fitting, Your size will fit you all around.
par value,
sales bonds,
Total
Mrs, 8. U Waahbwn.
rose rapidly and did much damage.
Announcement of Judges' Decision ll.8iiO.000.
Try it!
Judges of Contest
FOREIGNERS SWEPT TO
Frank M. ModtCI
DEATH IN FLOOD
SI. Louis Wool.
t. Bj, fox, W. D. Sterling.
A
Bteubenville, Ohio, March in. At
Si. LoulS, March U, Wool stead
Firs! prlSS awarded bv Dr.
medium grades, combing and ol dhleast six. and Perhaps ten members, Henrv.
(u
pf two foreign families were drowned
Second prize u wanted by S. K New- ilng 24 ii axe; light tine,
heavy finí, HÍ'íiINc- tub washed
todav In the flood at Mingo Junction, coiner.
tonight.
report
received
a
according to
Friday, Mai sh 'I'l.
Announcement
The houses floated away with their the l". X. M, Dramatic club will pre-ii- d
Ehrery house on the east seal "Mrs. Husbv's Pink Tea."
occupants.
WeUlv Bnnh statement.
122 South Second
New York, March 1. The stall
side of Mingo Junction Is submerged "TUfB Him Out." at the Casino.
119 West Gold
and 1, 0Í0 persons arc homeless.
menl of clearing house hanks for the!
week shows the luniks hold $3.033,.
Itiot Follows SI like.
Hammond. Ind., March 15. Km-id- o 100 more than the legal reserve rc-- I
GOVERNMENT SCORES IN
ves of lie l.'eiiiiblie Iron and Steel qulremenls. This Is an Increase of
last
with
ii. mi of Hast Chicago, ind., 11911,175, as compared
SUIT AGAINST STANDARD company's
f,rucfc todav .,,, ., ril,, followed. One week. The statement follows:
tl,or,3.57,fiO
Loans,
decrease.
hundred shots were exchanged by lie
Rockefeller police and rioters before the disturb- !I3.3SO,20O.
Technlcnlltle- - Raised
decrease,
quelled.
Deposits.
$1.003.074,400;
ance was
bi Court.
Attorneys Brnshcd A
llSefl.TOt,
Sl,IIIft0S
Circulation,
decrease.
Catholic Church Horned.
Windsor, Ontario, March IB. The $"10 004.
March 15. The contenChicago.
Legal tenders. $7o,r,72,SOO: derrsase,
church of Our Lady of the
tions of the attorneys for the Stand- Catholic
II
Mcllrcgor-Hanw- i
Lake and the
MI 001.
ard Oil company that the government,
KpSCle,
plant
decrease,
1II,4M,400
company's
Walkers
Fence
at
company
which Is now prosecuting the
vllle were destroyed by fire today. Loss 00". 1(10,
'on Indictments charging it
Iteserve. $2fi4. 026,700; decrease,
had not proven existence of the M 30, 0S0.
route by which it claimed the alleged
de;olf
Reserve required, $5,0fl3,f,O0;
roiiroeinent.
shipments In violation of the law Bad
Plnehurst, N, C, March lfi. The crease $3,!7S.7S.
been made, were swejjl awav today by
Surplus. $3,033.100; increase. $7SI.-37Suites third animal spring golf tournament
JiuIl',. lani'ls In the" !Trflted
ended today. Fred lei l eshoff. of liar-dedistrict eoliit.
City. )Von the flrsl division cup
Slates dSOOSltS, $,!78,-950- ;
The court declared Ihe government
Increase, $1,007,325.
oroveii the existence of a route from J. I. Foote, of Apawamls.
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Want Your Watch and Jewelry Work If Pricés Will Briiii
It. Watches Cleaned $1 .50, Main Spring $1,00 to'$
Alarm Clocks Repaired 50o Fully Guaranteed,
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petition

was filed in the county
i court
yesterday mornHig by 8. Van
j
Wagner,
asking
to adopt a child, one
The bribe was only a bluff, anyhow.
glrí. A
yrar-olrl
Felicitas Ortls. an
CBW TELEPHONE aML
Enterad aa aecond-claa- s
matter at the poatofflce at Alboquarqae. N M
Five days more and th" worst will counter charge against the petition, MOTET TC TjOAN ON GOOD Rati I.
under act of ronera
of March I. lift.
praying that a guardian be Appointed
JSTATF BKCITRITT AT LOW
be over.
for the glr!, and that she he not
RA TEH OF nriRjECTT
by Van Wanner, was Hied l,
FOR RENT.
"I l,,ne my duty in I Imtehma'i." adopted
Till MOHMXG JOURNAL IH THE I KADlSü KKPUBJJCAN PAPEU says
Klin-frame, North Fifth at., modChnvex.
Prthv
Ileal y .
KW MliATt
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TllK l'IIIM ll'M s OP THE REPUBern, S25.00.
LICAN PASTY ALL IHi: TIME AMI THE METHOB9 OF THE KEPt'B-I.IC.brick. Marquette and North
The Immunlly Bath Is Mkety
AGGRIEVED IRISHMAN
PARTY WHEN THEY ARB IW1IIT.
'",
Fifth s:., inojerti with good stable,
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ne the riders fall.
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110 W. Gold
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WINS BARREN VICTORY 3 rooms, frame, Cromwell
Tli-n
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to Bay oilier paper la Albuquerque or any other dally la New Mexico." The county appear to have made good.
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suit
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thinks the conferí nee will
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thrives noon the roots of
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known remedy, Newbro'a RerptIda,
a
Herplcide is not a tonic
Twenty-thre- e
if peace.
This means that ;ovent men ta should pet aside
ventlve servl
cadets were expelled anyXewhro's
more than electricity is a fluid. It
sum for enlighten I najhelr subjects on the matter, as part of the regular from the military academy al Mexico .is an exterminator, pure and simple,
for throwing a freshman Into an Icy
"Destroy the cause you remove
n
edni ntlonal expenditure. Sir Henry i
has expressed his pond. Just another case of lhat mys-- i
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number.
h
wllllnirneaa In have the Ilrltish ovei nmetit give
of one per cent on
i
Sold by leading' dcuaatiila. Send loe
Mn atampa for sample m The Herplcide
for Ibis purpose, , imhlned with that of Interin- the army and navy h
Mr. William JatiaJnca Bryan, re
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one
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shot
that
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fiery speech of t
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would obltti uta tin- educational effacl of lug over it.
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a
ii years' lectures
is aubjectl of peac
pi ofessors
gines from the Mexican Central rail
Choro L. way will
chaiics Hare, a
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soon, bids fair
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watched Ihe gest ious sent upon rippicst addreaaed
- nfrTlTUTEH without immI.. for the wood
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dread fill
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attribute, to tin- Instability of the Me ties lhat faltad to keep the rails of
Ariiona is the proaperitV of the areaa.
from spreading. An inspection of the track after the wreck showed lhat Every city or , town has its newspaper
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in,
or newapapej-aami In aegrly 'every 1:10 sharp, at new Kaynoids building
h
ihe tics were beni and twisted
like straws.
Instead of the
i
Instance they are a
to the cum-io- n
east rial lena d trwi., I wi nsli the
aplkes tliit are us-to attach the rail to tin- WOOdajl lies the junction is munity, The press of the territory iaontlre furnishings of 1
house.
latea, bolted through the iteei tie. When the train on a high plane. The Btandard Mas Furniture consist.-- in pari of 9Q míi
in ule b) small quart
been gradually raised.
üíojos,, utenslli
range,
paidjler
Tht
kitchen
lefi the
Piilh in ear Hen was dragged some dlatancé long tha u np iip, which is read only by the dishes, cooking
stoves.
man Who puts up Ihe money, was for- - refrlgerutoi', dining tables and chaira,
ilea like kindling wood,
hierly prevalent. It has now page- - Sideboard, I kCase,
chil
fniiicr. hall
nanagers have given ordei
li
linnthe usi licaiiy dlaapepared. ai the present tree, L'n Irop beds and springs,
folding
flf steel ties.
For Ihe prcaeht there appears to DC
da) Arlaona papers print the news, bed, dressers, wushatnnaá, wardrobes,
o efficient SUbstltUtl
Many of them are constantly prinRng piano; Ih fact, furniture enough to
for wooden ties, and
these are getting scarcer year by year.
The
articles telllna of I hi Droareas and I start a small liolel flnnris nbsnlutelvl
says th. Sant i Fc Is prcnarlna to plant considerable tracts davelonmenl of their reanaetlve sec- - annltam nnt rn
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ednaarvative Tuesday before sale ami convince.
in California, where ihey grow so raoidly and ii ug - ih,n"rlth blui turn tt
or the above!
credit to the territory. Tucson I yourself of the truth
isndu
ests tha othci
opines might engage in a similar enterprise with I post.
statement,
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SCOTT KNIGHTsAuctloneer,
tata Cruces' Wants.
M DE IN WOOD:
EVERYTHING
We want a new depot.
We
want
WAR s rapidly i,e, .lining more terrible. According to a Washington 0ui streets graded, a sprinkling cart, B
TDK
SUPERIOR PLANING
.
T
dlSpAti ll
siuewaina, more stectrio iignta, hl,l
the New rork Herald, on- - would-b- e
Inventor has suggested to cement
a steam laundry,
good
from
Ihe board of ordfiunc and fortification of tha army the construction of tun- - Cruces lo Kl Paso, aand will road
not object
I
torpedo, s, the open pari of the funnel to be screened and a large to an electric line running through the
., .
. MBkhftr ,.r n.h t.t lu. .,,,.,,
.. valley ami to Kl Paso and to our min- .. .
i,,,, "
""" , "' """" u
camps.
The Scripture says ask.
would push the torpedo rapidly forward.
'J'" avoid stopping tha torpedo, land it will be given unto you
we ask.
I.as- Cruces citizen.
sea th.,: .i wlroh
Should the fish gel tired,
tlectrlc battery be pr
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frame houae. South Rroad- way, $2.0(10.
One lot un Itallróad avenue, bualneas
lot.
mejern, South Edith
St., $2,600.110.
house, modern, South Editb
St., $2.300.00.
heusc, modern, North Second
St., $2.200.00.
hoiwe, modern, North Fifth
St., $2,000.00.
flood bualneaa lota, Oold ivtnue.
Good lot. Silver avenue.
houaj, Lead Ave . $1,350.00.
house, South Edith el., modern; fine location; facea east. Lot
60x142 ft. $2,200.
house, South
Edith atreot,
modern, near In; fine locatlrn.
Price '2.600.
house, modern; West Coal avenue. Price $2.600.
house furnished, In a coot! loTHE "SHORT LINE"
cation. Price, $1,100. Part cash and
payments, balance .t 8 per cent la To the Mining
Camps of Colotereat.
betwej:
'Two lots, Marquette ave.,
rado,
Utah
and Novada; to
Fourth and Fifth atret-ts- , $700.
acres of land, Denver, Colorado Springs
Good house with
and
near in; fine fiult trees, etc., ut a

j

I

it

ho-.i'--

Albuquerque

& Power Co
Corner Fourth and Gold.
'Phone Red 8.

DON

house In TTIghlanda, modern,
fine corner, $2,80').
Four houses on South Brosrlway,
modern; will sell singly er all, at a

J.

RANKIN CO.

FTRE IXSFRANCB '
RKAIi ESTATE
IjOANS

La

ave.

Gas

Electric Light

bargain.
Pueblo, is by may of Santa Fe, ROOM
home, Ncfth eighth St., near
Road,
New Mexico, and the
$i.oo.
Mountain
7 room brick house, modern, on xoo.l
corner West Coal avenue.
beTwo lots on Marquette avenue
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
tween Fourth and Fifth sts., $700
One and a half acreR af land one- half mile from poniafflce; fine fruit
RAILROAD
house.
trees, etc.; with four-rooTwo lots, corner Sixth and Weat Coal

i

r

Cook with half oi

Automatic Phone
10 N. T. AltMI.lt)

451

a

-

BUILDING

B. Putney
BatabltahaJ 1171

Wholesale Grocer

Through the fertile San Luis
rCKD. FLOUR AND GRAIN
Valley; also to the San Juan
Allot for Mltcliill Waions
Country of Colorado,

bargain.
UiBVQVERQCE, N. St.
us to rates, train
For
Fire Insurance, Houses for Rent. service, Information
tlescrlnllve literature, address
Rents Collected. Trxea Paid, and
entire charge fakcu of nronerty for
S. K. HOOPER,
LCshients mid
W. L TRIMBLE & COMPANY
. H. DVNbAR m. CO. General Pussenjjer and Ticket Agent,
"
OM).
i
DENVER,
U VERT, FEED AND TRANSFER
IJorncr fiold Avenoe luid Third Streat.
STABLES

Tint

JOURNAL WANTS

JVI0RNING

i

-

Glaaa Turnouta at Raaaon
able Ratea.
New Phone iaa.
Old Phone

t
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BRING

THOS. F. KELEHER
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Steel üies a Failure

I

Is

In ratalnla a ;m1 Complexión
is to ppiSttjn B list pf Toilet
Requisites of which the following are a necessity

Another Auction

sft

Pace Chamois.
Powder

cn-iii-

m

l ace Powtlt i s.
Complexion Itrtish.

liruU-eatln-

-

t

I

Let us supply you.

-
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Corner
B. H.

.

.

Pharmacy

Alvarado

The

Briggs

&

Co. Props.

9
So. First St.
SOUTH OF VIADUCT.
501-50-
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AN EXCHANGE an
Idea to
that it would b
i
written Inw Into statuti
thai it
be dellnltely
th suggestion Is entirely
but so f ir as New Mexli
because Mr. Bursnm has Just ordered the appointment of
commission
Hhicli Is nlilindantly aide to attend to all little

-

LITTLE GIRL DRAGGED BY
RUNAWAY: SLIGHTLY HURT

get the un- relied on

Dainty
Shoes for

Raped to See
Bpaetatoa
llrilin lialicil nm on Mas)
Itaihoail Avenue Horse I'richtei--

auperflueu, Hrrlfled
I

,

a codifyinn

matti

i

s i,:

1.

-

ill AuloiiHihllc.

that sort.

Al 5;S0 yesterday evening in front
IAILBT, of Texas, dehlea, with I good deal of ami III th, that he has j of tli,- I. Hilary hulhllnfr, on Bast Rail
avenue, there was an eioltinfl
road
latins for the position or minority leader in the scnutc, but at Ut?
occurrence which the few dismayed
he does nól deny that he would like to have the Job and there- - inectatora
feared would eutmlnate Ift
ra st. mil i our original purpose lo whoop 'em up for Bailey, He W s tragedy,
The litthdaUghtet of Mr Stat, son, the arel)
choice for that place.
traveling man, and another,
Known
girl, were riding on a big black horsefrightened at the an- THE Ho
llecord puts the democratic view of the case In few words i when it became
'I'll,.
,,f III lit,,- nut l,ii tie,
hen Ii tars: "If Governor Hajgerman wins, we get good government: If thcjotlMaT child was thrown off when
liegan
plunging.
hVurai
State,
v. ins
The
lust
w
get .i democratic victory In inns and good government
Kane
non child held on for a few momenta.
when kIk- was thrown anil dragged
I.several yards by the maddened horse,
by unt' foot from the stirrup.
THE Ibis'-.lllobe refers to tli fact ihu Embassador liryce with hn bunging
geton she wn more than badly
lia.tat solan and 1 o.noo extra foi removal xpensi-M
another of "iiu'oi bruised and scratched, however, the
foot clime loose, none too soon in ul'
proverty-stricke- n
literary fellers."
probability to save the chilli's life. It
was a narrow BQttMk for the little
who will soon recovei from hef
girl,
THE average n ailer may not be aware of it but a stray dispatch now Injuries,
The horas was caught soon
th.it the Investigation Of that
IV,
and then, reminds
ai
itlllg affair at BrOWM
after tin- incident. The
Houtb Walter Htreet.
Vllle. Texas, is still going on.
-
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FULL SET

Gold Crowns
Gold Fllilnaa. r.imards from

. . .

FOH

50c

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

'affc

m'
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DR. CARNS GETS JUDGMENT
CORnBflFOfDBNT
herself "nora," asks the New York
IN ST0RLINO
CASE
a bachelor's button ''
The" Herald Isn t unite sur, but
"what
Hernli
- It Is a safety
pin.
think
nignlng

.

I

Case Deckled In

Iflirrlr'nr

THE Interstate commerce commission may yet enable Ihe government
to la i m as much knowledge of railroads as the rallroa4a claim ,,r govern
men:
ipe Ih, high prices, proprietors of New York hotels
niting
JIO.iitKI.noii.c-- nop my to liundlv nil supplies'.
,

n.l

-i

Court

pproini.nci.

Court Mim e Notes.

anl-iu-

g

drea.

Discoi

NT IX JANUAKY.
ifH,l) AVE.

J. D. Eakln. Pres.
Chas. Meilnl, Sec
G. 'Gioml. V. P.
0. Cacbaelit Treat

Mcn't

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS

$l.oo to Si. no

style--

Children's

(U.TS to

stics st. no

t.M

in ys .vi

203

West

Q9

BaW

j3aa

goat or pciBonuu.
oM 7 nraaalats.
er wot la 7liu wrapwr,
tiy exprmi, prepüd. fol

SI 00,

Railroad

Avenue

SPECIAL

WORLD IS FULL
THE
1

or 3 iiottW IJ.JS.
on teuvii

tlroalx Hot

OF ODD AND CURIOUS
people, so there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

mm

Tntenl Kid, Patent Colt. Vi
Kid. Hex Calf, r.un Metal or
Canvas, black or Ian; low. medium or high heels; light or
extension sobs. Stylish in the
extreme and tna quality to
match the style. Prices as low
ns Is consistent
reliabllltv.

Women's' styles.

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST
.

MENANDWOMEA
t.li u for iiBUiiura
I, tin t'i, lnUi,,u,tluD
as ir.itft'iuud
mVW
ur uli.fliatiw
m
aySJ nl kulcluit.
uf iiiucüui oitmbrfto.
,
,iutaloa.
Painlé, auiI uot MinafTHttyHtCstMICAiCQ.

Uve.

GOLm
li gli Shoes, oxfords or Slip- pers for men, women and chil

fiuo

Judse Abbott in I he district rom t
yesterday gave Judgment lor about
1100 in favor of nr. I. n. 'in ns In S
i suit filed sbmi time ago by that physl- cliin ftcalli-- l I'etio Stlltllno. The case
j was appealed from a lower court.
i

To

ll-trl,-

A Good Place
to while awar the weary hours.
the Fcpular Games. Keno every
Monday. Thursday and Saturday
Nlfhta.
JOSEPH BARfTETT,
MO W. Railroad Ava
Pmstrtatn

Room 19. N. T. Armlx, Rnlldlne

I

u-

Obo'oe Lienors Semed.

COPP, D. D. S

B. F.

'I

-

B. RJUpPE

Ifi.00
.11.50

r.kileas Extraction

l;'j

I

OP TEETH

COMPANY

All

i

"'

MILL

PLANING

and Gold.

l irst

contractors
and house
MERCHANTS
builders if they buy their sash,
Woo . H'.dea
Palla
doors and finish material from
a Specialty
LAB VEGA
us, Call at our mill or write us ALBUQtERQUV
and we will convince you,
The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
by

Pun- Cold Cruem,
Pure Almond Cream.
Pure Massage Cream.
Pure Skin Soap.

i

....

Before buying examine our goodl
nml prices and save money.

WHOLESALE

Pure

:

111

RooiTi 2 Cromwell Block

50 Percent. Saved in 408 West Railroad Avenue
Labor and 25 Percent,
Gross,KeIly&Co
in Material

Powder Puff.

five-inc-

-

Har"ess, Saddles, Saddlery
Leather, Findings, Paints.

Established since 1889.'

w--

i

'

Chamberí Í n
DENTIST

;

9

(

L. H.

2H

V.

G. Nl It IS EN. MANAGER.

Consolidated

Liquor Co.

to Meilnl ft Eakln uni
Rachechl ft Glr ml
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Successors

W handle everything in our ilne.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Trice List, Issued to dealers only.

loth

puoxes

CORNER: 1ST ST.. und OOPPEO,

M.

BERGER

Wholesale Flour and Feed
(

ÜKAIiEU

Empresa, "Moeea Beat," Mao!d Baal,"

"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale,
Kansas and iVatJvo Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn. Corn Chop, Wheat.
White and Red Tra i.
Res Stock and Poultry Food.
M
hattan Bti k and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oya.er Sheila, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps. Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.
Auto. Phone 426.

114

W. Copper Ave

MORNING JOURNAL, SIMTOAY,

THE ALBUQUERQUE
other well knotrn citbjenrivlli

1

flDIAN AM

truiKa

hiBt
Uenc ml i anipron,
being ubl. to
he modestly disclaim
"interest the people, ncverthelasi has a
ilch rtore of experience whose narration cannot fall to be of tho most
Interest to all. General Cameron
Is a unkiuc and picturesque figure and
no one should miss attending the
i.l.i

I0 EXHIBI!

MOON

AT

INTEND

GAMBLERS

Your Easter suit!

PROSECUTE

TO

an--

IN WASHINGTON
.

61

MR, SE

n

rat-In-

LOCAL ARTIST TO HAVE

DISPLAY

,

of Stomach Troulde.
man has trouble with hi?
E
"tiimarh Vu may know that he Is
more Ihan he should or of some
arlii le of food or drir.k not suited
his age or occupation, or that his
liowels are habitually conatlbated.
Money Under
Stomach
and 'For Obtaining
Take. Chamberlain'
Liver1 Tablets to regulate the bowels
False Pretences If He Does
and Improve the digestion and see if!
lie trouble does not disappear. Ask:
Not
Make, Good Checks.
'for a free sample. Hold by all drug-th- e
i

When

n

Remarkable Studies of
K'stsBOOST
Aim Pueblo and Navajo to Delight
MKHill AVIS.
I.M KltOA K.
M
ll.WI
YOl'll
Eyes of Art Connoisseurs and SHOWCASES MMK BY niv. si
I'KKIOli ll.NIXG MILL.
Officials at National Capital.
i iti;i::
ihi;k: rum::
-

Rich

$15 for Simplej

Fined

Assault,

-

K.

We are in a position to supply your

Edward Rich yesterday was lined
H for .simple assault upon the perllniiii Concert by AmcriciMi Lumber son of Proprietor Ratple of the Now
t'iiniMiiiy Hand, i'riictlnu I'nrk, Smi-ti- York store, the alleged assault occurtf
cftornoon.

M,,on. the yotsBg Albuiiier-iUwhose subtle
delineations of the southwestern Tn- -

Kail

e

Garment wants

ring in the gambling room in the Savoy hotel one night last week. Seigle.
The Occidental Life Insurance com- - It will
he remembered, made a com(;l h"me eonoB). has made a
dlans aro lined the admiration of urtls- - P
plaint that he had been forced to
tic America, and whose ,,,
work has up- - phenomenal business rec ord. Ask the gamble
with Rich and others
and
;
:, t. , n.-i.ein-e.in th,. t,. ,,ii,.
aceiil wii.u lias ueen none
further claimed that he had been
the country, is now preparing an ex
compelled to sign cheeks to
total
hibit which will be displayed by the
amount of III. He furthermore said
("osmlis club, the exclusive art club
he had been relieved of about
at Washington. I. C. The invitation: 14-YE.In actual cash by Uleli and others Me
to this exhibit have been Issued and
swore to a felony charge against Rich
the work of the local artist will be
and li. B. Oliver. After healing evi
Viewed by the leading art eonnnis- dence for two hours and more jester-seur.s and artists of the national capday afternoon, Justice of the Petoc
ital and of the country.
Invitations
ON GRAND
t'ralg dismissed Ihe chinees of exlor-- I
have been sent to the president, cabilion and lined the defendant for
net officers and members of congres-anRich admitted striking Seigle.
he
a
signal
artistic
the event will
The testimony Of seven Witnesses'
triumph for Mr. .Moon. The recognicorroborated Rich's story of the aftion is one that conns to few and has
fair, to the effect that Seigle Insisted;
WITH
GUITAR
on gambling and insisted on having
been earned bv Mr. Moon by dint of
not only his rare natural talent but
his checks cashed by Night Manager
by careful and intelligent study of the
Kent
Mount of the place, and by
Indian as a type. Albuqueana are fully
Rich. All the testimony directly conSeigle's story thai he was
tradicted
eonveivant with Mr. Moon's work Remarkable
Experiences of
into the game ami forced to stay
and it needs no comment Suffice li
in.
to' say' it is iinii, ue.
forced to sign checks, Among
Montoya
Whose! the and
Leonardo
were
witnesses against Seigle
The exhibit will last from March
y to April 25 ami ii is the Intention
Dick While. Kent
Mqant,
Michael
or the exhibitor t, display the group
Fine Voice Excites Admira- dishing. Jake Mugler, the bartender,
,,r studies In this city after It is
and a waiter in the Sania Pe restaurant, who swore that Seigle was not In
shipped hack from Washington, li is
tion In Albuquerque,
hoped Mr, Moon "ill di
the rest&uraunt at all. Seigle said he
went in to get a sandwich and was
year persuaded to go back and enter a
i, olíanlo Montoya, fourteen
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Santa
Washingtiiis city on his return from
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continuous residence
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m- Sheriff Perfeotd
Arrauo hn
the fastnesses of Ihe
luriieil from
Sandl mountain, where he wenj to
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lnterestlni; and fnncl-I'u- l
nf Ihe ruriKe.
lales of I hi cavern have been lolil
for many years by the native, some
of which' represented tfrc hollow In t lie lllllu.
mountain th hp about as large as
lie
Ihe stale of Rhode Island am) several
We, llave till day taken
Plumbing
Ihouaand fen In height.
agejmanl of iii
This cave was said to be full of anil (fOBtlng C smnany ami ask our
valuable guanoi and Mr. '. A. Richer, friend anil Ihe pqbllc tu gtvé us their
ageUt of the UñlOil Fertilizer com patronage ami InaUre them thut the
pany, who lias been in the city Tor work will b( done
riKht ami the
sume lime, became Interested In Mr. charla will h'- fair.
Armljo's plan In eiplore It.
JOSBPH W. HBI8ELOEN.
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RALPH DUNBAR.
I, AM .tl I
a In
lit lfl 111, Itttl ,,f llltR- slide bears or mountain lions, and
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on account of the great amount of 1 1 X
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Sausage a Specialty.
For Cattle and Hog the Biggest
ket. Price ia Paid.

SIT WEST RAILKOAD AVENTTat.
Automatic 'Phone 111.

All kinds oi mill work a
specialty. The right place
for gooi work t low price

EUREKA PAINT
I

There is No Acid in It
To Rust Tin
taken

will be
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BORRADAILE

& CO.
Albiiuuenine, N. V

J17 Cold Ave.

F. H. MITCHELL
SCAVENGER
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311 W. Copper

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
iron and Braaa Casting, Or, Coal,
and Lumber Cara. Butlaya, Grata
Bar. Babbitt are tai. column and Irou Pronta for BuildRepair on Mining and
Millin- - Machinery in Our Specialty
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FOR. ROOFS
Impervio'i to heat and cn'.d; it wll
not fun, jrack, or blister; It "will harden
under water, after once set. A rain
coming ' n fresh paint will not xinh It

Mar-

Albuqucr iuc
Planing Mill

Secretary Mutual Bnlldlng AatHxtallov

and Builder

Jobbing a Specialty
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ana Clear. Place if our uraera
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FARR COMPANY
Who'esal and Retail
Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
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NEW MEXICO
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Thin little Kin hml no morn Tiair t.'mn th
aterane rlilld hefure ttklbt Damlirliic. wlilln
now alie ha the loageef nl Bi"it beuil(ul
henil of golilen hair eier pos.Msed hy a cMld
n( hot- ngfl In tho rorld.
lnnilcrlne makMtlm Hglp healthy and lertllu
and lieepn It o. It Is Hie realest lalp tertlll
ft and theroliire the ureiitent hair irodueltia
remedy oTr dHrovered. It l u natural food
and a wholesome medicine fur hoili tho hair
aud sculp. Eren a 2.V. hottle ol It will pill
more genuine life In your hair than a gallou Of
any other hair toolc oTer mde.

J. 6. BHLDRIDGE
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FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
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$50 Down Monthly Payments $15
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Now Is Your Opportunity to Buy
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The American
Band will'glve a free conceri at Trac,
tion Park tyunday afternoon.
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A ve.
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EC
AT
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a
yeera of age ami draeaed In overalls
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profeaaor Cram, after pass
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mery Display in Beautiful mit. stepped back, and as he looked
the window a second time he
ll)ii(iuerquc Store One of tin
looked Into tha eyes of the negro, who
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"inest Evei Seen in the City. ha.
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Morey Field same alona: at
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of plcaaiag music the
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in Un balcony m I
rear mill the the ash drawer and of .lesk in the Clothe Your Family. $1,00 a Week
of drj Koi, .is miii 'office were littered nil over the floor,
Poi Painting and Paper Banging.
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Just received a large
shipment of the best Orlinen
iental ' product,
waip, attractive oai JCt
designs, made of f est
straw and is absolutely
perfect in construction,
Ranging in price from
20c to 50c per yard.

The Grandest Display of Eastern Styles Ever Exhibited in Albu- querque Manicuring and Hairdressing Parlor in Connection
Don't buy until oil htie visited our nrltrs.
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ALBUQUERQUE, FAVORED SPOT IN GREAT EMPIRE OF THE WEST
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WONDERS FOR NEW MEXICO

STREET SCENE IN ALBUQUERQUE.
Thousand in 1912"
Motto of Boosters' Club,
probably unequalled among western ta be expended in Improvement ami figure Is a feature of the fair, and a gress $100,0011 for a new federal and
Jt is glowing because its nat- enlargements.
hi AibUqUI ique are program of amusements is annually postoffice building, which win likely
Comprising Practically Entire towns.
Á
ural location and the trend of the some of the best holds in the south- secured which leaves nothing to be i osi 1200,000 w hen
ipleted.
the desired.
toroino-i- ,
development of the country makes it west, and first and
le w 180,000 city ball is to be built
Population,
grow. And it is growing because ev- beautiful and picturesque Aivnraoo,
New street
paving and
The city has half a. dozen miles of this year.

"Fifty

,

The present 'ity at Albuquerque
the 'Slow town," us it is StMt
called by tho nativ,' people
year In
was founded In 1880, the
which the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe railroad wan built into this lection
of the territory.
A tew good adobe
house and I number of flimsy frame
structures were put UP on the townsltu
thai year, but the real work of building a city at this point can hardly
till the
be said to have commenced
year 1X81, and even dining thai year
no great amount of substantial building was done, but in 'H2 the work
started in earnest, and except for a
little resting spell during the period
of national depression ten years later,
the town can properly be credited
with having "kepi up its lick" ever
since.
There has been ti town of Albuquer-iue- ,
now commonly called Old Albuquerque, ever since the memory of
man runneth not to the contrary. It
is about a mile and a half from the
present city, and has not been in tiny
wise Injured by the building of the
new town of the same name, but has
continued to grow and prosper, in fact,
having Improved more since the starting of the new town than it did In nil
of the half century immediately preceding that event. And there is also
the native town of Barcias, about the
same distance from the city, though
in another direction, which has had
new blood put Into Its veins by the
overflow from the new town. Both
of these towns have continued to fTOW
toward the city, and the city has
grown toward and into them, until
now a stranger riding through the
three places on the electric railway
which connects them, can form no
idea of when he crosses the corporation lines by which alone they are
separated. To all intents and purposes,
except for local government, the three
towns constitute one city, with a population fully twice as great as that of
any other city in New Mexico.
Albuquerque has never experienced
what Is commonly called "a boom"
that Is, a period of overspeculation,
overbuilding and unhealthy growth,
but ever since the day it began to
grow, with the exception of the one
brief period mentioned above, it has
gone ahead, building and growing,
steadily but not slowly, putting up
new residences and opening up new
streets, not for purposes of speculation, but simply to meet the demands
m
of the public for more house
and more street room.
BOlfl-moil- ly

t

COMMERCIAL CENTER OF
VAST AM) RICH COUNTRY
Located In the midst of one of the
most fertile regions of undeveloped
resources In the United States, the
commercial center of a field whose
radlUS stretches from 2(10 to 300 mile.i
In every direction on the main line'
of the Santa Fe railway system, Al- huquerque, New Mexico, is the favored
spot bf a great new empire in the
southwest.
With a present population of 15,000
people, the little city on the EUo
Orando Is growing at a rate that Is

ery man. woman and child in the city
is filled with a loyalty which Is shown
in ti united "boosting" for the city
which thinks nothing If necessary of
personal sacrifice for the advancement
of the city.
An enterprising, wide awake Monsters club, with tin- motto "Kitty thousand population in 1912" and a strong
substantial Commercial (lull, composed of the best men In the community, which has been largely instrumental in making Albuquerque
what it is today, are most important
factors in the growth of the city, The
united public spirit of the people of
the people of Albuquerque is Unique
inIn the west or anywhere else.
by
dissipated
the
stead of being
growth of the city and the expansion
of many divergent interests, the communal feeling and the civic pride becomes more strongly cemented and
in getting
solid and more effective
good things for the city.
Petty internal dissensions, If there he any. disappear like fog before the sun when it
comes to tiie question of getting sonto
tiling dune which will benefit Vila city
as a whole.
Twenty-fiv- e
years ago Alhuquorqu"
was a "wide plu.ee in Hie oad." Tod ry
if Is a hustling modern city, full of
business and resounding to lite hunt
years from
of industry. Twenty-fiv- e
now it will be who knows'.' At lite
present late of growth in twenty-fiv- e
years it will be us big as Kansas City
is now.
The next ten years will ISO a city of
considerably over 60,000 people. That
length of time will see half a do.en
each
trunk line railways
other Into this city, where there Is
years
now only one. Ten
will see Otte
irrigation project!
of the greatest
ever conceived completed and in operation in the EUo Grande vnllev and
many smaller ones beside. It will roe
smelters, beet sugar factories and a
hundred and one manufactories In
full blast, and will see jne of the finest and most prosperous farming communities in the United States in this
wonderously fertile Hlo Grande vall

criss-crossin- g

ley.
All

this is in the future. There is
enough to talk about here today, already actually materialised, The city
is the site or the great mills of the
into
American
Lumber company,
whose maw from thirty to fifty car-

loads of huge pine logs from the Zunl
mountain pour dally, to be vomited
out again as doors and sashes iml
boxes and endless stacks of valuable
lumber for which the demand in this
section In growing at a phenomenal
rate. The Rio Grande Woolen mills
plant Is one of the largest of rs kind
in the country, taking in at one entrance the wool fresh from the brick
of the astonished sheep and turning
out ut the other end of tho plant soft,
downy blankets and completed clothing. In Albuquerque there are several flour mills, an artificial mone
plant and a big pressed brick and tile
plant which is kept busy attending to
the demand. There are the big railway shops of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, employing a thousand men,
among the largest shops on the entire
system, and upon which $100.000 Is

the pride of ihe Harvey system, built
at a cost of nearly ISOO.ttOO ami visited by tourists from all over the
country. There are the most metropolitan of stores, stores of every kind
and description, stores thai cannot be
excelled in Denver or Lis Angele",
stoies that are attractive, luxuriously
furnished and stocked with the finest
and most expensive Stocks that are t
he found In eastern or western markets. There is the mammoth plant of
and Ice
tiie Southwestern Hrewery
company, the brewery being on. of
the largest in this pari of the country.
The" city has four nourishing banks
with aggregate deposits of several millions.
There are two dally newspapers, one, the Morning Journal, carrying the full leased wire service of

tile Associated Press.
There are a dozen churches, all denominations being represented, housed
buildin beautiful and commodious
ings, the latest of which was recently
000,
I2S,
completed at a cost of
exclus
ive of one of the finest pipe organs
In the west, the second instrument of
the kind to he Installed In Albuquerque houses of worship. There are m- -'
iliense wholesale establishments supplying a trade Which extends for bun.
deeds of mlhs. The City has on,- of
the finest and most modern school
systems; witli five handsome ward
buildings and an experienced and
capable corps of nearly fifty teachers.
Located in the city Is the University
of New Mexico, an educational institution of the very first grade, with
complete equipment and advantages
not surpassed anywhere In the west,
Recently completed at the university
were
among notable improvements,
in the
two large dormitories built
abstyle,
buildings
two
Pueblo Indian
solutely unique In this or any other
country and which have attracted the
attention of the architectural and
world.
house
A Iniqucrq m has an opera
will
seat several thousand peo
which
pie, and which is one of the best this
side of the Missouri. Albuquerque has
tho reputation of being a "first class
show town" and Is a favorite stopping
place for ultructlons of the higher
grade, to break the long trip from Chicago to the coast. There Is also a
splendid casino, which is a popular re.
where
sort in die summer time,
stock companies play continuous engagements to large crowds all the Reason. There are two lig racing and
driving parks and a flourishing horsemen's association. Kvery spring there
is held a spring race meet In which
racing stock of national reputation Is
entered, the climate of this city being considered Ideal for wintering
Kvery fall there is
thoroughbreds.
held In Albuquerque
the territorial
fair. The twenty-sevent- h
annual event
la to be held next fall and promises
to he more successful than any of
Its predecessors.
The territorial fair
is probably the most picturesque and
Interesting end thoroughly typical
event of the kind held In the west
or southwest and brings larg'e crowds
to the city from all parts of the territory and Arizona. The last fair left
a handsome surplus In the treasury
after all hills were paid. A base ball
tournament In which national leaguers
-

al

I

are
Caballos
mountain
district
astonishing, and miners from the rich
California,
Nevada
of
districts
and
and even from Ihe great copper producing territory of Arizona, are to be
found in this rich district prospecting
and locating claims In the vast undeveloped section of the Caballos mountains beyond the great rich area Which
Col. Hopper and his associates have
fortunately secured. It Is also an established fact that the big copper
magnates such ae Senator Clark, Chas.
HohWSb and the Cuggenhelm interests
have recently had expert miners and
making investiga
Scene of the Next (.rent Copper Rush Will Ite Laid in the Caballos engineers quietly
tions of all new mining camps in the
Develop
Mountain- - Not Fur From Fugle in n Rich Mineral District
great southwest.
mcnt Work Proves Itii'hlH'SS of Clonic
One of the most Important properties in New Mexico is that of the
Chief Copper Mining and SmeltFUTURE PROSPERITY
GREAT THING FOR ALBUQUERQUE
ing Company in the Caballos mountains, about twelve mllex from Kngle,
col. Robert n. Hopper and Associates owners or Rich Victoria Chief on the Ulo (raíale division of the
Properties ami the Splendid llesiills of Their Liberal Rtpejndlture Santa Fe railway, live miles south of
Klephant Untie and a little over one
for Improvements and Developments.
hundred miles from Albuquerque, as
crow Hies. Tills property Is In the
Colonel Robert H, Hopper) the ag- mines are being opened up. The en- the
of remarkable development
gressive New York mining man, Pres- tire mineral belt Is the scene of ener- midst anil
It Is said may prove to lie
Chief Copper getic mining development throughout, awork:
ident of ihe Victoria
rival of the Copper Queen
possible
Mining and Smelting Company, whose ami nrornlscs much for the future of
Arizona Mines of the
lit., HttAMMril V of Al- - ami Oalument
i, Mi, vie,, fin,
extensive holdings near Kngle, In'the
Hlsbee district, located In the same
Caballos mountains, have attracted buouerque.
which Is general mountain range, whose out-to
Chief,
At the Victoria
great attention from mining men bedivldents amounting
the put Is (laying dollars
cause of recent rich copper discoveries probable destined to become
annually. The
of
was in Albuquerque several months greatest of New Mexico's copper pro- millions Chief
Mining & Smelting
Victoria
ago with a party of his stockholders. ducers, Improvements of various kinds Company
has been actively but quietly
He was outspoken in his faith In the are under way to aid development
Its mines during the past
future of New Mexico's rich mining work. The capacity of ore pro- developing
years, blocking out thousands of
districts. He stated that mining activ- duction is being enlarged and from few
copper ore. The
ity In the neighborhood of Kngle was present Indications, the product of this tons of thetherichest
company open on the
of
greater than ever In the district's his- wonderful mine promises to be so mines
the
Caballos mounof
western face
tory.
Investigation by the Journal's great that It Is not ii question of secur- tains,
one of the most rugged and
representative confirms these state- ing enough material for the smelters,
ranges of the
beautiful mountain
ments!
Prospecting is being con- but rather of how to handle the pro- southwest,
the Hlo
lyjng between
entirety.
ducted over a rich and very produc- duct of the mine In Its copper
irt the Grande and Kngle, rising abruptly to
The vast resources of
tive territory and some unusually good

WONDERFUL COPPER DEPOSITS
STARTLING NEW MEXICO

Vlc-tor-

I

electric street cars with as much more new sewer systems are to be Started in
mileage contemplated for the coming a lew months.
y
year.
It has a splendid water
The city has a large and prosperous
system, a big gas plant which sup- Women's club, wdth a beautiful club
plies consumers all over the city, Her, building of Its own. just completed.
Is located St. Joseph's sanitarium, a
Numerous stage line- - run from Al- thoroughly equipped
buquerque to beautiful ami healthful
It
a
public
has
on a large scale.
resorts in the nearby mountain ranges
library which is large ami well stocked where the air and the scenei v are
ks. magnificent,
Albuquerque,
with a valuable collection of
itself.
Perhaps most Important of all, Albu- With its altitude of 5,000 feet and its
querque is a city of homes, a city of dry and bracing climate, w ith its high
and percentage of sunny days the highest
comfortable homes, pretentious
unpretentious, modest and palatial; in the country Is famous as a health
but a city of homes. There are some resort.
residences in the city Which the word
One might go on indefinitely telling
palatial accurately describes, with of the things of the Albuquerque of
are
beautiful grounds and trees. There
today and the Albuquerque thai ! to
numerous parks, the Streets are wide be. Few cities of the great south
and well graded; there are long ave- western empire have sue a future to
nues lined with COt ton WOO dl and othei look forward to.
.1
nwhlle tie-itrees, and th,1 city is topographically WatChWOrd of the people
Albuquer- one,
a
beautiful
U que, In season ami OUl
and architecturally
season. U
lies In a broud valley, from eight to "Boost."
ten miles wide, a vailey as fertile as
that of the Nile, through which the
WD Pl'BIJClTV
silvery Rio Grande wends it way. sup- PROSPERITY
plying water lo miles and miles of IrTWIN WONDER WORKERS
rigating ditches and canals. which
No more certain indication of the
wind like threads of silver amid great prosperity of any community is to
fields of alfalfa, truck farms and fruit found than in the attention which It
farms, on haruds ind gardens. The
Pro its boundaries,
agricultural possMtlivlus ,,f this valley attractsat outside
home invariably attracts at- are practically unlimited, Chi each side polity
ami ihe degree of at-- i
tentloB
of lb,' valley, and between Hie river tention abroad,
the outside is in pro-- j
and the mountains, stretch vast mesas portion from
to the prosperity al home.
Which are not only fine grazing land,
New Mexico, then, is prosperous, for
but which have been found to lie most 'of
all the west perhaps no other soc- admirably adapted to the well known
attention
Campbell system of dry farming. Ex- tion has received so much during
of the union
the
tensive experiments are now pending from the rest
two years as has this territory,
under the supervision of the Commer- past
wui
cial club, and others, to test the wheat which up to a few years ago, land,
man's
growing possibilities of these mesa popularly held to be a no yard
Of
the
the
back
A project is now under way a dreary desert,
lands.
This Imples ion, so general
by the lllo Grande Land, Water and nation.
company
Irrigate until of late, has now been entirely
lo
Development
these mesa lands through a system of dissipated, partially through the gen- canals which will bting Unlimited ie ral attention attracted to New Mex- leo through the long continued statewater from the canyon of the
miles north of the city and hood agitation, partly through railmany
Irrigable
enterprise ami advertising, ami
road
which will make
thousands of acres In addition to that to some extent through the work of
correspondents
intelligent newspaper
In the valley below.
There are numerous dairies in the who have ceased hunting for the "wild
outskirts of the city, and poultry rais- west atmosphere" and who have
ing is becoming an important indus- turned to the material things st mod- try in the valley adjoining the city. era New Mexico; but most of all to
Which
The land of the Rio Crande Valley the demand for homes
has
has been pronounced without a super- driven the land hungry into tills tersugar
beets for ritory where they have found homes
ior for the raising of
the manufacture of sugar, and Ihe In- las comfortable and as profitable us
here. any to he found in anv of the WOSt- dustry is getting a foothold
Tests have shown the soil splendidly I era states or territories. Thousands
adapted for raising tobacco and cot- of these people have come Into New
plants.
ton and other
years.
Mexico during the past two
In the mountains, ten to thirty mile There has been an unprecedented indistant, are gold and copper mines, flux of settlers and they have spread
miles away,
and at Hagan, twenty-fiv- e
news to the four corners of tho
are vast deposits of coal now being the
nation, In tho most convincing form
Pennsylvania
Develdeveloped by the
argument,
the "letter home." that
of
opment company.
Mexico Is not a düsert, that It .Is
The city is the headquarters of the aNew
healthy, sunny land, where the inManzano and Mount Taylor forest reserves, aggregating over half a mil- dustrious may live with as much
allion acres, two of the most important profit and more comfort than In
most any other section of the nation.
reserves In the southwest.
adpublicity
have
Prosperity and
Albuquerque Is becoming more and
more popular as a convention city and vanced together so that It is now no
find
New
thing
to
longer
an
unusual
various national gatherings will he
held here In the course of the nexl Mexico figuring In the news reports,
In the magazines and In all publicayear or two.
Alhuuqerque Is Just on the eve of tions of national scope. The Impresentering the first postofftce class, am' sion that New Mexico is a barren des.
there has been appropriated by con ert Is gone forever. Even the faded
BÚp-pl-

hospital-sanitariu-

I'

!

rivet-thirt-

semi-tropic-

a height of many thousand feet from
the winding river. Timber adapted for
fuel and many mining purposes Is
found on parts of Ihe mountain
ami
valleys. Coal mines In the range a
short distance from the Victoria Chief
properties are producing fuel. With
such admirable mining conditions and
an abundance of water flowing past
Ihe base of the mountains ready to be
pumped to the mines when needed,
the location for a wonderful productive mine could not be surpased In
any country. Unlimited copper ore,
plenty of water, fuel and timber and

all easy of access to the railroad, with
other natural advantages close at
hand, lire features that make the Victoria Chief properties very valuable.
The Southwestern Lead A Coal
Company have n big electric plant In
active operation with machinery for a
reduction plant, east of the victoria
Chief. The mines of In- latter company are not far from the scene of the
great Pittsburg placer district of not
long ago, where miners attracted by
the news of rich discoveries rushed
from all parts of the country and s
rich properties have been opened up.
It is said that In this section of Ihe
mighty Cubillos mountains, the scramble for the grains of the beautiful yellow metal- - gold that glittered among
the sands of the arroyos which drain
the western side of the mountains,
fascinated and made many prospectors
rich.
The Caballos mountains are about
such a range as the Sandias, near Albuquerque, although not quite as long,
the Caballos only stretching about
fifteen miles along the Rio Grajide
fiver.
From Kngle, the principle town of
this wonderful new copper district,
the conveyance of the Victoria Chief

ACT WORKS

Company runs to the mining district- -miles,
a distance of about eighteen
along a splendid and Interesting road.
which lakes on the character or a
when it
beautiful
scenic highway,
winds up the mountains to the new
tamOUS Marion, the mine that Is making Ihe district renowned,
and the
leading producer
of tin' tOUfteen
splendid properties owned and operated by the Victoria chief Mining &
Through
smelting Company.
the
Palomas flap the miles of tills road is
cut through solid rock, with lowering
walls above and a deep precipice below, a roadbed that has been carefully
and scientifically built, as if for the
construction of a powerful railroad.
Slid SUCh a railroad direct to the mines
Is easily within Ihe range of possibilg
ity. The Victoria Chief Company
this road is preparing a unique
system of transportation to its mini s,
A twenty-hors- e
power gasoline tract Ion
engine has been Installed, Intended to
tow two trail wagons, capable of
ten tons each. This engine Is
work.
built especially
for mountain
The company has also Just sent from
a
City,
Mlsslourl
of
Kansas
carload
mules, to help handle Its constantly
Increasing transportation.
Some idea of the Intense activities
With which operations are being carried on at the Victoria Chief, and the
Confidence with which the people of
Kngle feel In the development of this
most promising new copper rump,,
may be obtained from the knowledge
Hopper
has alveadv
that Colonel
ordered and has now on the Way fully
ten carloads of machinery, consisting
of six engines, live air compressors,
fifteen sets of pOW( r drills, pipes,
pumps, m
and other tqulpmenl
necessary for the working
of Hie
large
on
a
and profitable acule.
mints
onr-r.vl- '"

Fanner Drives Sheep an
Cattle From Country One

Dry
adobe houses in ancient geographies,
an aid
popular prejudice
against this territory, are now without effect because of the- general
knowledge i,r conditions here as they
are, The most remarkable tiling in
the whole situation is the quickness
With Which the change has occurred
anil in the course of which New M, leo has sprung into prominence as a
place for ii,,. home builder as well
as for the adventurous or the health
seeker.
To this result a great many influences IlllVe Contributed, the develop.
men; of the larger Industries having
had most to do with the splendid result.
The Development of the Land.
First ami probably most powerful
in attracting attention to the possibilities of this territory was the
of Hie national policy for the
i"' I. ..nation of the arid lands. The
greet projei ts in New Mexico were the
flrsl I" be take n up for consideration
n! this territory has the honor to
have in the Hondo reservoir, the first
national Irrigation project to be completed, The Carlsbad project. While
small. Is notable, while the Engle reservoir, Willi its enormOVS area to he
reclaimed, i ; ,,ne of Ihe most gigantic
Irrigation projects ever
undertaken.
These projects have be n freely discussed in the newspapers and magazine.
The news of then, has reached
a nation of reading people and the
peopi,. in search of tvsnes have come
to Investígale for themselves,
It Is interesting to note
that only
.1
very small per cent ,,f those who
have come have stayed in the Irrigated regions.
(for the greatest influx of settlers lias been into thu
semi-ari- d
sections where grazing lias UP to tiie present time been
the chief Industry, but where now the
"dry farm" is driving the cattle men
and the sheep men from the lands
where tiny have held full iwky for
cent nii. s. Thousands of people have
conic into (lie Kstanein valley in central New Mexico during the past year.
Into the ieg,,n once known as
the
slaked plains, and into all eastern
New Mexico, must of which Is
and
land, but
where corn and small grain have now
been grown Successfully for several
seasons and where tiie acreage- has
s
doubled in
than a year, New
Mexico Is no longer a land of distances, sand hills and range stock.
It IS becoming a region of
homes and
with every home seCCUSSfully established, comes the immediate prospect
of a dozen more. The fact is that
the land hunger of the people lias discovered New Mexico and men nre
(arming now where up to a few years
ugo It was deemed hazardous for a
so long

-
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Desert Now Too Valuable
Glazing,

f

died miles of territory almost entirely
unknown.
.n northern New Mexico
lias been enlivened and encouraged be
the railroad building there. Inunlred
of turse by the demand for Increased
iruel supply. Two lines of railroad
have
i,
in in c o!fa
county lo
reach coal bearing lands and both of
tlp se lim s are now in operation, both
opening ii, new country and both
pointing inevitably to the establish
incut of several large and prosperous

Mileage,
Without the railroads It would havn
been Impossible to bring the settlers
uud the rapidly increasing railroad
mileage of the territory has been n
most powerful influence for prosperity. The construction of these new
lines lias given employment to thousands of men and MS nut In circulation large amounts of money generally
distributed over ail parts or the territory. The Santa l'e
f
alone has
put millions in Circulation
in New
Mexico and has opened up three bun- -

ommunttles.
Surveys have been ap- a line' w ill Undoubtedly lie
built north and south across Ihe west- lorn poi Hon of the territory which wilt
not only conned the Arizona copper
.region witli the northwest New Mux- Ico coal region, but which will also
open up a magnificent stretch of undeveloped and almos! unknown terri
tory lying along the western boundary
of New Mexico.
Surveys have also
been completed for a short line from
Dawson in northern New Mexico to
connect with the Id I'aso A
line into hi Paso, this line
also opening up a wide extent of virgin ground.
Willi railroad construction progressing at a rate like tills it
is not sururuUng thai New Mexico la.
prosperous,
New railroad enterprises
are being discussed daily, and from
the many talked of several will undoubtedly develop Into operating lines
before many moons have passed. The
days of tin freighter are gone in New
Mexico.
Soon every section of tho
territory will he reached by rail. The
demand for New Mexico coal, the development of New Mexico mines and
Utnds are drawing Ihe railroads. Tht.
railroads are drawing the settlers and
so the great wave of development
proceeds.
Nothing now can stop it,
and as Ihe wave gains strength the
dlsadvantagaes under which this territory has labored for so long, those of
misrepresentation chiefly, win entirely
disappear.
All Industries alike have profited by
the new era of prosperity. A tremendous industry has grown up In lumber alone, nf which Albuquerque, with
the enormous plant of the American
Lumber company, Is the center. While
this is tho largest, numerous smaller
industries are coming forward to
claim a part of the forest wealth and
the lumber Industry alone will lie one
of the greatest In the west bef
many years have passed.
To enter In detail Into Ihe mining
operations which are developing whole
counties, to take up the private Irrigation enterprises, to take up the
many manufacturing industries, now
progressing in New Mexico, would be
to fill a volume.
To the man who
travels across New Mexico on any
railroad now. there Is abundant proof
of the statement that this territorv
has come into its own and thai Its
future as a stable, prosperous, wealth
producing community is assured beyond all question.
With the prosperous business conditions now prevailing
It is Impossible
to Imagine a more
Ideal home place than almost any section of this territory where unlimited
sunshine and the purest of air hi tho
world Is the right of every man.

The company has also established a
very profitable general supply store,
which is returning a handsome fn corns
for the shareholders. The organisation of a National Hank, Ihe first one
n announced, ami the
lu tingle lias
banking quarters have been prepared
and are ready for OCOUp&noy, as soon
us the necessary authority can be obtained from Washington.
The establishment of tlds bank will be a great
convenience to all the business, ranching and mining Interests in the vicinity
Of Bngte.
The establishment of Hie
Wrsl National Hank 111 Kngle shows
Ihe great Confidence the people lii that
section have III the development of the
mining campS ill lis vicinity, the h ailing one of which is by all odds the
Caballos Mountain District.
The Victoria Chief mines are situated about a milifrom the Rio
Grande river and about loé feel above
the level of the river.
TJie district
smbraees about Ave square miles, a
great amount of preliminary work has
been done lo bring the properties lo
Ihe present point of effect Iveness. In
tills development a tunnel over r,r,o
feet has been opened up In Ihe Marlon
mine with cross cuts at the various
levels, and in places, the mining of
copper Is almost literally mi open
quarry work: the mineral being taken
out of the f o
f the mountains as
fas) as pink and shovel and dynamite
can do the work. Ill fact, an eminent
expert, who Is thoroughly familiar
With the best properties of the country
through personal investigation,
who
recently visited the properties of the
District
Caballos
.Mountain
said:
"There nre many millions of tons of
copper ore In sight. The total amount
of ore in the district Is absolutely be-

ful look around the Victoria Chief to
verify the statement of this expert, for
one standing on this property stands
on I mountain, with deep copper
strains en every hand. Thousands of
dollars have been spent iii bringing
this splendid property to Its present
stage of
perfectness along
development lines, snd the work has
been done so quietly, that few people
knew that one of the greatest copper
mines of tin southwest
was being
opened up and developed Into a property destined to become famous as a
producer of rich ore
Even now the
vast deposits of copper have onlv been
scratched,
Colonel Hopper and his associates
would not have expended the large
sums of money they have paid out unless they bad been sure of satisfactory
results. The most prudent mining
men of the country were consulted;
expert engineers visited Ihe Held and
uncle thorough Investigations, extending through several
weeks
before
much mom y was spent in developEtSCfa
ment Work.
man Investigating
the properly became even more
thuslastlc than his predecessor.
Then
came a Denver milling expert, a man
of national reputation In copper discoveries, with experience
of years
standing, the man. in fact, whose reports made Crlppls Creek and Blsbes
the great camps of today, with millions of dollars In wealth behind them.
His vurdlct after weeks of Investigations, was that the Caballos Mountain District won hi rank
with the
great copper producing
camps of
Amer'ca.
Much of the ore airead;- workable
on the properties of the Victoria Mining & .Smelling Company. Shows 115
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANT OF THE
CAPACITY
(DAILY

petent men In each department,
in the material department where
boxes are made one sees boxes being
manufactured and the labels printed
thereon for the shipment of oranges,
lemons, ami fruits from California; as
well as for lard, bottled goods, preserves and other goods from the great
The Leading Lumber Institution of the Great Southwest cities of the east', such (is New York.
Chicago. St. LoUIS, Omaha and Denver; even Republic of Mexico manuManufacturers of Lumber, Sash and Doors and Boxes facturing
plants get boxes made here.
Sash, doors and building materials are
for the Trade of the World.
on order
made and hipped
to all
parts of the civilized world; and with
Success to n very large extent in miles, equipped with four locomotives freight
rales across the wat r to
brance oí business depends upon and two hundred bogging cars and two European points from Albuquerque
a thorough practical knowledge of the steam log loading
machines.
Via QalVeston, Texas,
the American
located at Albuquerque consists I, umber Company of tills city is able
minute details embraced therein!
Combining
tins' characteristics In of a saw mill, with cutting capacity 01 iu ship materials and soli in cotfi petisuch an eminent degree and tran- 3.10,0011 feet of lumber per day, and of tion with the great lumber Interests
sacting a very extensive trade, the an- sash and door and box factories of thy of the world.
The company
has
nual aggregation of which runa Into most modern design and equipment,
adopted and maintained a standard of
The sash and door factory producmillions of dollars, the American
excellence in their work, and this fact
!,itmber company miul be accorded a ing in out pttl of about fifteen hunIs
recognized
by their numerous
very prominent space in these columns dred foort and (wo thousand windows natrons throughout the world.
and
which tell of the progresa and devel- dally .ml the box factory producing their goods are In great demand. To
opment of Alhu(uerin' and the south- aboii!
of box shook per ileinonsl rate this fact it is only nec
west.- There Is perhaps no branch of Cay.
essary to state tint the company is
thorough
Til' officers of the American
business requiring more
with their
several months behind
i
stiidy and adaption to its requirements ber
ami men actively en-irders although running to the full
management
and conduct capacity or the plant.
the
rhan the lumber business and surely gaged
none where comoeiition is so snarp of Its immense commercial and
Lumber Company
The American
energy
V.
Johnson, keeps on hand for wholesale trade,
can
P.
better
are.
where
trial
and
may well Presii nl; Dr. W H. Sawyer. Vire- - nearly everything desired in the way
Khown. and Albuquerque
Wright, Becretary and of white pine lumber, box material for
congratulate herself that this magni- P resit nt; I)
rer I in i. N. Cofflh, Business manufacturing ami Innumerable purficent manufacturing plant is located Tri
Ceneral pose! for which lumber of this kind
Ceo. C. Cowlts,
In this oily. Manufacturing Interests Ifanai er
are the proudest plumes of iter civic Super nt ml; I. B. Koch. Superln-in- d is employed,
Backed by ample capiJ. T. Sawyer. tal and handling the producís of their
wreath and it Is upon industrial enter- tender.! of Sabs.
Each of these OWII forests and mills, they are enprises that the city must rely for her PUrch islng Agent,
future growth and greatness. Live, men re thoroughly familiar with the abled to meet competition anywhere
intelligent Industry In the great ib tails of the lumber Interests In the world, and do a general hnsifuture, will not only add t" Hi'- city's which come under their Immediate nes In a very ll'ge
lining main.
Wealth and future Importance, hut will control, and know ever feature of the large and imp tunt
s for foreign
exert a controlling Influence on politics I business from the tibie a tree Is cut shipment.
and social standing by Imparting the until it Is railroaded to Ule mill and
comprising the
All the members
dignity "t genuine manhood, and by from there through the water chute company are experienced men In the
placing the city in competition with to th wonderful fodcrn saws where lumber and timber, as well us manuA
prior it Is lipped up into lumber and from facturing business, and upon whose
other manufacturing cities
consideration of the claims ..f the Am there on Into sash and doors and boxes representations pun liaseis can rely
erlcan Lumber Company, render these In (h factories for these respective Implicitly. There is ho i sishlishment
appropriate fur prodt :tf. It Is to their adble execu- in the southwest, if indeed the United
thoughts pccullarl
this concern Is one of the largest of its tive nd natural ability that the States, thai handles a larger stock and
kind in the country and la doing .1 American Lumber Company is today 'fan give belter satisfaction as regards
iccessful business Institution It service and terms. It Is an Institution
large and rapidly increasing busim
the
American Lumber Company Is in- . Is, v itCD inn attracted attention from Unit relie. is great credit upon the
corporated with a capital of íx.üüu.-no- owners of lumber mills and munuf.ic-turi- i city of Albuquerque and the business
plants ibrougboul the world.
It owns In fee something over
men who aided In the securing of such
The entire plant of tin- American la mngnlllcciii plant for this section of
three hundred thousand acres of white
as
In
.tini l.uml cr Company is as modern
the
pine standing timber
Mocountry,
mountains In Valencia and McKlnley 'moil., and machinery can make it.
smal-I
to
saw
liugh
the
mills
counties, estimated to supply its
the
from
ALBUQUERQUE GAS.
for something like forty ter b
and sii'b and door machines.
years mil. It owns and operates Its Bverj pieee of machinery is perfect
LIGHT & POWER
ELECTRIC
pWn logging railroad of about fifty unto its place, and handled by com
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WONDERFUL COPPER DEPOSITS
STARTLING NEW MEXICO

indusThe career of an exlen-.iytrial concern is the rule and standard
by which people test Us capability and
When progress lias
general worth.
b. en uniformly and steadily Incrans.
going
ing under able management,
onto further prosperity with time. It
neeessariiy imparta confluence and attracts patrons from far and near. Such
- the career of Hie
Albuquerque Cas,
Electric Light and Power company,
and well has it made its way to an
enviable position in the Industrial
world of the southwest. The business
was purchased and Incorporated by
the present company in li0 J and from
that date to the present time has been
OM of the successful business con
c. l lis Of the City of AlllUUqerqUe. New
engines have been Installed and the
facilities of the plant Increased. The
company has an extensive light and
gas plant and an auxiliary plant oft
(rgcit,
the east side of the railroad
and another plant near the American
I, umber company's yards.
In these
generators
extensive
stations anfifteen
for about
With a capacity
thousand incandescent lamps, ami in- u
most the entire poli' Une ,ias
Virtually rebuilt and additions made
I
every respect and now
till It Is A
covers the entire business mid residential sections ol Albuquerque, affording
an opportunity for everyone to become a user of the light and power,
a fact which the public generally h
proving Itself prompt to take advantage of, The compuny also controls
tin- gas plant of the city and furnishes fuel for healing and cooking

(Colilinucil I Colli Page it. olumn T.)
behind
tills valuable proper t) .m
per cent copper values, with sometime- as much - Jft per ton gold and those whose words are recognized
-'
two 10 four ounces of sliver. Assayed throughout fln.'iui ial circles as
of Integrity ami ahilUy; headed
samples of the first class, or picked
n
operator as
ore, shows that It carries values as by such a
high as ".a per cent In copper; while Colonel Robert H Hopper, who has
fifminprominent
to
in
been
six
southwestern
ore
shows
fhe second clas
The principal ing circles for many years; the comteen per cent copper.
pyrlllc. requiring pany has promise of a most successores aro
It is such properties as
no concentration before the go lo the ful future.
furnace. The outcrop of the lode in the Victoria Chief that are Wealth
the Victoria Chief .Mine Is one and .irodi'cers.
Colonel Hopper studies conditions
one-hamiles long, with some of Hie
veins 0 feet thick. The formation of and New Mexico owes- him much
almost identi- credit because of his work In developthe Caballos District
cal with that of Blsbee, Arizona. Un- ing mineral properties in this tcrrl-- i
torv.
noted camp of that section.
So great
has been the Interest
The Victoria Chief Mining & Bmelt-inamused In the development of this
only
at
Company is capitalised
mining camp, that large parlies
j in w
13,000,000, the stock being fully paid of stockholders hive been making the
to Bogle from all secThe officers of long Joiirra-and
the company all experienced Dnanclei tions of the country, to personally
world
one of these, has
mines,
investment
the
familiar with
the
re: Colonel Robert H. Hopper, Presi- but recently made its visit. In charge
Blgelow,
H
the
dent; Stephen J. Macy.
of
These
J. U. Blgelow. Becretary and treasurer of the company.
Treasurer; John Gardner. Oenerul 'stockholders during their hi ief sojourn
are;
Manager.
The other directors
at Albuquerque on their return, all
Vim. Buchanan, of New York. Henr) spoke In the most glowing and enthusYork, iastic terms of the results of their
C. Munger of Herkimer, New
Eugene 8. Neal of Oarrlson. N. t). ; visits, and said that I heir greatest exmore than
been
had
Howard (.'. Dickenson and Da,na A. pectation
Rose of New York. The offices of the ' realized.
company are located at loo Broadway.
The Illustrated booklets of the Vic- Electric Light and Power company UM
toria Chief are well worth looking owned and controlled principally by!
Net York City.
Stock In the Victoria Chief Mining! over, and our readers can obtain W B. Miff, of Denver, one of the most
l..l,.,-,.u'
In
hurg. If they will mi Mámlminl
.. , .... ..,1.
................
Company has been selling copies without
A flmeltln
i""
rapidly since the development work dress a line to t ol. Hubert h. Hopper, power development of this country,
10.
Copper
Chief
In
Victoria
of
the
The management Is
the htftid of
has shown what a wonderful future President
Company, loo , Butler, who recently came to this
Smelting
o waits the Investor In this section of 'Mining &
'city from Colorado, a gentlomun fa- New Mexico, and the men who nre Broadway, New York City.- a-
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miliar with every detail of the bust ness. who has made himself very popUtar through the able and Intelligent
manner in which lie has demonstrated
to the people of the city that l is an
electrician in every sense of t In word,
as well as a managaer of iln Com jany's Irit rests. Tin re is no mote
public spirited enterprise In (he soiiin-vvethan the Albuquerque Has. Electric Light and Power company, and
of one thing the com parly is sure,
which Is that Albuquerque is as well
provided with lighting and heating
privileges as any city of Its size nny- w here,
and in this it is determined
thftl Just fis fast as Albuquerque de-- I
veiops, just so fast v ill the qppqrta.
Hies and privileges
be increased to
meet the demand and they always will
be able to supply all culls made upon
It for its serrvice.
-

--

beer is ripened here at just the proper
'temperature.
The capacity of the
plahl and the oroductlon' is 30,000
lp mi
barrels annually and the
tap al all Of Hi" first eljis bars in this
pjty !lm along (he line of the Sania
jJe railroad from Raton to Kingman,
,.
oriel i.vo.ll
Arizona.
lis mii-llhave Created a demand that laxes the
capacity of the plant to tts utmost, and
only last spring extensive additions in
the wav of warehouses
was made.
while at the present time the company's handsome new office building
Is across ihe street from the brewery.
This gives additional room in the bottling department where everything in
way

,,r

manufacturing lines. The road was
built about three years ago and from
that time the citizens of Albuquerque
and vicinity and the many visitors 10
Hie city have enjoyed the pleasure of
riding over one of the best equipped
electric railways that could be built.
The Albuquerque Traction Company
also owns the Territorial Fair Crounds
Which arc directly on their line, and II
Is through the personal efforts of H. A.
.lastro and associates that the Territorial Fairs each year have been
made such successful and enjoyable
events to the people id .New Mexico.
The company also owns extensive land
interests and are doing much to eld
In the development,
of Albuquerque.
M. O. Chadbourne is another official
of the company who has rendered
valued service, and he assumed the
position of superintendent of the sys- t inier his personal
Jem .March 1st.
direction the line to Ihe American
Lumber Company's plant was eon
structed and made a valuable adjunct
lo the company. The following are
the officers and directors to the
Traction Company:
Presi-

right lime to solve a difficult problem that has confronted the city of
AlbtlQUerque along street paving lines
and it means that Willi jusF ihe kind
and quality of brick manu lac u red
here that the streets of the city can
be paved in a metrppolltan manner at
a Comparatively reasonable cost. BJ
letting contracts for this work he,ro nt

home the best materia! can be hail
and much expense saved.
It is a
question that Is even now agitating
the minds of our most progressive
citizens and nothing would act as a
better boost for the city's growth and
development than handsomely paved

streets.

Improved
latest
The management of the company
mechanical appliances (or bottling
rests in the hands of K. C. Allen,
beer has been installed.
About six
president and general manager; with
years ago the company entered the
.1.
Porter Jones as office manager,
ice business in this city. The plant Is
and is owned entirely by local capimodern in every particular and lias a
tal, and has earned 12 per cent on Ihe
THE RIO GRANDE WOOLEN capacity of twenty-ftv- e
tons e day. An
amount of money invested since the
excellent delivery service is maintaincompany has been n operation. The
MILLS COMPANY, COed and the company's wagons make
directors are energetic citizens who
regular
to
trips
all
pails
city.
of
the
have the interests pf the city ver beOPERATIVE
Ortd a considerable
Pusiness is also
fore them.
had with a number of outside tow ns
the Santa Fe. Al! water used dent, Bolomon Lyna;
This company
was organized
to jalong
In the manufacture of the Ice is first and Qeneral Manager.
ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
II. A. Jaslro;
manufacture real necessities
from
WOO) for Its
and then filtered four times. Secretary A. 0. .McMlllen; Treasurer.
members only, including distilled
AND MACHINE WORKS.
absolutely pure and free M. W. Flournoy: these gentlemen,
clothes, underwear, knit g Is, gloves r nderlng
The managi -- with superintendent M. o.
blankets, etc. And they already have from foreign matter.
also comprise the directora e,
Stockholders In every state in the men! has recently installed an elabo- i if all the occupations
engaging the
Tlie Albuquerque Traction Company
Union, as well as Cuba. Hid Mexico, erate electric light system which Is
designed
to
application or human
light
power
furnish
and
has been a profit paying proposition Industrious
Canada and Alaska, and It promises
to grow into one of the largest wool for the entire plant It is one of the since iis beginning and Ihe company thought, energy and endeavor, there
most complete electrical equipments have other plana and Improvements are none of more Importance than
manufacturing plants in the United ever
installed in the territory, and under contemplation thai w ill add to thai of the scientifically skilled ma
slates. The mills are located directly
Nor are there nnv affording
al the source of suply of the raw ma- modem in every essential particular. Ihe mrestlsre and nAvantnaram nt m,. chinist.
The
history
of the plant is so closely road as the city of Albuquerque grows so wide a scope for the product of
terial, they enjoy cheap fuel and these
genius
led
and
Inti licet. The machlnlsi
with
'on
prosthe
growth
and
in commercial
conditions combined with an ideal cliand Industrial imOwing to the careful at- is one who. educated In the laws and
mate, which avoids heavy expense In perity id Albuquerque, thai the t W o portance.
as one. Coming to this city In tention given to the business under principles of meábanlos,
heating buildings and the saving of read
has the
SSL1,
w hen
Albuquerque
was but B H. a. Jastro's management, both in genius and skill to apply them so as
high freight rates on the shipping and
to
produce the best practical results
little
Mexican
Pueblo. the office and nt the plant, the patreahipplng oí unpoducrts and the straggling
li l.oebs, purchased an interest in rons of
usual manufacturera Jobbers and n - Jl
the road have not been given a in Ihe shane of mphlnrv. etc.
the
In
lirsi
Mr. R. P. Rail. Allnmue roue no!
ever
brewty
In
established
chance lo complain of the service.
tellers profit save to members about
half of what they would have to pay New Mexico. The plant, at that time This is a record of which any electric only has a man who Is thoroughly
versed in this science, but likewise a
elsewhere, for goods of almilla- qual- occupied a small one story adobe street railway might well be proud.
good citizen whose success has been
ity, besides participating in a prom building and from that beginning has
sprung
great
Ihe
due to the energy he displays in the
Industry which Is
per cent above cost of raw
of 3
conduct of his business.
pi hie or every citizen of this city.
ALBUQUERQUE PRESSED
Mr. Hall Is
matarla! and labor, which they earn the
A
years
a
few
native Of New York slate. He was
after
Jacob's
arrival,
his
from the fact that their method is
BRICK & TILE CO.
born August 20, 1X49. He Is one of
practically from "sheep's back to your brother Henry came on, and in ISNs
the early settlers or this section of the
back" as their trade mark suggests; Ihey incorporated the present comcountry who years ago established
Jacob Lochs acting as presidirect from the Hheep to the consumer pany.
The
dent
Albuquerque Tressed Prick & the Old Albuquerque Foundry, and
and his brother Henry as sec- with every possible saving ill securing
the raw material In manufacture and retary and treasurer. The extensive Tile Company have a process of their from which grew the present prosperin selling.
The company claim rea- experience gained in Cermany and in own for making the best pressed brick ous concern which was incorporated
son for their rapidly growing mem- St. LOUIS, stood them In good stead ever made In this country; brick that In 18S4. The Albuquerque Foiimltw
here, and they were not long In estab- can be adapted especially for .street and .Machine Works (pies mechanical
bership In the economy of their business methods and that they take the lishing a reputation for the excellence paving, as well as for building pur- engineering and all kinds of machine
of
their product which necessitated poses; and when il is so evidenced work, as well as all kinds of repairing,
best out of tba well known and Well
tried methods of wealth and produc- frequent and extensive additions to that this city has a number of streets make iron and brass castings; ore.
the plant, until it has reached Us that age sadly in neecd of paving, coal and lumber cars, pulleys, grate
tion, 9ot Instance! they use the
The policy of the Ihe advent of the brick manufactured bars, babbitt metal .columns 'and Icon
and Referendum In the con- present capacity.
duct of their business; one man. one management will be to continue to In- - by the Albuquerque Pressed BftGk & fronts for buildings, as well as make a
Tile Company is fortunate Indeed, and specialty of repairs on mining and
t all
capacity in n
lie devote. Irrespective of the number of crease
shares owned. And it is legal for mands of tin' more extensive patrnn-ag- e Lait means that It is only a question of mining machinery, ami motive power
Is
short time until the Streets, of this and rolling stock . The business is by
t
which
sure to come with lie
members to vote by letter, and they
bring about equal ownership among, growth and prosperity of the south- growing city of the southwest shall no means local, but extends throughpressed out ÉernSjUUo county and the territory
with
vitrified
its hub and he paved
the consumer by not allowing the In- west and Albuquerque,
brick made especially for the work, adjoining, expert mechanics being nlsó
dividual purchase of more than ten! center.
right
here at our own doors. This sent on repair work to any part of
shares, the present selling price of
means spendid streets at cheaper cost New .Mexico.
Mr. Hull
Is always
which Is t, 00, and It is possible fori
any
ALBUQUERQUE
other kind or quality of ready to bid on work, and his faciliTRACTION
patronage to pay for eight of these
filian
paving.
ties
enable
to
him
complete
shares, so that a person not having
contracta
COMPANY
The offices of the company nre at with dispatch to the satisfaction of
ICO.OO in cash to invest can give their
110 South Second street, and the plant the patron.
note lo the company for $60,00 pay
is situated south of Albuquerque.
The
1 10. Of) In cash, which Is endorsed upon
Modern Electric itaiiway Thorough- - plant Is a modern affair and the capathe note in part payment and the
I) l
I 'quipped,
ami
with
city
making
CRYSTAL ICE COMPANY
brick
for
of
kind
various
earnings then will be endorsed up on
splendid Management,
The company makes face
unexcelled.
ihe note until it Is entirely paid, glv- and common brick,, white and buff
Ing tin patron the benefit of his pat-- I
Albuquerque
has had pure ic
to
brick, and expect
manufacture since S 9 in Which
ronage and a scientific use of credit.
year the Crystal
An Institution of which the citizens roofing
partition
tile,
tile,
hollow
lee Company organized to engage in
Tills company ha the endorsement of may well feel proUd is the Albuquer-iqu- e
pipe
coping,
sewer
'block,
wall
and
the Fanners'
the manufacture of Ice. The company
Kducutlomil
and CoTraction Company, owners and and will handle cement and lime in soon found so great a demand
operative rnlon of Americas with oyer
for Ice
company
operators
also
car
lots.
load
The
one
systems
of
of
the
host
1,000 null members, to supply
thut they have enlarged the eapaciu
them
alone will require a $1,000,0011 plant or electric street railways in the en- - manufacture a superior grade ol tire of their nlunt u number of times to
for woolen manufacturing, They will tire southwest, considering the size of brick Ironi clay mined 10 New Mexmeet Ihe requirements of the (rude.
build and operate cotton factories In the various municipalities. One of the ico. A careful analysis of the clay The present capacity of the plant is
it
best
equal
most
east
the
to
to
be
complete
shows
..
and efficient concerns
'M Innc 'il.'lle
'
the south on the sume plan, and owing OÍ
"
' ''IM..,
,
.Vi. ..... "..
lb' kind, which has since the day ern lire clay, and they manufactura ...,
..
to the many advantages of the com
pany s
plan, this should of its inception rendered perfect and a fire brick of most excellent dura- thoroughly new and modern and makThe cars of this bility which are extensively used. The ing this one of the hesl equipped
grow to he one of the greatest of Albu- - satisfactory service
building and paving brick manufac- plants 'in the west. To
querque h Industries, as it seems to be line are modern and thoroughly up-t- o
supply the
Pressed water a sixty-liv- e
the solution of the vexed labor ques- dale, and would be creditable to a tured by the Albuquerque
foot well was sunk,
more
much
city.
Brink & Tile Company are equal to land analysis at the time
metropolitan
tion and especially 'hat of child labor,
showed
The Albuquerque Traction Company the best brick made in the world for water to be equal In purity to the the
also of adulteration, ns It oilers a fair
best
two lines Of street railway, one the purpose intended, and are manu
mat is used lor Ihe purpose. The
labor exchange and removes the In- operate
personal
the
Unreins,
line
direction
a
under
from
factured
native
suburb.
s
rraue in ine city IS sun- centive for exploitation.
luuiuitiu
north across and through Albuquerque ' of Mr. Mien, un expert In the maiiu- - plied
by the half dozen wagons
the American Lumber Company's facture of brick and tiling of years tained for delivery purposes main- a
SOUTHWESTERN BREWERY extensive plant; then across and standing. Mr. Allen has made a cure-- i very considerable trade is doneandwith
h rough the el y from the old Town of ful study of the
brick business and the towns along
line of the Santa
AND ICE COMPANY.
AlbttqWerqu to th e Alvarado
hotel, (knows just the class of soli that pro- - Fe. both east andthewesl
of AlbuquerThis electric railway system which duces the best brick for all purposes, que. The company
,1
employs
adds so much to the uppearunce of and In the business affairs of this ten men In all departments, and lis
It is worthy of note thai the plant Albuquerque, the metrojsjlls of the company the most modern plant and
annual
disbursements
in
wages
and
of the Kuiilhw eslcrn ijrewci.Ue territory of New Mexico was founded machinery was ngreed upon and In- supplies
aggregate
This
Company to In ull respects, except lp. and built under the personal direction stalled, which Is today
producing does not Include moneyíh.ooo.do.
spent
Imfor
dimensions and capacity, a counter- of K. M. Chadbourne. The road was bricks' and building materials that Is provement, which
limes are large.
part of the great breweries of Milwau- constructed with a view to the future attracting the attention of experts The officers of Ihe alCrystal
lee Comkee mill SI. Louis. Its extensive cel- pice ibilltles of Ihe city's growth and from nil parts of the country.
pany are Mrs. j.
Phelps,
lars gri live stories in height, and the development
along Industrial and
This company started just at the ami c. a. Hawks,i. manager, president,
the
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AMERICAN LUMBER CO'MPANY

350,000
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of this country. He is a man who sheep and commission
business in buquerque Wool Scouring Kills to es
Mr.
Chadwick, the tablish an Institution thai has added
'knows how to grasp opportunity when the southwest.
is presented to him. and the Helen
head of t his business .comes from Mis - larger profit to Ihe wool growers.
ol today Is .1 conception or ihe muster sour, and lias been in the business .if 'through Ihe erection of one of the
mind of this well known business man. h. million' sheep ami live stock for most complete wool scouring plants
In planning Helen he bullded better I many years.
He establish
tb pres- in the country. This plant was estabthan he knew as the resalís have en Ionise in Albuquerque tóme eight lished some ten years ago by James
shown, and each year, as time rolls years ago una from that dut ! to the WltginSOn who was later joined as
by will add to the prestige of ibis little presen'
n recognised
as the partner by V. P, Kdic. boih of whom
has
railroad center as the commercial. In- - leading sheep man of his section, are experiences wool men
familiar
dustrlal, manufacturing and agricul- The business of dhadwkkA 'ompany with ever) detail of Ihe business, and
tural possibilities attract new mer- extends thtoughoui the go llhwes! representative cltisens of Albuquer- -

1907

ELEN, NEW MEXICO,

'IHI

S&$fS!

l

111

j

They are Identified with all progres- slva movements and their support of
all enterprises designed for the public weal luis redounded to the benefit
of the city ami terrltorj In which they
reside.

I

City Born of the InspirationGiven by Possibilities of Its
Becoming a Prominent Railway and Immigration Center.
sa lesmen QÚe, and each year from Its Inception
investors
and
homemakes. the company aots as shi
Fostered by the Belen Town and Improvement Company chants,
Helen will b transformed Into a busy, 'and brokers and they
extensiV"
the business has grown and developed
bustlin" progressive mercantile and business In wool and sheep on foot. until the plant has become well and
the City Promises to Be a Homeseekers" Mecca.
consignment,
will
distributing
I

A

ESTATE

(

;

WBI
company
The
formad two years ago to engage In
the real estate business in .his city,
and on the I'd Of last Mav i! Was
incorporated, with D, A. Porterfield,
president; A. L, .Martin, vice president.!
and win L Porterfield as secretary:
jt baa bean sim e ts establishment an
active factor in the growth of the city
land opérales almos, entirely locally.,
ihe specialty being business and real-- 1
deuce property, and a large local bus-- 1
iness is transacted. The company al-- 1
ways has some gilt edged bargains
lor in.' inves.or who is m a position
to take advantage of Ihe opportunity
I
afforded. Particular attention Is given W. J. PATTERSON. LIVERY.
to the collection of rentals and the
care of property for
The loan department places loans on
The people of Albuquerque are Inacceptable real estate security
and
charges the lowest prevailing rates of deed to be congratulated on the way
Interest, A specially ui also made oi In which they have been served be
furnishing abstracts of tit i making W. J, Patterson, the live, up to date
of deeds, mortgages and other con livery
and salo stable man, at
3
veyanees connected w ith the office of
West Sliver avenue. He is located In
notary public.
a ie, iiuic of the realty bustnesa a commodious building, where be
which commends itself lo the home a stable fitted with every
modern conbuilder Is the erection Of dwellings, venience for carrying on work
of this
id be paid for on the Installment plan, nature successfully.
Mr. Patterson
the monthly Installments being paid In makes u specialty of furnishing
saddle,
the form of rentals and credited to louses, buggies, carriages and wagon
the account of the purchaser. This and teams of every
description Oh
has proved a boon to the person of hort notice.
are boarded by
limited means, as It enables him to the day, week Horses
month not the kind
build in accordance with his own ideas of board you or
hear complained of brand pay for a home al his leisure. ibe lover of good
horses,
but
the
The firm has evidenced its faith tn 'kind you rend about." that kind
that
Albuquerque's future by liberal in- hns made Mr. Patterson's reputation
vestments In city properly and Its in the liver) line a most enviable one.
members are among the most ener- Mr. Pattersoa'l Stables are modern In
getic hustlers of the city.
eycr.v respect, and nothing s lacking
to make them creditable in the cily or
A Ibuquerque.
R. L. W00TT0N, REAL

cause Large shipments, or
of favorably know n.
center that
It is such fattened slock ate bought ami sold by
everybody to take notice.
The Albuquerque
Wool Scouring
the largesl sblpptni
point men as Mr. Becker who have made the house to the best advantage of Mill owned by .lames Wilkinson and
fot
ool. Hour, wheal, beans wine, possible the woniWiul cities of the owners.
Other consignments are V. I. Kdic takes the dirty wool just
bay
hardy handled for stockmen or feeders, and jas It is clipped from the sheep after
southwest.
and train in central
Now great
These
kexl i; and its importance s the pioneers have always been history large country orders are laken for it has passed the weight process; then
coming
creators,
commercial
and SO it range sheep for formara who wish to put it through their scouring process
and Indus! rial makers and wealth
center of this section of ihe south- - will continue until the end. Helen cer- - pasture a herd during the season or which cleans it nicely, ready for the
west, as well as a rallroád center ofltalnly deserves great consideration on feed a bunch during
grazing eastern
Through this
Ihe
markets.
wool
brings higher
prominence can
months, In all of these mnlteis ('has. operation the
nit bo estimated, the part of the people, and this to
Helen is a city of opportunities to h gether with the natural development Chadwich a Company Ncerolsed great prices ine! reaches Ihe manufacturer
r
In ves tot, the
that is bound to come, will be a guar- euie ano vigilante,
such condition that he clamors for
merchant, the
.n
iiiiimiin
and the colonist.
antee to the successful Qonsumatlon of extensive experience In Missouri with more of the same kijtd from the same
it is our Intention in tills special Ihe aim of our business men generally ihe big live stock concerns of the section of ihe country. This means
Booster'i Edition of
the ultimate recognition of Helen by country has eminently fitted him for added profit! to the wool grower, as
number of
tlon.
the Morning Journal to give a brief the homeseeking and Investing world the carrying on of the extensive In- - formerly ihe growers simply clipped
one ol the Important cities of the'terests handled hv his company. The their wool from the
back of the
hd develop
Helen. til
Ra way Center
here outline of the, grow lb
sheepman or wool grower knows that sheep and regardless of quality or
proclaims t( h world h,er wonderful meat which have so rapidly brought glorious Territory of New Mexico.
It
of
Helen
success
In
popularity
The
and
direct or
forwarded
Hilen ami the surrounding territory
the cleanliness
w'hen ills intereats are placed
resources,
Lei ill homeseekers. in to such a prominent position in the Is due primarily tO John Hecker and hands of such
a man that the results
through their commission men to the
g
vesiors and colonists bow and glorify history of Ule ptpgreSS Of
his able management, as he has done will be satisfactory in every
nearest selling agency, a heavy per
In his power to attract In- - lar.
And In bringing this little
and eent being deducted for dirty wool,
II Is through such honest
the majesty of Rim pitc Worth Lisien
before the public we have a two- vestors to this coming city by making sonare dealing methods thai the bUfl- - which the grower lost. Now. through
and lii'td her cry of prosperity for City
Company the splendid work oí the Albuquerque
fold purpose: Firstly, thai our own It an ideal place from every point of ness ol
has. Cbadwiok
entering noon a new era Helen offers people may keep in touch with the view, lie has surmounted many ob- lias been built.
Wool Scouring Mill. Ihe wool grow n
by our ranches Is brought to the mill
excellent Incalióos f
tommerclal advancement, progress and prosperity stacles and today has the pleasure of
ready for
cleansed
the watching the work unfold under the
(and thoroughly
mterprlses, manufacturing Industries. lhat have been Helen's lot. and city;
magic touch of Capital and populaIn any market. The
bright prospects now before the
ILFELD BROS., SHEEP
classification
tc
id
All
p
m
and secondly, thai the world at large tion. Ileleiiiiwes much to you. Mr.
institution bas done much to revoiu- AND WOOL
,f Hi
Hid
tat Santa may gain a concise Idea of what Is Hecker. as .Foes New Mexico and the
In
tionlse the wool selling business of the
for people of this . territory because of
.southwest and has added to t lit' credit
Fe railway wJl go OVer ihe main line being done here in the southwestciviliyour splendid creation of
prosperous
the good and advancement of
of the city of Albuquerque.
through to Helen
going east and zation
For the past thirty years the name
olty and community.
in general, and the developwest, n th and ai nth. This means ment of one of the most productive
of Hfeld Brothers has been prominent
JOHN FINNIGAN COMPANY.
pleanty f work as the country is Set- - sections in particular.
throughout the southwest its repre&
of
GARCIA
Mexico
New
SHEEP
E.G.
CO..
To make the people
sentativo business no n. and dJnnndlers
lied up for the industrious and in- - realise
degree
what
extraordinary
an
of shaep. wool, hides, furs and pelts.
telligent people who wish to establish
AND WOOL
Helen has reached) I
The John FMnuigan t ompany have
way in the
Beginning in a small
homes where prosperity, awaits them. of development
If, sufficient motive for taking
in
iis.
handling hides
pioneer days the firm of llfeld Uros., been
for years
The natural advantages of Helen
In
an
expended
in business
today they own thromrhnut the southwest
started
and the
It
Stand without a peer in the race for ihe time and trouble
.seems
almost
lo
needless
means
the
kind which
ranges
throughout
sheep
supremacy in the great southwesi. article of this promotion
It confidence
and
one of the most important and extensive
of this secprog.lt ss and
range name carries with
sheep
southwest
the
their
and
Here, ever aler! and onward, soundconbes. developed lines in Albuquerque on thousands of acres of the most integrity among those who have bad
ESTATE
ing the tocsin of vim. vigor antl en- tion of the country, and when we
the broadcast is thai of sheep and wool. Hides and desirable pasturage that money can business dealings with the Arm They
terprise. Helen proclaims
the sider to whnt an extent
lo
all
.
as
possible
for
prloaa
ion
ml
best
such
orina
pay
of
the
bu;-distribution
world her magnificent resources and
contaltts, - will be able to in- - I1", ti nd surely no one will question
Wool and hides from this concern producís handled, buying unit igh! and
Among the enterprising really men
o lie all in Bimru
n ei lio.'l
as this story
.... title of the
house of are shipped to all the principal mar In any Quantities. It is such methods of the southwest who Is doing much to
,,..o n... ,,,.iu ..fjil,,
migiauo,,
"Uence
a receiving
and distributing Center,
nou.se
'
won
tne
for
' !. Garcia & Co., to a leading posl-l- n ke-.of the eountrv where the lies. a this which have
aid in the development of AlbuquerI1'"" ' I
J
business center, real -- stale and
,
'
In uddl-- j of Kinnigan SUCn an extensive repuque as a coming melropolis, is, 11. L.
' "
obtained
"'"
"' penm
ion
vestment
Ibis
and homesrckeni center. may become
branch. 'prices are to be their
growers
and
within
among
sheep
settle.s
inent
sheep
own
und tation
WOOttoni dealer In real estate ami
tlon lo handling
Property Is steadily advancing p,
terfi
,,r
it While they have now an admitabl hides, they
a specialty
" Mex
of buy- handlers of hides throughout 'beoperranch proper.), loílns and reñíais, cíe
well
irranged
for
value and the rise In value of real a e bordara
the
establishment
e
as lile) handling of
ritory in which Ihe) have been
Mr. Wootlon also makes a specialty
I" rasure lo set
anils
inimen.se quantities of ing and selling the product of sheepesta o and
marks sure and
d
before as many people as
men and farmers from all parts of ating during the past lifted! years. ol managing properly for
progress of a lt).
wool and hides lo Ihe greatest admanager,
own
population
owners,
of
Ihe local
our
and has offices at ..'as West
wbther
vantage in their own two story brick I the country, paying at all times to! Mr. I. I.. Murphy
un development
is aasured, society I
"
friends and (oíd avenue, iio is one of the enUl '
many new
p.ay be o, ,
and these men Ihe highes: market prices has made
arc ex- - or:hos,who
Is .he best, in a. HI, condition
,. ne
d
t
o ., building corner of Mb .street
t uM
b.
realty men who is a husW C
terprising
home
sin.
tor
his
patrodk
therefore
second
Hanking
products.
avenue,
the tines, climate on
cellen. and
Railroad
conatruoted not for their
icadquarters tler for live business. I!. I,. Wootlon
the Ibuquerque
aid in avejy w
lo home- - fcome peppU will
years ago, yet their llo none in .lie southwest in amount
two
more
earth, and Inducements
than
grows
and
comes from one of the old tamllles
thorough
transacted in 1006 by and each year the business
business lias outgrow n their present of business
seekers such as arc found m. where Possible n thebWVM
U "
lo .he credit of the house of- of Virginia where ihe name of Woot-to- n
now construct- 'sheep and wool dealers, the firm of Unman
they
location,
are
and
else in New Merieo,
Alif
ami
has occupied a prominent position
Company
Kinnigan
,
Brothers is preparad to give to John
ing a new building ataJOA-l- ll
Knocking on the doors of the east the most gom L
ÍII and llfeld customers
In the annals of that old staate of the
I'.iuT
of
the same DUqUerque and New Mexico.
lli North Third Street, which will be jlhclr
south for many years, although he Is
a beautiful two story brick 100x100 Iliberal treatment
almost a na.ive or the southwest, havrailway and dlstrl bu
a
Ihe
bawenieut
entire
with
under
the c.donis, and settler lhat are invit- - end is a natural
ing come to this country with his
CO.
REALTY
MOORE
M.
1 lose fae s alone are su
JOHN
bidbuilding, thus giving them double the
them come one and aUMM Pjlnt.
ll,.;
parents many years ago. Mr. Woot-iow.
E. MAUGER, SHEEP
of
prosperlt
the
move
tha
to
flcicnt
Of
thenow.
space
ater
The
thai they have
floor
s father used to own the old toll
this coming rallroi
,,,,,,, llelei, is not Ihe outcome oí anv lals work Is being pushed as fast as posmen
wants
WOOL.
AND
Helen
southwest
Is n gale at RJttOn Pass, a. the edge Of
result of vvell sible so as lo be ready for oceupany
while the above corporation
With afltál, men of Industry and In- - boom, but the nalura
Colorado
and New Mexico, ami the
the
creation of the past four years nave
in setting forth the no later than the middle of April, The
I
town at the top of the tunnel named
she slow lv forces her directed efforts
personnel
composing
its
men
way' t" the asfront
H" reason of her PoaalbUltfcH p IM el.y before the firm is composed of K. (!. and .1. A.
W. K. Muuger, who has resided In
Woolton secures Us name from his
n so long ld ntlfled With Ihe chancuua of people, and grasping ail lOarcla, men who are thoroughly ex-- I Albuquerque for Ihe nasi four years
and merit
father.
of progress .ending to the uppresented.
The
nels
when
thlrty'-on- e
opportunities
of
south
They
have
miles
peiienced in this line.
is
is one of Ihe largesl buyers of wool building of the city and territory, aim
...
the advancement of Helen has beeq along
paying
the
a
for
reputation
eompuny
have
In the territory,
He represents the the interests of the
agri-ir- e learned
GEO. E. BREWER. FIRE
HMf. Juca i.m. mercantile,
junction of the main line of the Bants
market prices, anil dealing In Boston wool house ol Muuger &
n so lone; limb r tin if direct Ion,
development, and highest
honorable manner with the Avery with whom he has been eon-nleading east ami west cultural
une
most
railwfltti
the
as
cited
Justly
may
be
it
that
one
as
today
out
INSURANCE.
city
stands
the
little
trade, The house has been compelled
years, among the potent agencies above
from Chieago. Kan sas citv. Calvcstm: O
led for the past lwenty-Hv- e
,
...
pilBtlUH
lilt'
to meet a strong and zealous (turn-- I having resided in
M. Moore Realty
to
prior
to.
.lohn
and points en,st lo California, ami southwest.
The
Boston
Building has kept P0 petlon
and It Is plain that It has ob seeking the more healthful climate of company was established In ISSs. and
from ihe eastern and northern slates
Onp of the best conducted InsurIn oilier direcbecause of Its New Mexico. The quality of New Incorporated In lHUIl, with a paid-ti- p
tained its prestige
to the tPUthweSt. Helen is the future Jwllh the development
ance agencies In New Mexico is that
city
of
purls
the
and in various
of
officers
The
to offer as substantial induce-- I Mexico wool has been steadily Improvlability
$10.000.
railroad metropolis of New Mexieo. tions,
capital of
managed by Ml. OeOTgS D Brewer. B
and is new buildings anil homes tor ousiness menta to patrons as any
sitnlllar
the company are C.eorgo L. Brooks,
located "U the Helen
for some years, the growers havgentleman who established his Insurpurposes
art being house In .his section, ana it may e ing
Melville It. Summers, sec- - ance business here
developing Into a city of remarkable and residential
president;
of
grades
imported
ing
tinest
the
a successful
erec'-ed-.
safely asserted that, .here Is no wool breeding rams for lhat purpose. Mr. retarv. and John M. Moore, vice pres- career with some ofafter
growth ami prosperity.
the great comThe city of Helen is ill the center of and hide house In the entire southident' and manager. The business
The Balan Town and Improvement
pounds
buys
Manger
million
several
panies
Mr. Brewer
fact,
of
Ihe
east.
In
the usual collateral lines, loans was for many years superintend, n'
west that has exhibited more persisCompag) have already laid out one a vast wool, sheep ami ugrleuliuial
of wool annually, and Its superiority is
marketing tent,
splendid
with
The specialty, of agencies In the 1'nlted States for
has becoming recognized.
Insurance, etc.
enterprise
.ban
aggressive
and
thousand business and residence bus. country which
grow heller every (lay
however. Is Albuquerque business and the greal Sun Kite Insurance com
with broad eighty and seventy foot facilities
this house The members of the Bltn
grows In population are
residence properly. The company pos- puny of London. Knglund. As a spec,
slieetH, with alleys twenty feet wide, I,as the country
natives of New Mexico, both
cul- on
acreage
is
for
settled
ALBUQUERQUE
more
and
WOOL
and
Messes exceptional facilities for furn-- i lal agent and adjuster Ills service
sheep and wool men and their
pioneer
.villi beautiful locations for lakes
this business extends
ishing abstracts of title to city lots or
the
throughout
loiloie narks, in a couniry WiW Itivatlqn. Much of the producís
much in demand, and his strict
SCOURINGMILLS.
is packed and shipped to the country for many miles surrounding
any strip Ol land In the county with are
Integrity and liberal and progressive
annul oio spuue irees iinuniu Helen section
from
dispatch. A notary public Is also a' ideas have made
Albuquerque' ,nd Arlsona.
SC 1IJO
house COSUIIK various markets of Ihe world
loo. :i 1,11 ll.itblm a valued cltl.
The officers sen.
of the office.
featars company
lii.u .' stately churches for puWIclBelen, which gives employment to
lis.
the
years
many
of
section
For
Ihe
all
no
energetic
people
introduction
need
hundred
the
of
several
urnrchin: an ente. in ising commercial
country surrounding AlluftMrqjua bas .al the Instance of the Morning Jour
simpiy
CHAS.CHADWICK&CO.,
club backed PV business men full ofltb year round. All or which
been noted as one of the most pro-di- n nal. They refer by permission to the!
Is a railroad
Helen
to
goen
show
that
is
population
energy.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.,
The
life and
live wool growing sections. of UbS great mercantile ageneles and any t
SHEEP AND WOOL
for thoHe
already 1.689 and growing every melropolisin of Opportunities'
quan-tltle- s
great
names
because
the
southwest
III
of
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making
Their
houses.
to
local
LIVERY.
aid
the
line
city has several large Whd are
linonth.
of wool produced annually for are associated with the best Interests,
iwealih and routing history for Ihe
and representative mercantile
of the city and territory, and are
The house of Chas. Chadwlek A the eastern markets This business
the new New Mexico,
a paleul roller Hour mill. soul hw est
the attention of many opera- prominent upon the directorate of: W. I,. Trimble
Co. make a SpeC- -i
John Hecker. Ihe man who made CorhMny of Albuquerque. Is consid- tors
Willi a capacity of lit barrels a day;
westmany of the leading Industrial and laky of conducting a (Im class livery,
to
south
Ihe
and
speculators
the
of
hotels and possible the awakening of Helen, is the ered by SlOCkmen to be one doing a
three
a l;ige wilier);
Al- ll
Held,
city..
for
the
remained
They
corporations
ern
huí
of
the
financial
sale,
companies
a
feed and transfer stable.
pioneer most reliable
tpwn of founder of the city', and is
the
restaurants,
several
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say-tha-

buy and sell horses and mules nn-furnish the fines, turnouts In single
drivers or learns to be secured in Albuquerque.
Saddle horses from thin
stable give splendid satisfaction ajM
are safe for ladles and children. Tile
atables of w. L Trimble a- Co, are
thoroughly equipped foi business, and
the prestige of the firm covers manv
years of reliable dealings, They also
do an extensive transfer and storage
business, such as moving
fumltttW.
salts, pianos, baggage and household
yoods. and the promptest attention 1",
aeeorded to all orders, only the most
The
careful men being employed.
company operates lome fifteen teams
They
ami has a splendid equipment,
are favored with the i xlenslve patronage of .he
ling business men and
The firm
citizens of Albuquerque.
of w. i.. Trimble & Co. is influential
ami substantial, .he owner ol the bu-I- I.
I,. THmble, gives Ihe bust-lie- s
ss.
his personal attention, lie is a
son of A. A. Trimble, a pioneer to
this country from Paducah, Kv.
-

THE PORTERFIELD CO., REAL
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Belen, the h mese kern melropolis
of New Mexico a city that is hi ing
I. Hill by the n reh of Immigration,
fostered by th
transportation lines
forced here t the demands of
eager to share
builders and
In the prosperity which the ope rung
of this wonderful
territory assures,
Its success thus far. proves that its
founders were wise in their gi nera- -
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The livery stable business Is carried to a high degree of perfection In
Albuquerque, ami th various stables
throughout Ihe city are noted for Ihe
liist lass appearance of their rigs and
teams. This is especially true or the
Staples Of J, K Bell, which are locale! at 114 West Silver avenue, and
known as ihe Silver Avenue stables.
Mr. Heii has lu re commodious accommodation for quite a number of horses
and in addition
to his livery,
Ins
stables for boarding and caring for

others.
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BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE,
NBW MKNIC'V
at tho close, of business January
7. 1907.

,

e,

cut-of-

f.

RESOURCES,
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixtures,
Due from (I. her Banks..
Cash on Hand

....

l

.00., 130 :.t
.

13.1-- 1

".,0:ifi
?,H 7.60.- 1

17.4(10.

.97
.9á
.

1?,

It

$l,S0t,IU,7fl
MABiUTIES.
$
Capital
IRn.Ono.fin
.19. 044. 21
Surplus and Profits

l,ttt,91.5i

Deposits

ll.OOs.9413.71)

I

I

I

s.

t

i

OFFICERS ami DIRECTORS,
Solomon Luna,
President
W, S. Strickler. Vice Pres. and Cashier
W. J. Johnson
Assisiunt Cashier
A. M. Blnckwell
J. C. Baldrldge.
O. K. Cromwell,
Win. MdntoMi
The extensive connections and strong
resources of this bank are at the
service
of it
customers.
Atchison, Toprka
Fr Hallway company.

Depository:

Sanio

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
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nent Mid
tout f tell, a nun will K' "il af bisit
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necessit
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is with smokers
M.h i1. a huge hit.iI business
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H
n
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f
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HI
HiaMi-liiIhe
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ibis il. lands 'he Allniqiieiqiic
i
ii ni. the noted soaUiwe tarn riga
o Keiih Company, it Ser. ni. I ilr.
r
Ml.
I'oinnallV. nil old reliable house. nía o f a . II re r .if Albliuueruile.
been
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some
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the handsome st
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public
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strong
first
liiiel'ago,
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IM
Iron
with
and
mas completely stocked
Mr. Uonllllle, lie man. IK i. enjoys the j ,hta brand kM ben in large demand
hiss drugs and chemicals.
man who m j)V thoM wim appreciate
good
distinction of betni
.ndurted on Htri.
The liures
of nmoke.
man am
As a
reliable methods and principles thnr.iiiifhlv vers. .I in ever! ilelail
iissociailias
and
Mr.
of
Ii
Westerfein tins
manufacturer,
luinb. r business
natter thr peronel management
McKee. w. n. hona very mcrfnl rfaea M tonga
Mr H lv r x. who i" secretary and el with him;. Frank
A. ICassmgn, pi.. minen: busln.ss and today In- is the Inndlgg
general manager. Mr. J. II. n'lllelly. Hnhn and
city. The four
manufacturer of this MCtloa t
the president, i" one of the best business men ofIMthecompany, and the cigar
country.
His Affidavit ami OtMl
the
form
Albuquerque
..f
gentlemen
men
buslnesa
known
of cigars are popular with
brands
number of Im- - business - growing im.ie important,
In , un connected with
l.um- - smokers who appreciate a good smoke
The Albuquerque
nd financial en- - everyday.
p ..riant commercial
busiand each year his business has shown
terpri--.and is general manager of l.er Company siicceeileil to the
lb- - popularness of one of the old lime firms of a substantial
Ufe
Occidental
the
Increased the sales at
DooUUtaSl
ity
his
of
Mr.
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under
and
and
citv.
Mexic.
of
New
the
t'oinnanv
tores throughout
management the business has grown the various
Arizona.
proportions! the I. ritoiy where the Westerleld
to much more
g.Mids are sold. Such men ami such
than that enjoyed by the old house.
high grade goods add much to the
B. RUPPE. DRUGS.
prestige of the city where the goods
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MILL.
from Which many a ynung irt.in can
lenrn lessons in self reliance ami
fitly
serveiance no one call be more
The activity in building circles
ehonen than the Hon. B. Kuiipe,
druggttl and throughout the illy is most marked.
leading
directly collected with
Council Of
the interests
member of the UeglsJatlve promln-en...
o..,
...i
with work.
t .
eoanty.
The
BorraUUo
from
of the
IM aumMr ta thn piaS
p:irt he has and In playing in the Among
...
i .iiiiniiiiv.
vio
to.
modern progreM of Albuqunrqtt and
are acknowledged to he one 'f the cliy
the responsible positions hetin-holils
- .slates-ma- n most Important and growing manu- more than Credltabl i"
business
The
man. Mr. KUppe Is facturing enterprteee
and hu.-iby A. J.
actively as- - is owned and condu ted
..f iho men iiho ha
ic
movi who lias assumed the propi
Isted in the grow'.h ano il v
.A I ne
was for many io, ship situs- AUgllSt. I!!"...
H
of Albuquerque.
Mill Company is
years chief of the splendid volunteer buquerque Planing
of IM word a
sense
and
strictest
Albuquerque,
in
the
"f
tire departmonl
A.
Í. l.ove althat the ile- - home enterprise.
Ii w:
in dei- hi- - guhlai
is to though a Kentuclnn by birth, has been
nortninni became m efnclenl
since i iio.
the admiration and respect , resident of Albuquerque
his trad.- ami here
of Hie iaid flr ilepnrttnems iiihm.ro-ou-ac- t Here he learned
which he
he has built up a business rapidly
the country. He is a man of
o
is
which
paid
owns
present
and
now
the
and
ability,
tion and
among
place
ITI niuiant
n 'I
fire department Is - the result anf his- s u ...ii.manufacturing
interests of
firothe
uetlve earlv effort- 10 reate
long
la a mill man
tl
Albuquerque .....
te, uve department for
rntlfylBB
to add
.,.i it is
i
that would he of great value t' the u'esmein.-- im less as an' upright and
oil;
a
brilliant honorable business man than as
'Mr. nappe - :i man if t'lisuh- - skilled mid able mechanic,
one
nosslbilltles.
future
stantia! and reliable bu
the eouthwent.
A W HAYDEN, CONTRACTOR
ni

as-n-

it Schloss rigar
and retail Acatare
in line clgais, is a house w hich eaf--!
i. - oiilv goods of the most repútame
of.
makes; thev have exclusive control
cigars
the Owl and Gtaneral Arthur cigars,
and Stachelbi rg's clear Havana
besides OtMr noted brands. They also
carry a full ami complete Una of an
ih.. atanla and advertised brands ol
cigars and tobaccos, which are by deand tobaccos which are In
mand by smokers, and one of the
by
main niivantaccs to be obtained
iri.ti Incr ,itii trill ids from tin- liotln-berg & Bchlon Cigar company, of 11a
Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, is the
freshness of til! their cigais.
The Hothanberg

j

j

Attention Is called to that well
This store Is one of IIk most
company In the southwest Is
establishment 'In theaiaaonlc
known
Its
kind
of
representative
In
modern
and
favorably
known
e
belter or
owned and operate.v RaUl
building,
carry
they
the
in
the soulhwest, and
than the well
llie oiiiiiiei. ial
a market man with years
,
Klelnworl.
organs
and
Krult largest .slock of piano--known bou . of Kilthei-SiamHere one finds all
exuerletice.
of
e
dealers talking machines lo be found in New
. ompaiiv.
goaial whole-alof fresh meats, salt meals ana
limbo s in fNN and dried Mexico. The business Is under the kinds
mil di-sausage, such as will please the most
This house
funis produce, mils, etc. twenty-fivIs
personal iiiauugeinent of Oeo. fastidious taste. Mr.
e
direct
some
iablisli.il
ui
practical meat man who has been n.
Some I l.eai nard, one of the prominent
Mais gnj by m. P. BUuam.
for
and music men of this part of resident of Albaejaerqae
'aier Mr. itimier carrn to thisn piano
years and has always been
i he country.
The hoiisT carry an ex
in nusmess. ano
c It v am)
the com-ve- s
development
of
lisolidal ion was effected between me tensive line of ( nir kering Bros Bush I active in the
Bince establishing this mar
.v Pond, Bchaff munity.
houses which resulted & I.ane, Schiller.
in, v.i.
uiniutu
Broa., utarr, uirvor, nusnmann, n,ion-Fra- il ket. Air. Klemwonto nas
in the formation of ihe muner-atambusiness built up
company, with David A. Btttner, I aiond, the oolabrated Aataawfta Musi- - Iclous attention
Such ensatisfactory
trade.
as own-- 1 cal l ompanys
nanos ano a most
Kieciric
M. P. fttamm and lto
merchants and businessIs
No company 'n ii... Kaiiand- - (Vcilian pianos, in fact. terprising
..es and oro in leti us.
,
do much to aid a town, and It
u ...in.,.., haa such mtODOM in IM I tbn carry about everything In the men
to ust such men as Mr. Klelnwort
M;lI1,nK ,,f fruits and produce; nonejmuslcal line from the mouth harp up, that Albuquenjue owes her substantial
,.,.,.,. aiid keeps caatomen as weil an( (hey buy for cash and place large
& Llndemann
also! growth and progress.
mtlsfled. The business Is large, run- - or(1(.,.s
ulnar la.st vear to almost $230,000. The! lave a branch house at Katancla. New
company Is well established, the name Mexico, and this is the only cunce.-SAN JOSE MARKET.
territory of New
f
firm being a synonym Ol tneiif
he kn(, )n
af-- 1
market
produce
the
i
The
lots.
ami
load
i.st fruit the reputation Hunt up "J M,.xil.,, t)iat buys it car
ford and
.lrm h;1! established a large and pro- The business of the San Jose Market
Hie house may woll he reoogniaeo as;fltahlt busmess because of thlr square Is
under the personal management of
assets.
business
one of its prominent
transactions.
business
in
all
nlHmM
Mr. Herbert Hrooks, a son of the presPennsylof
a
is
native
Mr. Bltlrer
Th( ((M.k carried is large enough for ident, and he. gives every detail of
vania ami nr. mauiiii - an o.u .o..-- .
and tasuoious the business ffls close attention, and
the most particular
of the eoathweet. The business of the person to make a selection from, and this,
coupled together with the fact
house extends throughout the Miutn-an- the well known and established makes that he has had years of experience
Ii has done much to ad
west.
Instruments
musical
pianos
and
of
the business, makes the operations
vance the interest of the city of Ainu- - sold are noted the world over for their at
of the San Jose Market thoroughly
Querque.
tone.
of
reputation and excellence
and competently managed. The catmarket are
tle for the San Jose
bought specially for their trad and
STURGES HOTEL
WHITSON MUSIC COMPANY are fattened to a degree that means
the choicest and freshest meats every day in the year. Supplies from
n
among
the
T'mmineni
many years Mr.s Whitson ha.-- the San Jose market are shipped to
For
or
the
and popular eatabllahmantt
many of the smaller towns around
City nf Albuquerque is Sturges Hotel. been engaged In the sale of piii'os Albuquerque to the lovers of appetlfs-In- g
Restaurant and liar, corner of First and musical Instrumental througlftiut
meats and produce. A specialty
'street and Railroad avenue. This old this section of the country, and in iff the house Is meats of quality at
ex'time establishment has been in
many homes ari instruments Of tone reasonable prices, and through such
líos al-- 1 gfld feeling from
istence for many years aim
this well estab- methods a patronage has been estab
Iwayi been known as the place where lished house.
She is sole agent for lished that la far reaching and
(.'bickering,
beside the factorv.
the best tilinga to e1 .and drink can
Mr. fi. L. Hrooks, the lirest- the celebrated
well dent, and his son are men who have
b had. and as a most pleasant re-- 1 Kverett and Kimball OlanOS,
sort in Which to paaa one's leisure as the Victor talking machines and done much to aid in the advancement
moments or seek good and congenial! the Edison phonographs. As u busi- of Albuquerque and both are citizens
St urges
and as- -' ness woman, Mrs. Whitson has made who have the respect and confidence
B.
F.
company.
Metates are well and favorably known a marked success, and she handles of the people of the city because nf
in their excellent business methods.
throughout the southwest.
and is familiar with everything
music from a talking machine to a
grand piano. Her establishment at
BLANCHARD MEAT AND
114 South Second street, Is headquarters in Albuquerque for the mualc
SUPPLY COMPANY.
lovers of this section of Ihe country,
1
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thai their interests are In their
Mr. Showell lias gained a nareputation far securing the
In baby and children
fin. si i
s and has often won prizes in
ph
ilinn With much older and ex- perlenced photiigraiihers. He believes
Dm best malerials are none too good
and uses exclusively the pare platinum
and Alisto platino papers. Always on
new
cards nnd
for
the look-omountings, their work invarably receives commendable praise and Ihelv
i-

work.
tional

ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS
CIGAR COMPANY.
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EMIL Kl EINWORT, MEAT
MARKET.
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FRUIT
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BITTNER-STAM-

In the new Oiaiit Bin. k. 3l3' Railthe Moon
road avenue, U located
Malta v.iih Sgsnrufl k- Ki aawwi
prufii ietoi i and in no pl.ue in Ihe
leriitory, can ihcre
whole soiiihwi-appoialoái
be folllnl a studio so
.uní eipiipp. ,i with high lass I anna,
.
aim lis noil apparatus necessary for
making artistic pin togntfmy. This topother with i liMtui il aptinnle for Die
profi un, muí an iinileistamlliiK of
the art of poetas aubjects probably
better than other urtists ill the soulh- west makes the Showell & Kemmerer
tndln Ideal. The art of phoiography.
like all other arts and Mtoaoea, has
experienced a very rapid advance dur- ing the hisl decade, and the fact that
Mi mra. Rhowetl & Kemmerer have not
only kept puce with the new ideas ami
methods, hut Me forged t" the front.

i

sub-initi- al
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studio being large and cornodlous,
give.- them ample room for displaying
their work. They also have a knock
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